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20MW PV POWER PLANT

NAMPOWER HAS AWARDED THE CONTRACT FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE 20MW PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
PLANT AT KHAN SUBSTATION TO ACCESS AUSSENKJER
SOLAR ONE NAMIBIA (PTY) LTD ON A BUILD-OWNOPERATE BASIS , WHO IN TURN SUBCONTRACTED
HOPSOL FOR THE ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION (EPC) OF THE PLANT. WORKS WERE
SCHEDULED TO COMMENCE IN JANUARY 2022 - REPORT
ON PAGE 11. PHOTO OF THE N$498-M 20MW
OMBURU PV SOLAR PARK OUTSIDE OMARURU,
AWARDED TO FRANCO-NAMIBIAN COMPANY INNOSUN
AND INAUGURATED IN 2015 (HTTPS://HOPSOL.COM).
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PROCUREMENT GUIDE TO NAMIBIA'S 2021/22 NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrialising

Nationally, the industrial sub-cluster’s N$2.78-b
development budget after 2021/22’s midyear revisions
accounts for 53% of the N$5.2-b total.
11 FEBRUARY 2022
amibia is spending over 40% of its
N$5.2-b development budget and
75% of its N$2.8-b allocation to
the industrial cluster on transport infrastructure this year, almost half of which
is supported by foreign loans totaling
at least N$874-m - virtually all of which
accrues to Chinese contractors. And
these road and rail projects are essentially for the export of unprocessed
minerals at the expense of domestic
industrialization.
This is in line with previous years,
where road and rail infrastructure
projects consumed as much as 54%
of all foreign funding in the development budget.
Foreign loans to the Transport
Vote totaling between N$780-m and
N$874-m in 2021/22 also make up
between 26% and 29% of its N$3-b
capital projects budget (N$2.1-b domestically financed) – – depending on
which parts of the development budget
one looks at.
This is in line with last year when
one third of Transport’s similar, N$3-b
development budget was supported by
foreign funding mostly in the form of
loans, while all projects in the remaining industrial votes are financed solely
from Namibia’s own limited domestic
inputs.
The Transport Vote’s foreign funding
component differs in the development
budget’s summary tables for 2021/22
where it is recorded as N$780-m and
in the detailed project listing where it
reflects N$874-m.
As we pointed out at the beginning of
this review, Namibia’s 2021/22 national
development budget at the beginning
of the year plunged to N$5.5-b - equaling what it was five years ago and its
second-lowest in nine years, augmented
by external loans that drive the country’s
foreign debt burden to new highs (Bulletin 1414).
And true to form, the central government cut its development budget midyear by N$280-m and added N$2.2-b
to its operational expenditure for the
remainder of 2021/22, after ministries
blew their initial allocations.
Much of the additional funding is for

N

remuneration costs that were somehow
‘unforeseen’ at the beginning of the year,
when the Ministry of Defence - already
fingered by the auditor general for irregular spending on salaries – received
the biggest, N$477-m, slice of the bailout (Bulletin 1422).
Namibia is now spending N$8.5-b
on servicing its central government
debt in 2021/22 – a new record that
is 53% more than the second-lowest
ever N$5.5-b it was spending on development projects before the midyear
cutback to N$5.2-b.
This is the biggest disparity to date,
after treasury’s loan repayments ballooned by 9.85% and investment in
capital projects contracted by 14% this
year (Bulletin 1420).
Foreign finance (mainly loans) as a
component of Namibia’s development
budget has jumped to an all-time 22.4%
high, following the 5.3% midyear reduction of the central government’s own
investment in capital projects to only
N$5.2-b for the remainder of 2021/22
– almost 20% less than last year (Bulletin 1423).
In line with previous years, the
Transport Vote’s capital projects budget in 2021/22 is more than treble the
development allocation to the rest of
industrial sub-cluster, accounting for
75% of the cluster total, thereby largely
benefiting the export of unprocessed
minerals at the expense of domestic
industrialization.
On top of that, while all votes in the
industrial sub-cluster had their development allocations cut back in 2021/22’s
midyear revisions, the Transport Vote
suffered the least, with a 2.86% reduction (by N$63-m to N$2.137-b) – almost
half the cluster’s 4.35% cutback, comprising reductions of:
* 16% for Mines & Energy (by N$13-m to
N$68.3-m);
* 8.3% for Urban & Rural Development (by
N$48-m to N$532-m); and
* 5.25% for Industrialisation & Trade (by
N$2.5-m to N$45-m).
At 2020/21’s midyear revisions, all
votes in the industrial sub-cluster had
their development budgets reduced
except the Transport Vote.

This is the story of Namibia’s official
development paradigm that seeks to
render the country the Southern African
sub-region’s logistics hub, with little accruing domestically except in the form
of services, rather than home-grown
industrialization.

The economic cluster’s
2021/22 development
budget

O

ut of the five clusters, the economic cluster traditionally has
the biggest share of the N$5.2b development budget.
Its 65.7% share after midyear
in 2021/22 is ahead of the security
cluster’s 14%), education’s 9%, health
and welfare’s 6.3% and the administrative cluster’s 4.8% (see accompanying
table).
After midyear in 2021/22, the
economic cluster as a whole has a
domestically-financed development
budget inside the State Revenue Fund
of N$3.435-b, equating to 65.7% of the
national development budget totaling
N$5.2-b.
At the beginning of the year, the
economic cluster’s N$3.6-b accounted
for 65.77% of the initial N$5.5-b national
development budget.
In terms of 2020/21’s revised development expenditure, the economic
cluster’s N$3.9-b accounted for a lower
60.7% of the N$6.456-b national total.
It started the year with N$3.927-b,
reduced by 0.17% or N$6.5-m midyear
in October 2020, resulting in the economic cluster’s share of the domestically-funded development budget declining
marginally from 61.27% of N$6.4-b at
the beginning of the year to 60.23% of
N$6.5-b after midyear.
These amounts exclude N$1.479-b
in foreign financial inputs outside the
State Revenue Fund, compared to
N$1.75-b in 2020/21 (see below).
Midyear revisions to the Namibian
central government’s 2021/22 national
budget saw allocations for capital projects reduced from N$5.5-b by N$280m or 5.08% to N$5.2-b and operational
expenditure increased by N$2.2-b or

4.09% from N$54-b to N$56-b.
With the biggest share of the development budget, the economic cluster’s
N$3.6-b development ceiling at the beginning of 2021/22 was reduced by 5%
or N$185.8-m to N$3.4-b, accounting for
66.4% of the total N$280-m reduction in
the development budget and its share
of voted development expenditure falling marginally from 65.77% of N$5.5-b
to 65.73% of N$5.2-b after midyear
2021/22.

The economic cluster’s
2020/21 development
budget

W

ith N$3.9-b, the economic
cluster accounted for 60.7% of
2020/21’s N$6.456-b revised
development expenditure, before falling 7.65% or N$300-m to N$3.6-m at
the beginning of 2021/22 – although
accounting for a higher 65.77% of the
lowered development total.
After 2020/21’s midyear revisions,
the economic cluster had N$3.92-b for
capital development projects (excluding
foreign funding).
It started the year with N$3.927-b,
reduced by 0.17% or N$6.5-m midyear,
resulting in the economic cluster’s share
of the domestically-funded development budget declining marginally from
61.27% of N$6.4-b at the beginning of
the year to 60.23% of N$6.5-b after
midyear.

The economic cluster’s
2019/20 development
budget

T

he initial astronomical midyear
N$1-b cutback in the national
development budget from N$7.9b to N$6.9-b excluding foreign funding
in 2019/20 turned out to be far worse
in terms of actual expenditure, which
amounted to only N$5.7-b.
According to the 2021/22 budget
book, 2019/20’s actual development
expenditure turned out at N$5.7-b
– over N$1-b below the N$6.9-b to which
it was already reduced at the time of that
year’s midterm cutback.
This means 2019/20’s actual devel-

NAMIBIAN CENTRAL GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT BUDGET 2021/22 BY CLUSTER
CLUSTER (PROJECTS) /N$

ADMINISTRATIVE (20)

% OF
2020/21 REVISED 2020/21
REVISED
320,762,000

4.97%

% OF
2021/22
ORIGINAL

2021/22
ORIGINAL

276,308,000

5.02%

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
2021/22 &
2020/21
-44,454,000

% OF TOTAL
SECURITY (42)

813,020,000

12.59%

733,732,000

13.33%

-79,288,000

1,134,700,000

17.58%

481,859,000

8.75%

-652,841,000

266,604,000

4.13%

392,800,000

7.13%

126,196,000

BUDGET GRAND TOTAL (397
projects) (inside SRF) N$

-9.75%

735,232,000

3,921,002,000

60.73%

3,620,895,000

65.77%

-300,107,000

-57.53%

475,159,000

100.00%

5,505,594,000

100.00%

-950,494,000

% OF
2021/22
MIDYEAR

-25,900,000

-9.37%

4.79%

0.20%

14.07%

-1.39%

9.09%

-16.01%

6.31%

-5.13%

65.73%

-5.08%

100.00%

1,500,000
-6,700,000
2.39%

47.33%

329,900,000

-62,900,000
22.48%

-7.65%

3,435,095,000

31.57%
6,456,088,000

%
CHANGE

-0.54%

-13.28%

% OF TOTAL

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
2021/22
MIDYEAR &
ORIGINAL

9.26%

68.68%

% OF TOTAL
ECONOMIC * (248)

250,408,000

8.34%

% OF TOTAL
HEALTH & WELFARE (42)

-13.86%

2021/22
MIDYEAR

4.68%

% OF TOTAL
EDUCATION * (45)

%
CHANGE

-185,800,000
66.40%

-14.72%

5,225,794,000

-279,800,000

STATE REVENUE FUND: All amounts are inside the State Revenue Fund. Amounts for votes marked * exclude additional foreign funding outside the State Revenue Fund in 2021/22 and last year (2020/21): Vote 10 - N$350-m
(N$350-m); Vote 18 - N$53.998-m (N$53.998-m); Vote 24 - N$779.939-m (N$1,055,054,000); Vote 37 - N$272.48-m (N$244.658-m); Vote 38 - N$22.399-m (N$45.248-m). This additional development funding outside the SRF totals
N$1,478,816,000 in 2021/22 (N$1,748,958,000 last year), according to the NPC. This raises the total development budget to N$7,031,338,000 in 2021/22. In addition, the development allocation for Vote 17 is N$5.7-m less than
the N$580.818-m listed in the NPC’s development budget at the beginning of the year.
MIDYEAR REVISIONS: The development budget for 2021/22 was revised downward from N$5.5-b to N$5.2-b, with a realized saving of N$290.8-m, of which N$11-m was re-allocated back to Development Budget - all to Vote
39 - and the remaining N$279.8-m was reallocated to the operational budget “to cater for critical needs”, according to the Ministry of Finance’s midyear budget document.
MIDYEAR DISCREPANCIES: There are discrepancies for four votes between their original allocations for 2021/22 as stated in the main budget and their original allocations as stated in the midyear budget: Vote 27 - N$15.429-m
in the main budget but N$13.429-m according to the midyear budget (N$2-m less); Vote 31 - N$10-m in the main budget but N$9-m in the midyear budget (N$1-m less); Vote 37 - N$392.426-m in the main budget, but N$347.772m in the midyear budget (N$44.65-m less); Vote 38 - N$264.603-m in the main budget, but N$259.929-m in the midyear budget (N$4.67-m less). The inside SRF development total of N$5.505-b at the beginning of 2021/22
according to the midyear budget document is therefore N$52.028-m less than the N$5.5575-b according to the main budget book at the beginning of the year. This is either due to errors in data capture or misallocations not
clarified in the midyear budget statement.
SOURCES: Ministry of Finance Estimates of Revenue, Income and Expenditure 2021/22 - 2023/24, National Planning Commission’s Development Programmes Estimates of Expenditure 2021/22 -2023/24 and Ministry of
Finance’s midyear budget. © Market Namibia Tender Bulletin / Collective Resources
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emptiness

opment expenditure of N$5.7-b (excluding foreign inputs) was N$2.2-b or 28%
below what had initially been voted at
the beginning of that year.
The economic cluster ’s actual
N$3.6-b development expenditure in
2019/20 was over 27% below its original N$4.965-b allocation, contributing
the biggest, 62% to the overall N$2.2-b
reduction in actual expenditure, but
still accounting for 63% of the lowered
total.
Midyear in 2019/20, the economic
cluster suffered a 10.63% midyear
reduction on its original N$4.965-b
development allocation, contributing
the biggest, 52.8% share of the overall
N$1-b development cutback.
The economic cluster’s revised
N$3.9-b development expenditure in
2020/21 was N$305-m or 8.4% higher
than 2019/20’s actual N$3.6-b.

The transport &
industrial economic
sub-cluster

T

he Tender Bulletin groups the
economic cluster into two subclusters:
* industrial (transport, mining, energy and
industrial); and
* the green economy (agriculture, environment, land reform, water, fisheries, etc).
We continue our procurement guide
this week to the Namibian Government’s
2021/22 national development expenditure estimates with a detailed examination of projects in the industrial
sub-cluster consisting of:
* Vote 15 - Mines & Energy;
* Vote 17 – Urban & Rural Development;
* Vote 19 – Industrialisation & Trade; and
* Vote 24 – Transport.
The Urban & Rural Development
Vote was covered separately last week
because of its large number of projects
- 136 (Bulletin 1431).
The industrial, mining, energy and
transport sub-cluster’s development
expenditure traditionally accounts for
the bulk of the economic cluster as a
whole, translating into 81% or N$2.78b for 187 projects out of the economic
cluster’s N$3.435-b spread across 248
projects after midyear in 2022/22.
At the beginning of the year, the
industrial sub-cluster accounted for
80.34% or N$2.9-b of the economic
cluster’s N$3.6-b – significantly higher
than in 2020/21 (revised), when it accounted for a more traditional 67% of
the economic cluster’s N$3.9-b with
its N$2.6-b.
In 2019/20, the industrial sub-cluster’s revised N$2.5-b for 185 projects
accounted for just over 70% of the
economic cluster’s N$3.6-b – also for
248 projects.
Nationally, the industrial subcluster’s N$2.78-b development budget after 2021/22’s midyear revisions
accounts for 53% of the N$5.2-b total,
compared to 52.8% at the beginning of
the year, when it had an allocation of
N$2.9-b out of the N$5.5-b grand total.
According to 2020/21’s revised
expenditure, the industrial sub-cluster
accounted for a much lesser 40.7%,
with N$2.6-b out of the N$6.456-b
overall development budget, compared
to 2019/20’s N$2.5-b, which accounted
for 43.5% of N$5.8-b.
Excluding the Urban & Rural Development Vote, the industrial cluster’s
51 projects in 2021/22 is in line with 50
projects last year, fewer than 2019/20’s
54 - significantly less than 2018/19’s 75,
42 of which were scaled back midyear,
when the cluster’s budget for capital
development projects was reduced by
N$750.5-m or 30.2% from N$2.5-b to
N$1.7-b midyear – above the overall
national development budget’s reduction of 24.5% or N$1.8-b from N$7.3-b
to N$5.56-b.
The industrial sub-cluster’s N$2.8b original allocation within Namibia’s

N$7.9-b domestically-funded development budget gave it a 35.4% share at
the beginning of 2019/20, reduced to
33.6% after the combined allocations of
the four votes was reduced by nearly
18% to N$2.3-b midyear, contributing
the biggest share of 47.5% to the N$1-b
reduction in capital project expenditure
nationally.
The industrial cluster’s N$126.5-m
reduction contributed 45% in 2021/22’s
N$280-m midyear cutback in the development budget.
The cluster’s original N$2.8-b allocation in 2019/20 had been a healthy
65% more than 2018/19’s midyear revised N$1.7-b (excluding foreign grants
and loans), after it was cut back by 30%
from its original N$2.48-b allocation at
the beginning of the year.

Counting projects
in the economic cluster

T

he economic cluster’s ten votes
have 248 projects under implementation in 2021/22, the same
number as in 2019/20, but less than
last year’s 254.
This is much the same as 2018/19’s
247, 129 or 52% of which were cut back
midyear – the last time that such midyear-affected projects were identified in
the midyear budget.
The industrial sub-cluster’s 187
projects under implementation in 2021/
22 constitute the bulk of the economic
sector’s 248 projects, most of which
resort under Urban & Rural Development by number (136), although the
Transport Vote’s 30 projects account
by far for most in terms of value.
The industrial cluster’s count of
projects has remained constant over
recent years - 187 this year, the same
as last year, 185 in 2019/20 and 187 in
2018/19 – always led by Urban & Rural
Development by number and by Transport in terms of value.

Earlier cutbacks
in the industrial cluster

T

he industrial cluster also suffered
the biggest hit in the Namibian
central government’s development
project suspensions for 2018/19, contributing 42% to the N$1.8-b cutback to
its N$7.3-b initial development budget.
The 24.4% cutback to overall
development expenditure from what
was voted at the beginning of the year
lowered project spending to a revised
N$5.6-b, reducing the cluster’s share
from 34% originally to 31%.
Most of the reduction in project
expenditure was culled from the Transport Vote, which lost N$691-m or 31%
of its original N$2.2-b allocation, the
remaining N$1.5-b still accounting for
the highest share of all development
expenditure amongst the 35 votes – as
is always the case.
Coming in the midst a protracted
economic recession, the culling of fixed
investment expenditure in productive areas such as mines, energy, industry and
transport projects was especially lamentable considering that no spending
suspensions were made in the security
cluster which contributes nothing to
economic growth or development.
Although the security cluster’s development budget was cut back midyear
in 2019/20, it was by a moderate 6.98%
or N$95.255-m to N$1.269-b, contributing only 9.5% to the N$1-b overall
reduction in capital project spending,
compared to the mining, industrial and
transport cluster’s 47.5%.

Including foreign loans, the Transport Vote has N$3-b to
spend on 30 projects after midyear in 2021/22 - almost
half of the N$6.7-b national development budget
including foreign funding, two thirds of the economic
cluster’s N$4.55-b and 82% of the industrial sub-cluster’s
N$3.65-b – when foreign funding is included.
funding for the industrial cluster was
39.5% higher than 2017/18’s revised
N$296-m, its share of the overall
development budget increasing from
3.4% to 4.7% - driven mainly by increased spending on Mines & Energy
(Vote 15).
However, 2018/19’s original project
funding for Industrialisation, Trade &
SME Development (Vote 19) shrank by
34%, while Mines & Energy had 55%
more to spend – compared to 2017/18’s
revised allocations and 2018/19’s original development expenditure ceilings.
This was in line with the Namibian
government’s continued promotion of
the extraction of raw minerals at the
expense of deepened, homegrown
industrialization and manufacturing
(Bulletin 1218) and was further reinforced by 2018/19’s milder midyear
0.6% cutback in project funding for
Mines & Energy, compared to a 2.7%
haircut for Industrialisation, Trade &
SME Development.

Industrial
underdevelopment

A

s noted over past years, official
development policies in the mining sector focus on the continued
and expanded exploitation of Namibia’s
raw minerals by foreign multinationals
- aided by homegrown compradors without beneficiation, in addition to the
rampant speculation with exploration
and mining concessions for the private
enrichment of a handful of politically
connected players.
In the quarrying and associated
building materials sectors, considerable
manufacturing potential lies untapped
to supply government’s mass public
housing initiatives that are instead being pursued with inputs from imported
supplies.
In the energy sector, industrialization opportunities are being overlooked
in the creation of electrification networks
to power rail transport, as well as alternative energy projects with potential for
considerable local manufacturing inputs
instead of imported components.
In the case of Industrialization,
Trade & SME Development, the emphasis remains on rudimentary processing
of agricultural products and gemstones
and providing light manufacturing,
repairs and maintenance inputs to the
tertiary industrial sector.
The upshot of all this is that while
large-scale industrial minerals (and
fisheries)-based industrial linkages are
largely overlooked, trade continues to
trump manufacturing, instead of which
turbo-charged SME tenderpreneurial procurement promotion erodes

established businesses through the
mercantilist displacement of existing
trade linkages rather than diversification of the narrow manufacturing base
(Bulletin 1218).
This emphasis on trade within
the development budget, reflects and
reinforces Namibia’s dependency on
imports for consumer consumption as
well as tertiary industrial inputs (Bulletin 1191).
But neither job creation nor the multiplication of SME businesses translate
automatically into economic development, which is (qualitatively) different
from (quantitative) GDP growth, and
which is currently prioritized at the
expense of the former.
In the context of the government’s
existing development paradigm, its
manufacturing projects consist largely
of secondary processing in agriculture,
fishing, textiles, gemstones and jewelry,
while trade projects target tourism and
crafts.
The development budget for the
country’s two key primary economic
resource sectors – mining and fishing
– also reflects official ongoing support
of value extraction by foreign firms in
these essentially enclave sectors – at
the expense of inward industrialization,
manufacturing and value-addition (Bulletin 1218).
In 2015 fishing and mining sectors
accounted for 63% of Namibia’s export
earnings, with mining contributing about
50% on its own.
Yet their contribution to GDP was
little more than 15% (mining 11.5%)
– a gap reflecting the accrual of locally
extracted value in foreign hands.
On the other hand, mining generates
about 25% of government revenue in its
predominately extractive form – leaving
the potential of revenue from minerals
beneficiation untapped (Bulletin 1191).

Industrial initiatives
outside the
development budget

Y

et, the central government has
launched two mega industrial
initiative during the 2021/22 financial year outside the ambit of the formal
development budget - the Walvis Bay
Industrial Development Initiative (WIDI)
and the Green Hydrogen Project in the
southern desert near Lüderitz.
Neither of these projects is included
in the National Planning Commission’s
development budget but both are driven
by the newly established Namibia Investment Promotion Board – co-located
in the Presidency with the NPC.
TO NEXT PAGE

Previous development
allocations to the
industrial cluster

W

hile the original N$7.8-b development budget in 2018/19
was 24% higher than 2017/18’s
revised N$6.3-b, the N$413-m project
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One third of Transport's development budget

Continuing on last year, Chinese contractors are working
on five of the Transport Vote’s biggest seven projects in
2021/22 (they were five of the biggest six last year). These
five projects total N$924.456-m in 2021/22 (N$2.4-b last
year).
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
Both these new projects highlight
the government’s shift to a neo-liberal
mindset in which domestic industrial
development is outsourced to foreign
public private partnerships.
This policy only serves to deepen
the externalisation of profits by foreign multinationals who will now drive
Namibia’s major industrialization initiatives – in addition to their dominance of
the extractive sectors such as minerals
and fisheries – with the energy sector
now included.

The WIDI

A

s we reported in Bulletin 1424 (26Nov-21), the Walvis Bay Industrial
Development Initiative (WIDI)
tender was launched as an expression
of interest for investors to partner with
the government in the National Single
Window, the New Container Terminal at
the Port of Walvis Bay and the Special
Economic Zone in Walvis Bay, closing
30 October – without having been widely
publicized.
The EOI was issued by the Namibia
Investment Promotion & Development
Board only on its website on 04 October.
The EOI sought a WIDI partner
involving Namport’s New Container
Terminal (NCT) at the Port of Walvis
Bay, under the development of a Special
Economic Zone (SEZ).
As part of Namibia’s “ambition to
develop into a regional logistics hub,
a National Single Window (NSW) has
also become a priority project and is
being considered alongside the devel-

firm, Hyphen Hydrogen Energy was
announced as the successful bidder
to implement the gargantuan N$150-b
green hydrogen project in the southern
Namib desert near Lüderitz, promising
N$12.8-b in annual revenues and thousands of jobs.
The Namibian government had
issued a notice of award to appoint Hyphen Hydrogen Energy as preferred bidder to develop the country’s ambitious
large-scale vertically integrated green
hydrogen project in the Tsau //Khaeb
national park (the former Sperrgebiet
diamond mining territory).
The project, worth an estimated
US$9.4 billion (N$150-b) roughly
equals Namibia’s entire GDP and will
ultimately produce 300,000 tons of
green hydrogen annually for regional
and global markets, either as pure
green hydrogen or in derivative form
(green ammonia).
The ambitious green hydrogen programme includes a desalination plant
powered by wind energy, deepening
of the Lüderitz harbour and the export
of vast quantities of hydrogen fuel and
ammonia fertilizer with expectations of
up to US$9.4-b foreign direct investment
and US$800-m annual revenues.
The project envisages producing
300,0000 tonnes of green hydrogen
annually for regional and global markets either as pure green hydrogen or
its green ammonia derivative.
As in the case of the WIDI initiative, the green hydrogen programme is
driven and financed outside the scope
of the development budget – with little
public accountability.

opment of a SEZ and the management
of the NCT by private developers and
operators respectively”, according to
the tender notice.
The SEZ’s purpose is to “aid the
conversion of Namibian raw materials
and resources to finished and semifinished products and components as
part of the nation’s drive to diversify
Namibia’s economy”.
WIDI consists of three project
components:
(1) management and operation of the existing
NCT at the Port of Walvis Bay by a private
operator;
(2) development and deployment of an NSW
facility;
(3) development and operation of a SEZ near
Walvis Bay.
The EOI, launched on 30-Aug-21
- two months before the notice was
published by the NIPDB - invited “leading global developers and operators with
significant capability and well proven experience in port and container terminal
management, shipping and logistics
sector operations, developers and operators of special economic zones and
business development experts … to
partner with government in the WIDI.”
A National Coordinating Committee,
led by the NIPDB, was constituted “to
identify and approach global market
leading operators, and to facilitate the
EOI from potential operators and developers on behalf of the government”
– with little public accountability.

Foreign-funded
development

Green hydrogen

T

he other mega project was
reported in Bulletin 1427 (17Dec-21), when a German-UK

W

ithin the development budget,
apart from Education, Arts &
Culture’s N$350-m AfDB loan
tranche this year (same in 2020/21), all
development finance outside the State
Revenue Fund goes to the economic
cluster:
Those votes receiving development
funding outside the SRF in 2021/22
(compared to 2020/21) are:
* Environment, Forestry & Tourism (Vote 18)
- N$53.998-m (N$53.998-m last year);
* Transport (Vote 24) - N$779.939-m
(N$1,055,054,000);
* Agriculture & Land Reform (Vote 37) N$272.48-m (N$244.658-m); and
* Water (Vote 38) - N$22.399-m (N$45.248m).
This additional development funding
outside the SRF totals N$1,478,816,000
in 2021/22 (N$1,748,958,000 last year),
according to the National Planning
Commission, raising the total development budget to N$7,031,338,000
in 2021/22.
In addition, the development allocation for Urban & Rural Development is inexplicably N$5.7-m less than
the N$580.818-m listed in the NPC’s
development budget at the beginning
of the year.
The Urban & Rural Development
Vote has no foreign development funding inputs.

Transport’s
foreign funding

T

he Transport Vote’s N$780-m (or
N$873.5-m) externally funded
projects under implementation
in 2021/22 accounts for 53% of all
N$1.478-b foreign development inputs
in the development budget.
Last year, the Transport Vote’s
N$1.05-b foreign development funding

NAMIBIA CENTRAL GOVERNMENT’S DEVELOPMENT BUDGET 2021/22 - ECONOMIC CLUSTER
VOTE (PROJECTS) / N$

15 Mines & Energy (14)
17 Urban & Rural Development (136)
19 Industrialisation & Trade (7)

% OF
CLUSTER
2020/21
REVISED

2020/21
REVISED

% OF
CLUSTER
2021/22
ORIGINAL

2021/22
ORIGINAL

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
%
2021/22 &
CHANGE
2020/21

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
2021/22
MIDYEAR &
ORIGINAL

2021/22
MIDYEAR

% OF
%
CLUSTER
CHANGE 2021/22
MIDYEAR

70,000,000

1.79%

81,315,000

2.25%

11,315,000

16.16%

68,315,000

-13,000,000

-15.99%

1.99%

539,500,000

13.76%

580,118,000

16.02%

40,618,000

7.53%

532,118,000

-48,000,000

-8.27%

15.49%

13.32%

42,000,000

1.07%

47,594,000

1.31%

5,594,000

45,094,000

-2,500,000

-5.25%

1.31%

24 Transport * (30)

1,977,546,000

50.43%

2,200,000,000

60.76%

222,454,000

11.25% 2,137,000,000

-63,000,000

-2.86%

62.21%

INDUSTRIAL SUB-CLUSTER TOTAL (187)

2,629,046,000

67.05%

2,909,027,000

80.34%

279,981,000

10.65% 2,782,527,000

-126,500,000

-4.35%

81.00%

% OF ECONOMIC CLUSTER
% OF BUDGET
18 Environment, Tourism & Forestry * (11)

67.05%

80.34%

40.72%

81.00%

52.84%

53.25%

104,000,000

2.65%

86,736,000

2.40%

-17,264,000

-16.60%

63,336,000

-23,400,000

-26.98%

1.84%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

-

0

0

-

0.00%

9,000,000

0.23%

17,431,000

0.48%

8,431,000

93.68%

17,431,000

0

0.00%

0.51%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

-

0

0

-

0.00%

37 Agriculture & Land Reform * (36)

482,262,000

12.30%

347,772,000

9.60%

-134,490,000

-27.89%

311,872,000

-35,900,000

-10.32%

9.08%

38 Water * (8)

696,694,000

17.77%

259,929,000

7.18%

-436,765,000

-62.69%

259,929,000

0

0.00%

7.57%

1,291,956,000

32.95%

711,868,000

19.66%

-580,088,000

-44.90%

652,568,000

-59,300,000

-8.33%

19.00%

20 Agriculture, Water & Forestry (0)
22 Fisheries & Marine Resources (6)
25 Land Reform (0)

GREEN ECONOMY SUB-CLUSTER TOTAL (61)
% OF ECONOMIC CLUSTER

32.95%

19.66%

0.00%

-13.29%

-40.33%

19.00%

-0.66%

-3.37%

0.00%

% OF BUDGET

20.01%

12.93%

0.00%

-7.08%

-35.39%

12.49%

-0.44%

-3.42%

0.00%

ECONOMIC CLUSTER TOTAL (248 PROJECTS)

3,921,002,000

100.00%

3,620,895,000

100.00%

-300,107,000

-7.65% 3,435,095,000

-185,800,000

-5.13%

100.00%

BUDGET GRAND TOTAL (inside SRF)

6,456,088,000

100.00%

5,505,594,000

100.00%

-950,494,000

-14.72% 5,225,794,000

-279,800,000

-5.08%

100.00%

ECONOMIC CLUSTER % OF BUDGET

60.73%

65.77%

65.73%

STATE REVENUE FUND: All amounts are inside the State Revenue Fund. Amounts for votes marked * exclude additional foreign funding outside the State Revenue Fund in 2021/22 and last year (2020/21): Vote 10 - N$350-m
(N$350-m); Vote 18 - N$53.998-m (N$53.998-m); Vote 24 - N$779.939-m (N$1,055,054,000); Vote 37 - N$272.48-m (N$244.658-m); Vote 38 - N$22.399-m (N$45.248-m). This additional development funding outside the SRF totals
N$1,478,816,000 in 2021/22 (N$1,748,958,000 last year), according to the NPC. This raises the total development budget to N$7,031,338,000 in 2021/22. In addition, the development allocation for Vote 17 is N$5.7-m less than
the N$580.818-m listed in the NPC’s development budget at the beginning of the year.
MIDYEAR REVISIONS: The development budget for 2021/22 was revised downward from N$5.5-b to N$5.2-b, with a realized saving of N$290.8-m, of which N$11-m was re-allocated back to Development Budget - all to Vote
39 - and the remaining N$279.8-m was reallocated to the operational budget “to cater for critical needs”, according to the Ministry of Finance’s midyear budget document.
MIDYEAR DISCREPANCIES: There are discrepancies for four votes between their original allocations for 2021/22 as stated in the main budget and their original allocations as stated in the midyear budget: Vote 27 - N$15.429-m
in the main budget but N$13.429-m according to the midyear budget (N$2-m less); Vote 31 - N$10-m in the main budget but N$9-m in the midyear budget (N$1-m less); Vote 37 - N$392.426-m in the main budget, but N$347.772m in the midyear budget (N$44.65-m less); Vote 38 - N$264.603-m in the main budget, but N$259.929-m in the midyear budget (N$4.67-m less). The inside SRF development total of N$5.505-b at the beginning of 2021/22
according to the midyear budget document is therefore N$52.028-m less than the N$5.5575-b according to the main budget book at the beginning of the year. This is either due to errors in data capture or misallocations not
clarified in the midyear budget statement.
SOURCES: Ministry of Finance Estimates of Revenue, Income and Expenditure 2021/22 - 2023/24, National Planning Commission’s Development Programmes Estimates of Expenditure 2021/22 -2023/24 and Ministry of
Finance’s midyear budget. © Market Namibia Tender Bulletin / Collective Resources
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BUDGET: PART 13 - THE TRANSPORT & INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER

this year - N$923.6-m - flows to China
accounted for 58.8% of the N$1.7-b
national total in external funding deployed, the balance allocated to only
three votes:
* Education - N$350-m;
* Environment, Forestry & Tourism – N$54-m;
* Water (new Vote 37) – N$244.658-m.
In 2019/20, five votes had foreign
funding components (grants, loans
and unspecified) in their development
budgets in addition to Transport: Education, Arts & Culture; Gender Equality
& Child Welfare; Environment & Tourism; Agriculture, Water & Forestry;
Land Reform.
The bulk of these foreign financial
inputs in 2020/21 and the previous
year were sourced through AfDB loans,
German loans and grants and Chinese
loans and grants (although the budget
consistently fails to mention China).
As we noted in Bulletin 1372, the
Transport Vote is the only one within
the industrial cluster with a foreign
funding component in its development
programme this year, as is the case
traditionally.
Foreign funding is grossly underreported in 2021/22’s development
budget – consistent with the budget’s
redacted format in which project totals
and associated foreign inputs are no
longer disclosed.

Foreign development
funding under-reported

A

ccording to the 2021/22 development budget, only two of the
Transport Vote’s 30 projects with
a combined expenditure of N$1.38-b
this year have foreign inputs totaling
N$873.6-m (which, although more
than the N$780-m recorded in the
budget’s summary table, is still not the
full picture):
* the AfDB’s N$350-m loan tranche for the
Windhoek - Hosea Kutako dual carriage
highway; and
* the AfDB’s N$523.6-m loan tranche for upgrading the Walvis Bay - Kranzberg railway.
Both these loans are outside the
State Revenue Fund.
But the development budget makes
no mention of the N$60-m KfW loan for
the construction of gravel road D3622
between Omukukutu and Omboloka in
the Ohangwena Region.
In 2020/21, five of the Transport
Vote’s projects with a combined expenditure of N$2.16-b, had foreign
funding components, of which the KfW
loan-funded project was one:
* N$16-m for the construction of gravel
road D3622 from Omukukutu to Omboloka (25km) in Ohangwena Region: of the
N$185.9-m project total, N$60-m was supported by a KfW loan for construction and
feasibility studies outside the SRF;
* N$29.05-m for the construction of access
roads to schools and clinics: out of the
N$302.4-m project total, N$120-m was supported with an unidentified German grant
outside the State Revenue Fund;
* N$291-m for the rehabilitation of the
Windhoek – Okahandja road (67km): of the
N$3.46-b project total, N$151.857-m was
supported by unspecified KfW funding, without an indication of whether this is inside or
outside the SRF;
* N$587-m for upgrading the Windhoek - Hosea Kutako road to dual carriageway (44km):
of the N$4.07-b project total, N$1.6-b was
financed through an AfDB loan outside the
SRF;
* N$1.238-b for the Walvis Bay - Kranzberg
railway upgrade: of the N$3.77-b project total, N$1.65-b was financed through an AfDB
loan outside the SRF.
All five these projects are still
under implementation in 2021/22, but
except of the two listed above, the

foreign inputs for the other three are
not disclosed.
While it escaped any midyear
budget revisions in 2020/21, the
Transport Vote’s domestically funded
development budget (inside the State
Revenue Fund) was cut back from
N$2.535-b by 13.7% or N$347.6-m
midyear in 2019/20 to N$2.188-b, its
share of the industrial cluster rising significantly from 90.7%% at the beginning
of the year to 94%, while its share of the
total development budget fell marginally
from 32% to 31.7%.

The predominance
of Transport

I

ncluding its foreign loans of N$873.6m (which are understated in the
budget’s detailed project listing), the
Transport Vote’s N$3-b development
budget after midyear in 2021/22 is 4.6
times more than the N$645.5-m the
remaining three other votes have for
capital projects.
Excluding Transport’s foreign loans,
its N$2.1-b development budget after
midyear is 3.3 times more than the rest
of the industrial cluster.
Including foreign grants and loans of
N$653-m, the Transport Vote on its own
started 2019/20 with N$3.2-b.
Since it could be safely presumed
that this foreign-funded component
was not scaled back midyear in 2019/
20 (because the midyear budget document excluded capital project funding
outside the SRF), this left Transport
(Vote 24) with an adjusted post-midyear
development budget of N$2.84, which
actually exceeded the entire industrial
cluster’s domestically-funded midyear
N$2.3-b total.
This was repeated in 2020/21, when
Transport’s development expenditure
totaled N$3.03-b – N$1.977-b domestic
funding plus N$1.055-b foreign funding
– all unaffected midyear. This N$3.03-b
exceeded the entire industrial cluster’s
N$2.6-b post-midyear domesticallyfunded total and was four times more
than the N$651.5-m combined budget
of the three non-Transport votes.
In 2019/20, the foreign funding component in the Transport Vote increased
from 20.5% of its development ceiling in
the beginning of the year to 30% after
the midyear reduction - affecting only its
domestically-funded component.
The Transport Vote’s N$1.05-b or
33% foreign-funded component in its
N$3-b development ceiling in 2020/21
was higher than 2019/20’s 30% and
equaled that of 2018/19.
And with most of transport’s major
infrastructure projects awarded to
Chinese contractors, this increases
national debt, externalizes profits and
deepens Namibia’s underdevelopment
even further.

Transport

V

ote 24 is traditionally the biggest
single recipient of development
funding, whether measured in
terms of domestic or foreign funding,
both nationally and within the mining,
industrial and transport cluster.
Including foreign loans, the Transport Vote has N$3-b to spend on 30
projects after midyear in 2021/22
- almost half of the N$6.7-b national
development budget including foreign
funding, two thirds of the economic
cluster’s N$4.55-b and 82% of the industrial sub-cluster’s N$3.65-b – when
foreign funding is included.
This is after its initial N$2.2-b
domestically-funded allocation at the
beginning of the year – accounting
for 40% of the N$5.5-b national total,

Almost one third - N$923.6-m - of the Transport Vote’s
development budget is flowing to Beijing in 2021/22,
compared to N$2.4-b last year – out of N$3-b each in
both years.
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N$1.724-b (N$1.479-b last year) has been voted for
the five rail projects in 2021/22. How many have been
awarded to Chinese contractors has not been announced.
60.76% of the N$3.6-b economic cluster
total and 76% of the N$2.9-b industrial
sub-cluster’s allocation - was cut back
by N$63-m or 2.86% midyear – less
than the 5% reduction in the national
and economic cluster totals and 4.35%
reduction in the industrial sub-cluster’s
development allocation.
Transport’s development budget at
the beginning of 2021/22 was 11.25% or
N$222.454-m more than its N$1.977-b
revised domestic allocation last year,
when it accounted for a much lesser
30.6% of the N$6.456-b national total,
50.4% of the N$2.6-b economic cluster
total and 76% of the N$2.6-b industrial
total.
At the beginning of 2020/21, Vote 24
had N$3.03-b to spend on 29 projects
(all ongoing) – N$1.9775-b financed
domestically inside the State Revenue
Fund and N$1.055-b funded outside the
SRF, most of it in loans.
In terms of domestic funding alone,
Transport accounted for 30.38% of the
national N$6.5-b development budget
total and with external financing added,
it accounted for 36.9% of the N$8.2-b
overall voted development total in
2020/21.
Its capital projects ceiling was not
affected in 2020/21’s midyear adjustments, causing its share of the domestically-funded total to fall marginally from
30.85% to 30.38% - largely as a result of
the Education Vote’s additional midyear
funding boost.
Innside the SRF, Transport’s allocation last year was 4.13% higher than
2019/20’s N$1.899-m spread across 30
projects (two of which were new).
Its N$1.05-b foreign-funded allocation in 2020/21 year was 61.56% higher
than 2019/20’s N$653-m.
Combining domestic and foreign
funding, Transport’s N$3.03-b development budget in 2020/21 was 6.7%
higher than 2019/20’s N$2.84-b.
Excluding foreign funding, Transport’s N$1.977-b share of the industrial
cluster’s post-midyear N$2.629-b total
in 2020/21 was 75.22% - higher than
its 74.22% share of the cluster’s initial
N$2.664-b, prior to the cutbacks affecting all votes except Transport.
As a share of the economic cluster’s
domestically funded development
expenditure, Transport accounted for
slightly over half the N$3.927-b total at
the beginning of 2020/21 and N$3.9-b
after midyear.
In 2019/20, Transport had a postmidyear development budget of N$2.84b to spend on 30 projects, which actually
exceeded the entire industrial cluster’s
domestically-funded midyear N$2.3-b.
Of this N$2.84-b, N$2.2-b was
financed domestically inside the State
Revenue Fund, comprising 94% of the
mining, industrial and transport cluster
and 31.7% of the national development
budget, compared to 90.6% of the clus-

ter’s total at the beginning of the year
and 32% of the national total – higher
post-midyear in both measures because
of the cutbacks in the other votes within
the cluster.
Unlike 2020/21 when it suffered no
midyear cutbacks, the Transport Vote’s
13.7% midyear reduction on its initial
N$2.5-b allocation in 2019/20 (domestically financed) allocation to N$2.187-b
midyear contributed 34.77% - the biggest contributor in absolute and relative
terms - to the N$1-b cutback in national
development spending to N$6.9-b.
Sadly, in relative terms, its reduction
in project expenditure midyear in 2019/
20 was ahead of only the health and
welfare cluster which sacrificed 21%
of its development budget midyear in
2019/20 after its original allocation was
reduced by 43% to N$276-m, compared
to Transport’s 17% cutback.
In 2018/19, Transport’s original
N$2.2-b was cut by N$691-m or 31%
to N$1.5-b, with over half – 27 - of its
44 projects scaled back. The number of
its projects affected midyear in 2019/20
and since have not been disclosed.
In 2018/19, the midyear reductions
to the Transport Vote contributed 38.6%
- the most - to all N$1.8-b midyear development suspensions for that year,
with its share of development spending
declining from 30.5% at the beginning
of 2018/19 to 27.8%.

Chinese implement
most of Transport’s
biggest projects

C

ontinuing on last year, Chinese
contractors are working on five
of the Transport Vote’s biggest
seven projects in 2021/22 (they were
five of the biggest six last year).
These five projects total N$924.456m in 2021/22 (N$2.4-b last year):
* N$923.6-m for the Walvis Bay – Kranzberg
rail upgrade, supported by a N$523.6-m
AfDB loan tranche (N$1.238-b last year)
– the biggest rail project this year;
* N$456.326-m for the Windhoek – Hosea
Kutako International Airport highway, supported by a N$350-m AfDB loan tranche
(N$587-m last year) – the biggest road
project this year;
* N$200-m for the Swakopmund - Henties Bay
– Kamanjab road (N$116.1-m last year);
* N$200-m for the Windhoek – Okahandja
highway upgrade (N$291-m last year); and
* N$150-m for the Walvis Bay – Swakopmund
road upgrade (N$185-m last year).
This translates into 31% of the
Transport Vote’s N$3-b development
budget in 2021/22, compared to the
80% these same projects comprised of
Transport’s same, N$3-b development
budget last year.
This means N$923.6-m of the Transport Vote’s development budget is flowTO NEXT PAGE
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PROCUREMENT GUIDE TO NAMIBIA'S 2021/22 NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Transport’s biggest road project this year is N$456.326m for the Windhoek – Hosea Kutako International Airport
highway, supported by a N$350-m AfDB loan tranche
(N$587-m last year).
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
ing to Beijing in 2021/22, compared to
N$2.4-b last year – out of N$3-b each
in both years.
As was the case last year, there
could be more projects awarded to
Chinese contractors that have not been
made public – including the GobabisAminuis-Aranos and Gobabis-Grootfontein roads.
The contract for trunk road 14/2:
Gobabis - Grootfontein Phase 2, Section A: Otjinene - Okamatapi (127.6
km) was awarded in 2014 to a joint
venture involving China Henan International Cooperation Group, completed
in 2016, although this project is not on
the Transport Vote’s development programme currently.
The prevalence of Chinese contractors on Transport’s road and rail projects
is also a repeat of 2019/20 when most of
Transport’s biggest projects for the year
had also Chinese contractors working
on them – a continuation of 2018/19
when six of its biggest seven projects,
totaling over N$2.4-b had been awarded
to Chinese contractors.
Of the 30 projects under implementation by the Transport Vote in 2021/22,
13 are for roads (12 last year), five for
railway upgrades (unchanged) and
six for aviation infrastructure (unchanged).

Transport’s
other big projects

N

$1.724-b (N$1.479-b last year)
has been voted for the five rail
projects in 2021/22, the total cost
of which was N$14.396-b when project
totals were disclosed for the last time
in 2020/21.
Except for the Walvis Bay – Kranzberg upgrade, how many others have
been awarded to Chinese contractors
has not been announced:
* N$200-m for railway network upgrading
(same as last year); this project totaled
N$5-b last year (total no longer disclosed)
- Transport’s biggest project in terms of
total cost;
* N$36-m for the northern railway upgrading
(N$1.5-m last year, when the project totaled
N$2.8-b, but is no longer disclosed);
* N$42.575-m for the southern railway rehabilitation (N$39.3-m last year, when the project
totaled N$1.4-b, but is no longer disclosed);
* N$101.2-m for the Aus-Lüderitz rail upgrade
(only N$700,000 last year when the project
totaled N$1.3-b, but is not longer disclosed;
and
* N$923.6-m for the Walvis Bay – Kranzberg
rail upgrade (N$1.238-m last year, when the
project totaled N$3.77-b, but is no longer
disclosed) – supported by a N$523.6-m
AfDB loan tranche (out of N$1.6-b outside
the SRF), how much of which was deployed
last year was not disclosed.
This is also Transport’s biggest
project in terms of voted expenditure
in 2021/22 as it was last year and its
third-biggest in terms of project totals
(no longer disclosed).
Transport’s second biggest project
total (as disclosed in 2020/21 for the
last time) is N$4.069-b for the Windhoek Hosea Kutako Airport highway
construction, for which N$456.326-m
has been voted in 2021/22 (N$587-m
last year).
This project is supported by a N$1.6b AfDB loan outside the SRF, N$350-m
of which is deployed in 2021/22 but
how much of which was deployed last

year was not disclosed. All phases of
this project have been executed by
Chinese contractors, in addition to this
year’s final phase that is fully funded
by a N$1.035-b grant from Beijing in
addition to the AfDB loan applied to the
other sections.
Transport’s fourth-biggest capital
development project totals N$3.46-b
for the Windhoek – Okahandja highway construction (when project totals
were last disclosed), for which N$200m (N$291-m last year) has been voted
in 2021/22.
This project is supported by a
N$151.857-m loan from Germany’s
KfW, how much of which is being
deployed last year is unclear, and of
which no mention is made in this year’s
budget. This project was awarded to a
Chinese contractor.
For the record, when project totals
were last disclosed in 2020/21, there
were five further projects totaling over
N$1-b – four of which involve road
construction:
* N$1.299-b for general road maintenance, for
which N$15-m has been voted in 2021/22
(same as last year);
* N$1.24-b for the Gobabis - Aminuis – Gobabis MR40 road upgrade, for which N$120-m
has been voted in 2021/22 (N$90-m last
year) – contractor not announced;
* N$1.216-b for the Swakopmund – Henties
Bay – Kamanjab road, for which N$200-m
has been voted in 2021/22 (N$116-m last
year) – awarded to a Chinese contractor;
* N$1.215-b for the Swakopmund – Walvis
Bay MR44 road, for which N$150-m has
been voted in 2021/22 (N$185-m last year)
– awarded to a Chinese contractor);
* N$1.2-b for aviation infrastructure upgrades,
for which N$4.45-m has been voted in
2021/22 (N$10-m last year) – contractor not
announced.
N$300-m has been voted for the
Transport Vote’s only new project in
2021/22. Financed by the Road Fund
Administration, the project is for “major
roads projects and honoring their outstanding payments” which in 2021/22
will involved “complete planned activities and settle accounts”.
All in all, N$1.568-b has been voted
for thirteen road projects in 2021/22
(N$1.44-b last year), six of which are
specifically in the northern regions,
costing N$127-m compared to twelve
road projects last year, seven of which
were in the northern regions, costing
N$173-m, compared to three out of ten
road-building projects in 2019/20.
To summarise, nine of the 30
Transport Votes under implementation
in 2021/22 cost upwards of N$100-m,
with a further eight consuming above
N$10-m.

Mines & Energy

I

n a distant third place amongst the
four votes in the industrial cluster
behind Urban & Rural Development,
Mines & Energy (Vote 15) has N$68.3-m
to spend on fourteen projects in 2021/
22, accounting for 2% of the economic
cluster’s N$2.78-b after midyear, after
its N$81.3-m allocation at the beginning
of the year was cut by N$13-m or 16%
- four times the 4.35% cutback to the
industrial sub-cluster’s project budget
and almost eight times more than
Transport’s 2.86% cutback.
In the process, Vote 15’s share of
the economic cluster fell from 2.25% at
the beginning of the year, and left it with
less than its revised N$70-m allocation

The central government has launched two mega industrial
initiative during the 2021/22 financial year outside the
ambit of the formal development budget - the Walvis Bay
Industrial Development Initiative (WIDI) and the Green
Hydrogen Project near Lüderitz – both with limited public
knowledge or accountability.
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Mines & Energy's biggest project this year
last year – after starting the year with
more than last year.
Its N$81.3-m projects budget at
the beginning of 2021/22 had been an
N$11.3-m or 16% increase on 2020/21’s
revised N$70-m – the biggest in the industrial cluster.
It had accounted for 1.8% of 2020/
21’s N$2.6-b total for the economic
cluster as a whole – lower than its current 2% share.
Mines & Energy’s N$70-m development budget (also for fourteen projects)
in the second half of 2020/21, resulted
from its initial N$85-m being reduced by
N$15-m or 17.65% midyear in October
2020, lowering its share of the industrial
cluster from 3.2% to 2.66%, its share
of the economic cluster from 2.16% (of
N$3.927-b) to 1.79% (of N$3.921-b).
Vote 15 started 2019/20 with
N$120.56-m spread across fifteen
projects, accounting for 4.3% of the
N$2.8-m cluster total.
This was scaled back by 47% or
N$56.8-m midyear to N$63.76-m,
contributing 5.68% to the N$1-b overall
development budget reduction and
accounting for 2.75% of the revised
N$2.3-b cluster total.
This midyear cutback was much
worse than 2018/19’s 12% or N$11.35m reduction to N$82.5-m, with six of its
sixteen projects scaled back.
Vote 15’s original allocation at the
beginning of 2018/19 had been a generous 55% more than 2017/18’s revised
N$80-m for fifteen projects (only one of
which was affected that midyear).
As has been the case for the past
six years since fiscal 2015, there are
no new projects in the Mines & Energy
Vote in 2021/22.
Vote 15’s biggest project by far in
2021/22 is N$44-m for rural electrification in //Kharas, Oshana, Otjozondjupa,
Kavango West, Khomas, Ohangwena
and Omaheke regions.
This also its biggest project in 2020/
21, when N$53-m was voted for rural
electrification in all regions except Khomas, with a total project cost of N$885-m
– its biggest project overall - in line with
2019/20’s N$54-m, N$50-m in 2018/19
and 2017/18’s N$50.4-m.
Between N$1-m and N$3.5-m has
been voted for Mines & Energy’s remaining thirteen projects this year.

Industrialization & Trade

R

anked in its usual fourth and last
place in the sub-cluster, Industrialisation & Trade (Vote 19) has
N$45-m to spend on seven ongoing
projects after midyear 2021/22, after its
initial N$47.6-m was cut back by N$2.5m or 5.25%, its share of the economic
cluster remaining a constant 1.3% and
its share of the industrial sub-cluster a
constant 1.6%.
Vote 19’s initial N$47.6-m development allocation at the beginning of
2021/22 was N$5.6-m or 13.3% more
than last year’s revised N$42-m when
it accounted for 1% of the economic
cluster and 1.6% of the industrial subcluster.
The Industrialization & Trade Vote
has seen its development budget reduced significantly over recent years
and its project count fall from nineteen
five years ago to only seven in 2020/21
and this year.
Its N$42-m revised projects budget
in 2020/21 resulted from a N$10-m or
19% cutback midyear from its initial
N$52-m.
As a result, its share of the industrial
cluster dropped from 1.95% of N$2.664b to 1.6% of N$2.63-b and from 1.3% of
N$3.927-b to 1.07% of N$3.921-b within
the economic cluster as a whole.
Vote 19 was left with N$64.4-m
spread across the same number of
seven projects – all ongoing - for 2019/
20, after its original N$130.4-m voted at
the beginning of the year was cut back
by N$66-m or 50.6% midyear.
Its 4.6% share of the initial N$2.8-b
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cluster total was reduced midyear to
2.8% of the N$2.3-b midyear adjusted
cluster total contributing 6.6% to the
overall N$1-b cutback in development
spending.
Its initial N$130.4-m development
budget at the beginning of the year was
already 15.9% below 2018/19’s revised
N$155-m, after which it had over 31% or
N$48.3-m of its 2018/19 allocation cut
midyear to N$106.7-m, affecting nine of
its thirteen projects, contributing 2.7% to
the overall N$1.8-b reduction in development spending.
Its share of the 2018/19 development budget dropped from 2.12% at
the beginning of the year to 1.92%
midyear.
Vote 19 originally had N$155-m to
spend on thirteen projects in 2018/19,
accounting for 1.98% of the N$7.8-b
development budget total.
This was 34% less than 2017/18’s
latest revised N$235.95-m for nineteen
projects when it had a 3.7% share of the
revised N$6.3-b grand total.
It started 2017/18 with N$333-m to
spend on nineteen projects, accounting for 4.83% of the original N$6.9-b
grand total.
However, its original allocation for
2017/18 was slashed by almost 21%
midyear, affecting nine of its nineteen
projects under implementation at the
time.
In 2017/18’s midterm development
budget cuts, Vote 19 was also by far
the hardest hit within the mining and
industrial cluster – replicated over the
following three years.
Its original funding in 2017/18 had
been a healthy 85% increase on 2016/
17’s revised N$179.6-m, accounting for
2.83% of all development spending.
But this was short-lived, since Vote
19’s development budget for fiscal 2017
was reduced 54% to N$179.6-m after
those midyear suspensions, however,
affecting all but one of its nineteen
projects, with a 2.83% share of all development spending, marginally lower
than fiscal 2016’s 2.99%.
This means Industrialization &
Trade’s N$45-m development budget
in 2021/22 is less than a quarter of
its N$180-m six years ago in 2016/17
– reflecting the government’s waning
commitment in building domestic industrialization capacity.
For the past three years, all Vote
19’s projects since 2018/19 were ongoing, compared to two new projects
the year before.
Industrialisation & Trade’s biggest
project in 2021/22 is N$16.5-m for the
construction of industrial estates in
/Kharas, Omusati, Oshikoto, Otjozondjupa, Zambezi, Erongo, Hardap and
Kavango West.
This displaces last year’s biggest
project, when N$20-m was voted for the
ongoing construction of the Testing & Inspection Centre for Namibia Standards
Institute in Walvis Bay, totaling N$51-m
- from N1.1-b in 2019/20, so it must
have been scaled back considerably.
Project totals are no longer disclosed
in the development budget.
Measured last year, Vote 19’s biggest project totals N$1.1-b for the construction of industrial estates for which
only N$9-m was voted, compared to this
year’s N$16.5-m.
N$12-m has been voted in 2021/22
for the construction of garment factories in various regions – about which we
know hardly anything and which seems
to be somewhat superfluous.
This is because of the Defence
Force’s August 26 Textiles Company’s
monopolization of garment supplies to
the government currently and the NDF’s
importation of uniforms from China – all
without public tender.
Below is a project-by-project listing
of the transport and industrial cluster’s
2021/22 development budget currently
under implementation. Refer to the
accompanying key to abbreviations of
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BUDGET: PART 13 - THE TRANSPORT & INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER

is N$44-m for rural electrification
procurement categories.

VOTE 15 Mines & Energy
PROJECT 15/04/4 - Regional geochemical
sampling survey in //Kharas
NPC CODE 1461: Survey planning, acquisition of sampling equipment. collection of
samples. hiring personnel. preparation
and analysis of samples. establish sample
storage facility. data analysis and interpretation. map generation and establishment of
geochemical database. capacity building
and acquisition of field vehicles. 2021/22 complete stream sediment and soil samples
collection Warmbad & Oranjemund map
sheets. Geochemical analysis of Okahandja
map sheet using ICP and WD-XRF.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$7,254,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$2,000,000.
PROJECT 15/04/6 - Geo-laboratories
upgrading and staff training in Windhoek,
Khomas Region
NPC CODE 4065: Replace old and unserviceable equipment. upgrade labs with modern
equipment, hard-and software. arrange service contract for major instruments. acquire
certified reference materials and standards
for instrument calibration. up-to-date software and lab manuals. capacity building of
lab staff. field vehicle for mobile analytical
systems. 2021/22 - laboratory staff training
on statistical method validation for geochemistry analytical techniques. to operate ASS
and WD-XRF. refurbish XRF sample storage
facilities and lab fume hoods.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$11,710,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$1,900,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$400,000. OEMP =
N$300,000. CRI = N$1,200,000.
PROJECT 15/04/3 - Seismology and ground
geophysics (SGG), Khomas Region
NPC CODE 1460: Project aims to establish a
national seismology observatory by expanding the current 7-station network to 33 stations. The Seismology Observatory will record and provide critical baseline seismological data to do research on the Namibian
crust for seismic hazard profiling, earthquake
monitoring, micro-seismic activity, induced
seismicity and geoscientific research on the
geodynamics of Namibia. 2021/22 - renovation of the Seismology Operations Centre at
MME. Appoint temporary technical assistants to support clearing of dark room and
renovation into an operational centre, support geotechnicians in establishing and building new stations and fine-tuning the new
stations, building of seismic equipment control boxes, analyses of seismological data
from the new stations and development of
seismology data products. Presentation of
first results of the Observatory at ASEG2021
CTBTO Science and Technology 2021
conferences.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$11,564,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$300,000. OSP =
N$2,500,000. OEMP = N$200,000.
PROJECT 15/03/1 - Small scale mining
NPC CODE 5273: Set up processing facilities for semi-precious stones and dimension stones in Khorixas. 2021/22 - finish
construction in Khorixas, install equipment,
transport equipment, train workers, purchase
office furniture and stationery, design & printing of signs and brochures.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$20,482,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,500,000. EXPENDITURE COM-

POSITION: M&S = N$100,000. OSP =
N$850,000. OEMP = N$50,000. CRI =
N$1,500,000. FSDS = N$1,000,000.
PROJECT 15/05/2 - Rural electrification in
/Kharas, Oshana, Otjozondjupa, Kavango
West, Khomas, Ohangwena, Omaheke
NPC CODE 749: MV and LV reticulation
overhead lines, transformers, service connections and pre-payment metering systems
to extend electricity grid to un-electrified
rural settlements. Internal wiring of govt
buildings. design and installation of SWER
(Single Wire Earth Return). 2021/22 - implement above.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$479,973,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$44,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$40,480,000. FSDS =
N$3,520,000.
PROJECT 15/05/1 - Off-grid electrification
and Solar Revolving Fund, nationwide
NPC CODE 745: Introduction of Off-grid
Energization Master Plan Solar Revolving
Fund to provide energy access to off-grid
areas, households supplies with loans and
electrification of public institutions. 2021/22 financing 150 households with solar systems
annually countrywide. Conduct maintenance
visits and upgrade off-grid public buildings
with solar PV systems.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$51,755,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,500,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$2,500,000.
PROJECT 15/05/4 - Namibia Energy
Institute, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 1365: Facilitate achievement of
MME goals as well as to alleviate limited
capacity within the government to promote
energy. NEI is a research and development
unit aimed at elimination of scientific, technical, micro economic and information barriers
that the energy sector faces in Namibia.
2021/22 - continuation of most projects as
delays were experienced due to Covid-19.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$9,770,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$3,000,000.
PROJECT 15/02/3 Upgrade and expand IT infrastructure in
//Kharas, Oshikoto, Erongo, Khomas
NPC CODE 20040: Upgrade of the current
ICT infrastructure to prepare for the implementation of e-governance services as well
the e-online services. Main components are
storage and backup services, network infrastructure and e-governance applications.
2021/22 - procurement and installation of
storage, backup hardware and software.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$4,800,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$6,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$4,200,000. OSP =
N$1,800,000.
PROJECT 15/02/1 Renovation and upgrading of MME
buildings, //Kharas & Khomas regions
NPC CODE 8022: Project components minor
renovations, painting of buildings, minor
repairs of local area network, and rain water
drainage. 2021/22 - renovation of offices and
accommodation in Oranjemund, Lüderitz
and Tsumeb, renovation of office building
in Windhoek, plumbing system, central AC
units.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$14,373,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$4,415,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$4,415,000.

Transport’s biggest rail project this year is N$923.6-m for
the Walvis Bay – Kranzberg rail upgrade – supported by a
N$523.6-m AfDB loan tranche (out of N$1.6-b).
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N$1.568-b has been voted for thirteen road projects in
2021/22 (N$1.44-b last year), six of which are specifically
in the northern regions, costing N$127-m.
PROJECT 15/04/12 - Regional geological
mapping in //Kharas, Erongo, Khomas,
Kunene regions
NPC CODE 18745: Geological mapping.
capacity building. revision mapping of high
priority areas combined with geological
research studies involving radiometric
age dating. upgrade regional geosciences
database into a GIS-enterprise database.
2021/22 - desktop research work and preparation for fieldwork in the Opuwo rural areas
for various 1:50,000 scale geological mapping and research. Detailed geological field
mapping of the priority area within Kunene,
Oshikoto, Erongo and //Kharas regions. Set
of 1:50,000 scale maps. Geological research
studies of the geology of the identified key
areas. Field, structure, geochronology, isotope and geochemistry databases. Extended
progress report, geological explanation and
advanced training of the GSN geologists.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$8,574,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$2,750,000. OEMP =
N$250,000.
PROJECT 15/04/2 Geological samples storage and database
in Windhoek and Tsumeb
NPC CODE 1014: Collect diamond drill
core and percussion drill chips samples.
construct and expand core samples storage
and equip core shed facilities. establish
Earth Data Namibia database. manage the
EDN system by adding new modules and
upgrading the database, purchase vehicles
for fieldwork and hardware and software for
data management and management of the
geoscience information system. 2020/21 service and maintain all current equipment in
sample storage facilities. procure equipment
required for Tsumeb and Windhoek sample
storage facilities. collect diamond drill core
and percussion drilled water borehole rock
chip samples from exploration and mining
sites. management of geoscience information systems, Earth Data Namibia (EDN)
database maintenance and staff training.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$12,215,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$2,000,000.
PROJECT 15/04/10 Engineering and environmental geology
assessments, Khomas region
NPC CODE 18333: Engineering and environmental geology analytical equipment.
servicing analytical equipment. purchase
of standards for testing and analysis. train
staff on specialised topics. field and lab assessments. conducting geo-engineering and
geo-environmental assessments. 2021/22
- completion of the geodatabase, maintenance of air quality monitoring stations,
procurement of analytical equipment, and
geoengineering lab assessment.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$1,751,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$1,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$1,000,000.
PROJECT 15/04/1 - Regional Integrated
Interpretation Geophysics (RIIG) in
Oshikoto, Otjozondjupa, Zambezi, Kavango
East, Kavango West, Khomas, Ohangwena
NPC CODE 1013: Specialised processing, imaging, mapping, data acquisitioning, computing and 3D modeling interpretation software
and high-performance computing hardware.
imaging systems and displays to improve
information on existing geo-scientific maps.
identify and test geo-scientific research and
economically potential drill targets. produce
printed and digital maps, reports, publications for international conferences and trade
exhibitions. 2021/22 - set up interpretation
laboratory (geological and geo-physical).
drilling and geological logging and geophysical down-hole logging.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$64,805,000
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2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$3,000,000.
PROJECT 15/04/5 National airborne geophysical surveys in
Zambezi, Khomas, Kunene
NPC CODE 2150: The project has been modified to include all airborne (fixed wing, helicopter, micro light and drone) geophysical
surveys using a variety of geophysical data
acquisition systems such as electromagnetic, magnetic, squid, radiometric, gravity,
hyper spectral, seismic and magnetotellurics
and ground geophysical data acquisition equipment. The data will be quality
controlled, processed and analyzed using
specialist geophysical high-end computing
hardware and display systems and using
advanced imaging and 2D - 3D CAD and
drafting software. The geophysical data sets
will be made available to the mineral exploration sector. 2021/22 - tender specifications
for new surveys. supervision of contractors
on airborne surveying. data quality control
and data processing.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$25,059,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$2,000,000.

VOTE 19 Industrialisation & Trade
PROJECT 19/04/24 Product development and group
purchasing project, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 18884: Executing agency NIDA.
Strategies to enable local MSMEs to remain
competitive in the current economic environment. enable entrepreneurs to partake in the
biomass/charcoal value chain by immersing them in the supply chain of the sector.
enable micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises to procure goods and services
in a more effective manner. enable micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises to meet
product quality standards required by the
formal market. create linkages between
SMEs and buyers, as well as SMEs and
production input and technology suppliers.
2021/22 - support for installation & construction of biomass at Otjiwarongo, acquisition of
harvest material from MSMEs.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$1,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$2,000,000.
PROJECT 19/04/9 - Construction of garment
factories in various regions
NPC CODE 18344: Executing agency NIDA.
To diversify manufacturing and processing
with incremental value addition in the garment industry. Main components includes
acquisition of plant, equipment, machinery,
commissioning of plants, documentation
and construction. 2021/22 - acquisition and
installation of plant, equipment and machinery in Keetmanshoop [EXPENDITURE
COMPOSITION: of expenditure to 2019/20
is N$ 0 (zero)].
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$37,247,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
TO NEXT PAGE
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Industrialisation & Trade's biggest project is

Mines & Energy (Vote 15) has N$68.3-m to spend on
fourteen projects in 2021/22, after its N$81.3-m allocation
was cut by N$13-m or 16%.
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
N$12,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$12,000,000.
PROJECT 19/04/25 - Gemstone and jewelry
development programme, Erongo Region
NPC CODE 18885: Executing agency NIDA.
To expand training activities of the Karibib
Gemstone Training Centre to include jewelry
making, setting up a jewelry production unit
to sustain the Centre’s operation in the long
run, creating forward and backward linkages
among small miners, gemstone cutters, polishers and jewelry makers. 2021/22 - training
26 entrepreneurs in gemstone cutting and
jewelry manufacturing, conduct feasibility
study on the center.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$2,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$1,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: OSP = N$1,000,000.
PROJECT 19/04/10 Agro Processing Development, //Kharas,
Oshana and Kavango East
NPC CODE 18345: Executing agency NIDA.
Development of additional production components such as 630ha under date palm, table grapes, pomegranates, cactus pear and
pecan nut production at Naute. Develop cold
storage and processing facilities, upgrade
social and other support infrastructure. game
fencing. production of biomass feed and related products. 2021/22 - “procurement”.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$6. 177,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,220,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$3,220,000.
PROJECT 19/04/22 - Special
Industrialization Programme
NPC CODE 18806: Executing agency NIDA.
Project aims at product diversification
and production capacity expansion for
the Namibian products focusing on Agroprocessing, steel manufacturing and metal
fabrication, transportation equipment and
manufacturing, building material manufacturing, furniture manufacturing and ISP
Programme, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics
manufacturing, automotive sector development, bush biomass value addition and
chemical Industry. Furthermore, the project
will provide integrated support to the industries to increase manufacturing of high value
products for regional and international export
markets. This includes technical assistance
in product development, marketing, as well
as technology upgrading and acquisition
and capacity building. Supporting measures
would also include the compilation of an
inventory of processors and products and
facilitation of imports of essential inputs for
the processing industry. product diversification and production capacity expansion for
the Namibian products. Focus is on the
setting up of the beef cold storage (inclusive
of the electrification of the 31 hectares) in
Walvis Bay. The establishment of technology
centres in Okondjatu (Otjozondjupa) and
Ruacana (Omusati) with the assistance of
GIZ. 2021/2022 - site clearance, bulk earth

works, substation, finalization of initial beef
cold storage works, establishment of technology centres.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$5,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GIZ support
and format not disclosed. ALLOCATION
(excl. midyear revisions) = N$5,000,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI =
N$5,000,000.
PROJECT 19/04/3 - Construction of
industrial estates in /Kharas, Omusati,
Oshikoto, Otjozondjupa, Zambezi, Erongo,
Hardap, Kavango West
NPC CODE 633: Executing agency NIDA.
Promote and facilitate industrialisation, manufacturing and value addition through the
construction of industrial parks and common
facility centres. 2020/21 - Opuwo Industrial
Park and Omaruru Trade & Industry Fuel &
Home Industries.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$217,659,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$16,527,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$16,527,000.
PROJECT 19/06/1 - Construction of Testing
& Inspection Centre for Namibia Standards
Institute in Walvis Bay
NPC CODE 18132: Executing agency NSI.
Construction of phase 2. 2021/22 - completion.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$99,327,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$7,847,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$7,847,000.

VOTE 24 - Transport
PROJECT 24/02/157 [NEW] Roads Construction (RFA)
NPC CODE 20268: Major roads projects
and honoring their outstanding payments.
2021/22 - complete planned activities and
settle accounts.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21
= N$0
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$300,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$300,000,000.
PROJECT 24/03/9 Railway network upgrading
NPC CODE 2834: Rehabilitation of earthworks embankment, strengthening of bridges, increase to 18. 5 ton/axle load through
using 48 kg/m rail. upgrade and rehabilitate
the railway line between Kranzberg-Tsumeb,
and other sections. 2021/22 - Upgrading /
construction of railway line, production &
transportation of sleepers, supply of ballast,
heavy maintenance work, supply of rails,
ultrasonic test on rails, project management
and supervision.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$461,793,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$200,000,000. EXPENDITURE COM-

The Bank of Namibia, as agent for the Government for the issue and management of
Government Debt Securities announces the results for the 273-day and 364-day Treasury
Bills auction held 03 February 2022 (settlement date 04-Feb-22):
Auction Summary - NAMITB

0 11/04/22

0 02/03/23

Total Amount Allocated (N$)

550,000,000

500,000,000

Total Number of Bids Received

29

31

557,950,000

632,550,000

Total Number of Successful Bids

29

23

Number of Bids Allocated in Full

27

22

Weighted Average (Price/Yield)

95.77965/5.89122

94.36297/5.99019

Weighted Average Bid (Price/Yield)

95.77859/5.89277

94.34373/6.01186

27.73%

59.69%

Total Amount of All Bids Received (N$)

Percentage Partial Allocation (Approximate)
Bid to Cover / Amount Bid to Offered Ratio
Amount Offered (N$)
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1.01

1.27

550,000,000

500,000,000

POSITION: M&S = N$4,000,000. CRI =
N$182,000,000. FSDS = N$14,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/95 - Construction of access
roads to schools and clinics
NPC CODE 18779: Roads Authority. 2021/22
- continue construction of roads in Omusati
and Ohangwena.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$29,052,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$20,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$20,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/72 - Construction of
gravel road: Isize - Sifuha - Malindi Schuckmannsburg (50km). Zambezi Region
NPC CODE 18226: Roads Authority. The
road will connect to TR8/7 to Katima Mulilo.
Design, documentation and construction.
2021/22 -DR3508 Section 2. from km 21. km
52: 60%, DR3572 Bukalo Sifuha Haul Road
KM 0 KM 18: 87. 5%.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$92,298,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$50,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$42,000,000. FSDS =
N$8,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/123 - Completion of MR120:
Okatana - Endola - Onunho Road: (36km)
NPC CODE 20067: Roads Authority. 2021/22
- retention.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$2,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$2,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$2,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/89 - Construction of
Swakopmund - Henties Bay - Kamanjab
Link (412km), Erongo and Kunene Regions
NPC CODE 18647: Roads Authority. To
shorten the route from Angola through Oshikango to Walvis Bay by upgrading the road
from Swakopmund through Henties Bay to
Kamanjab. 2021/22 - construction and supervision to continue. Started in 2016.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$119,510,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$200,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$192,000,000. FSDS =
N$8,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/98 - Construction of gravel
road D3622: Omukukutu - Omboloka
(25km), Ohangwena Region
NPC CODE 18782: Roads Authority. The
objective of the project is to construct gravel
road that would serve Omboloka and Oluwaya clinics and schools via Ohameva and
Hainyeko and Okalimbanombwa
schools in Ohangwena Region. Components:
detailed design and supervision, demining, consulting services, compensation
(purchase of land) and construction works.
2021/22 - none.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$16,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: KfW loan not
mentioned. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear
revisions) = N$1,000,000. EXPENDITURE
COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders)
= N$1,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/77 - Construction of Gravel
Road: TR10/2 Oupili - Onkumbula (40km),
Ohangwena Region
NPC CODE 18253: Roads Authority. From
junction with TR10/2 (Eenhana- Okongo)
near Oupili to join DR3603 at Onkumbula.
Through DR3630 and DR3654 will create a shorter link between Okongo area
and Omuthiya (TR1/11) once completed.
2021/22 - engineering design and project
supervision.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$1,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$1,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$1,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/34 - Labour-Based
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Construction (DR 3610:TR1/11) Mangetti
West Quarantine Camp Phase 2, Oshikoto
NPC CODE 5065: Design, documentation and
construction. 2021/22 - phase 2.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$47,529,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$53,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$45,000,000. FSDS =
N$8,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/104 - Upgrading of MR44:
Swakopmund - Walvis Bay road upgrading
(44km), Erongo Region
NPC CODE 18788: Roads Authority. Deviation
of heavy cargo from the current busy tourist road TR2/1. Feasibility and preliminary
design completed in Nov-12 by VKE CE.
2021/2022 - construction of phase II.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$185,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$150,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$138,000,000. FSDS =
N$12,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/90 - Upgrading of MR91:
Gobabis - Aminuis and MR40 Aminuis
- Aranos (245km) to bitumen standards,
Omaheke & Hardap Regions
NPC CODE 18648: Roads Authority. 2020/21
- commencement of construction Section B:
Aminuis - Aranos (135 km).
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$95,814,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$120,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$112,000,000. FSDS =
N$8,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/102 - Rehabilitation of
TR1/16: Windhoek - Okahandja road
rehabilitation (67km)
NPC CODE 18786: Roads Authority. 2021/22
- detailed design.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$291,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$200,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$188,000,000. FSDS =
N$12,000,000.
PROJECT 24/02/141 - Maintenance of paved
and unpaved roads in all regions
NPC CODE 20186: Roads Authority. Backlog
of N$871. 3-m since 2006/7 to 2011/12 in
road infrastructure maintenance. The backlog increased as well as new maintenance
needs amounting to N$165. 6-m for 2013/14.
2021/22 - maintenance of roads.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$15,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$15,225,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$15,225,000.
PROJECT 24/02/101 Upgrading TR9/1: Windhoek - Hosea
Kutako road to dual carriage (44km)
NPC CODE 18785: Roads Authority. The road
to be constructed over three financial years
will facilitate more efficient transport on this
section of the Trans Kalahari highway to and
from Windhoek. 2021/22 - detailed design,
supervision and construction continues, with
AfDB loan for N$256. 326-m outside SRF
and GRN contributing N$185-m.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$387,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: N$350-m
AfDB loan outside SRF. ALLOCATION
(excl. midyear revisions) = N$456,326,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI =
N$441,326,000. FSDS = N$15,000,000.
PROJECT 24/03/7 - Northern railway line
extension, Oshana Region
NPC CODE 1072: Dept Transport. To connect
to the Angola railway system for exporting
and creating a Trans Kunene Corridor.
Procurement of equipment and materials
and construction of railway line. 2021/22
- construction of railway station in Oshakati,
“platforms halts” and more civil works, projTO NEXT PAGE
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N$16.5-m for building industrial estates
ect management and supervision.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$927,600,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$36,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$13,000,000. CRI =
N$21,400,000. FSDS = N$1,600,000.
PROJECT 24/03/12 - Rehabilitation of the
southern railway line section Sandverhaal
- Buchholzbrunn, //Kharas Region
NPC CODE 18791: Dept Transport. Upgrading of the 40km railway line stretch will bring
it to the same condition as the rest of track
up to Lüderitz. The line will be upgrade to
18. 6 ton axle load and speed up to 60km/h
for freight trains. 2021/22 - construction
of earthworks embankments and culverts,
repair of the flood damaged infrastructure,
project management and supervision of
works.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$39,300,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$42,575,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$38,575,000. FSDS =
N$4,000,000.
PROJECT 24/03/8 - Upgrading and
rehabilitation of Aus - Lüderitz railway line
from 11T to 185T axle load, //Kharas Region
NPC CODE 2078: Upgrading the railway line
from Aus to Lüderitz to accommodate 18.
5t axle loads and increasing the operation
speed. The current condition of this line is
such that safe operations can no longer be
guaranteed. This line would link the rest of
the country and South Africa to the Lüderitz
harbour. 2021/22 - installation of culverts.
appointment of contractor for the construction of sand shelter (tunnel), sand removal,
project management and supervision of
works.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$784,995,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$101,200,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S = N$1,000,000. CRI =
N$62,200,000. FSDS = N$38,000,000.
PROJECT 24/03/18 - Upgrading of Walvis
Bay - Kranzberg railway
NPC CODE 20234: Dept Transport. Upgrade
210km of railway line to 18. 5 tons axle
load to achieve higher transport capacity
and train speeds. Also included are studies aimed to develop the rail sub-sector
(incl. market analysis for rail operations.
institutional setup review support. feasibility
of commuter rail services in Windhoek and
to Rehoboth. design update of Grootfontein
- Rundu railway and feasibility of Rundu
- Katima railway extension towards Zambia).
2021/22 - consultancy services (market
analysis, skill development promotion and
training, technical audit, project financial
audit, feasibility study for the GrootfonteinKatima Mulilo railway line, railway sector
institutional setup review support, feasibility
study for commuter rail Rehoboth-WindhoekKatutura, sensitization on HIV/AIDS), supply
and transportation of ballast, supply and
transportation of fasteners, supply and transportation of sleepers, installation of culverts
and bridges, permanent way construction,
project management and supervision of
works. 2021/22 expenditure: N$523. 613-m
by AfDB outside SRF (OSE, FSDS, CRI).
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$1,148,636,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: N$523. 6-m
AfDB loan outside SRF. ALLOCATION
(excl. midyear revisions) = N$923,613,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: M&S =
N$52,000,000. OSP = N$32,143,000. CRI =
N$667,122,000. FSDS = N$172,348,000.
PROJECT 24/05/15 - Construction of new
facilities for DAAII, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 20193: Dept Works. Construction
of an Aircraft Accident Investigation Facility
at Eros Airport. Construct hangar facility for
storage of aircraft accident wreckages for indepth investigation and use of components
for on-the-job training. 2021/22 - construction and supervision.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$100,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCA-

TION (excl. midyear revisions) = N$71,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: FSDS =
N$71,000.
PROJECT 24/05/11 Construction of Opuwo Aerodrome,
Kunene Region
NPC CODE 18739: Dept Transport. Construction of Class C aerodrome. 2021/22 - tender
process to commence.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$2,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) = N$350,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: FSDS =
N$350,000.
PROJECT 24/05/17 - Upgrading of Mpacha
Airport at Katima Mulilo, Zambezi Region
NPC CODE 20195: Dept Transport. Feasibility
and upgrading of airport facilities 2021/22
- reconstruction of the runway.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$15,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$41,258,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$38,963 ,000. FSDS =
N$2,295,000.
PROJECT 24/05/10 - Fencing of state owned
aerodromes, //Kharas Region
NPC CODE 18553: Dept Transport. 2021/22
- maintenance and fencing.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$11,545,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$3,715,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$3,715,000.
PROJECT 24/05/12 EMPIC - Regulatory Management Tools
NPC CODE 20071: Dept Transport. Digitally
capture and manage the regulatory civil
aviation processes to enhance “safety security” in the scope of civil aviation. 2020/21
- implementation.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$5,000,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) = N$6,000.
EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN
internal (no tenders) = N$6,000.
PROJECT 24/05/3 - Upgrade Civil Aviation
infrastructure, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 4145: Dept Transport. Civil aviation safety to be improved, especially at
HKIA, Eros & Walvis Bay and as required
by CIAO, this includes the security system
upgrade at Eros Airport for the ANSP. 2021/
22 - continue with the construction of ANS
Infrastructure.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$72,477,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$4,450,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$4,450,000.
PROJECT 24/05/4 - Construction of Air
Traffic Control Towers, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 4301: Dept Transport. Construct
new ATCs. 2021/22 - implementation.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$15,991,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$4,210,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$4,210,000.
PROJECT 24/05/1 - Construction of new
area control tower for Windhoek FIR
NPC CODE 1411: Dept Transport. The old
Fixed Aeronautical Telecommunication
Network (AFTN) and the VOR/DME at Keetmanshoop have to be replaced with a VOR
at Lüderitz and the RADAR, WAM and NAID
needs a midlife upgrade. 2020/21 - continuous Implementation.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$292,296,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$4,516,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$4,516,000.
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PROJECT 24/01/1 -

Ranked last in the cluster, Industrialisation & Trade (Vote
19) has N$45-m to spend on seven projects after midyear
2021/22, after its initial N$47.6-m was cut back by N$2.5m or 5.25% to less than a quarter of its N$180-m six years
ago in 2016/17.
Construction, rehabilitation and upgrading
of Government Garages nationwide
NPC CODE 18551: Dept Works. Construction,
upgrading and renovation of workshops,
offices, wash bays and parking facilities.
2021/22 - start Rundu and Katima government garages with the same plan as Swakopmund. replace Windhoek Government
Garage lift. fit Swakopmund workshop with
equipment. close parking for Swakopmund
garage, adjust wall.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$7,681,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$5,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$4,200,000. FSDS =
N$200,000. GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$600,000.
PROJECT 24/04/1 Upgrading of vehicle and driver testing
stations in several regions
NPC CODE 2836: Dept Transport. Currently
11 VTS/DTCs do not meet the required standards and need to be upgraded. 2021/22
- construction of Walvis Bay Vehicle and
Driver Testing Station, purchase of land in
Oranjemund for testing station, maintenance
at existing vehicle and driver testing station
infrastructure, purchase land in Nkurenkuru
for new testing station.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$96,974,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$5,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: CRI = N$5,000,000.
PROJECT 24/07/1 Extension and upgrading of Meteorological
Service facilities, nationwide
NPC CODE 4197: Dept Transport. Infrastructure rehabilitation and upgrading.
strengthening climate advisory services and
meteorological station network development. establishing upper air observatories
at Grootfontein, Katima Mulilo, Ondangwa
and Rundu. establish new MET offices in
all regions. installing 50 automatic weather
stations. establishing specialised regional
offices at Katima Mulilo, Swakopmund and
Keetmanshoop. 202122 - acquisition and
installation of airport weather observing
systems, installation of climate data bank,
feasibility studies for instrument calibration
building.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21 =
N$45,149,000
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$35,000,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: GRN internal (no tenders) =
N$35,000,000.
PROJECT 24/04/2 - Non-motorized
transport, Katutura, Khomas Region
NPC CODE 20190: Dept Transport. To construct sidewalks/roads for pedestrians and
cyclists to separate from vehicular traffic.
2021/22 - construction & supervision.
PURPORTED EXPENDITURE TO 2020/21
= N$0
2021/22 FUNDING SOURCE: GRN. ALLOCATION (excl. midyear revisions) =
N$4,424,000. EXPENDITURE COMPOSITION: FSDS = N$4,424,000.
See accompanying tables and
key to abbreviations for procurement
categories in our detailed project-byproject listing in 2021/22.
To be continued.
Our procurement guide to Namibia’s
2021/22 development budget so far:
* Bulletin 1414 – Part 1- Introduction – The
degradation of development
* Bulletin 1417 – Part 2 - Deconstructing
distorted development (A) - Dancing the
developmentaloota tango in the dark
* Bulletin 1419 – Part 3 - Deconstructing
distorted development (B) – Capital swept
under the carpet
* Bulletin 1420 – Part 4 – Development and
debt – Development for debtors
* Bulletin 1422 – Part 5 – Midyear revisions &
project execution – Another midyear ‘blun-
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der-budget’
* Bulletin 1423 – Part 6 – National debt &
foreign-funded projects - Development with
a capital ‘F’
* Bulletin 1426 – Part 7 – Programmes Preview – Security projects prioritized more
* Bulletin 1427 – Part 8 – The Administrative
Cluster & office space – The never-ending
office party
* Bulletin 1428 – Part 9 – The Security Cluster
– Security apparatus projects pimped up
* Bulletin 1429 – Part 10 – The Education
Cluster – State schools undercapitalized
* Bulletin 1430 – Part 11 – The Health and
Welfare Cluster – Withering Welfare
* Bulletin 1431 – Part 12 – Urban and rural
development.
© Copyright Namibia Tender Bulletin /
Collective Resources (Pty) Ltd.
All rights reserved.

NOTES TO THE STATE
PROCUREMENT BUDGET

This scoping of what we call government’s
‘procurement budget’ as part of the overall
budget is unique to the Tender Bulletin, has
been undertaken for most financial years
since 1993 and is unreplicated in Namibia. Its
purpose is to alert tenderers to forthcoming
procurement opportunities.
Procurement spending relates to heads of
expenditure normally directed through public
procurement channels (with abbreviations):
* Materials and Supplies (M&S): Expenditure
relating to the acquisition of store items
of consumable nature to be utilized in the
process of government services/operations,
such as provisions, spares, stationery and
other materials.
* Other goods, services and expenses (OSE):
Generally relating to recurrent spending on
items sourced in the real economy, i.e. excluding remuneration, other conditions service relating to the public service, transport provided
by the government garage, utilities, property
rental etc. OSE consists of consultancy services unrelated to construction as well as
non-consultancy services such as advertising, catering, cleaning, entertainment, event
management, gifts, legal, printing, security,
travel, training services etc.
These two spending heads are form part
of government’s current expenditure in the
operational budget as well as in the development budget.
Other procurement spending components occurring both as capital expenditure in the operational budget (i.e. not current expenditure)
and also in the development budget are:
* furniture and office equipment (FOE)
* operational equipment, machinery and
plant (OEMP);
* vehicles (V).
Procurement components occurring only
within the development budget are:
* construction, renovations and improvement (CRI);
* feasibility studies, design and supervision
(FSDS).
Maintenance expenses consists of expenditure relating to maintaining capital assets,
including office and operational equipment,
buildings, roads and bridges, and other
capital assets.
Although annual and multi-year tenders are
issued in this area (e.g. minor capital works,
water infrastructure, vehicle, plant, electrical
and electronic maintenance), we deliberately
exclude it from our analysis to err on the
safe side, since some of this maintenance is
sourced internally within certain government
ministries (e.g. the departments of works and
of water affairs).
Although our coverage of the development
budget overlaps with some of the operational
budget, a project-by-project presentation of
the development budget concretizes tendering opportunities more specifically with reference to actual project implementation and is
presented separately from the estimates of
operational expenditure.
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CLASSIFIED NEW TENDERS CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING & MARKETING

REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/NTA-02/2022; CLOSING: 16-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Invitation for Bids (Open National Bidding): Provision of full advertising
agency services to the NTA for a period of 24 months. NTA invites bids through Open
National Bidding in line with Section 27(1)(a)(i) read together with Section 29(b) and
2(b) of the PPA15 of 2015; bids are for entities incorporated in Namibia with 100%
shareholding or equity vested in Namibian citizens SUBMIT: Bids must be deposited in
the bid box by the closing date and time. Late and electronic bids will not be considered.
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078530; web: procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
www.nta.com.na;
DOCUMENTATION: Interested bidders may obtain the bidding documents upon payment of a
non-refundable fee of N$300

AIRCONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

REFERENCE: NCS/RFQ/ONARC-279/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Major preventative service of food storage cold room and freezer room
facilities at Uukwangula Settlement [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; Mathias Lumingu
(technical enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-220441/2288200 (PMU); 221197 (tech); web:
pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); math05@gmail.com (tech);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na

BUILDING MATERIALS, HARDWARE & TOOLS

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-164/2021/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver plumbing and general work tools for Okombahe
Settlement office (15 items incl. wrenches, pliers, spades, rakes, koevoet, etc.) [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit; S Ochurub (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4105700 (PMU);
470590 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.erc.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: Bid No. 91159873; CLOSING: 24-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Tender invitation: Oniipa building materials. GIZ GmbH is owned by
the Federal Republic of Germany and works worldwide in the fields of international
cooperation for sustainable development and international education. GIZ provides viable,
forward-looking solutions for political, economic, ecological and social development
in a globalised world. GIZ’s corporate objective is to improve people’s lives on a
sustainable basis. GIZ GmbH supports the Namibian government in terms of sustainable
development. In accordance with the interests of the Government of Namibia, GIZ’s work
today focuses on the focal areas: economic development, transport; management of
natural resources. GIZ invites eligible and professional companies to participate in this
tender. Bids must be hand-delivered to the GIZ office.
CONTACT: Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH, GIZ Office Namibia,
88 John Meinert Street, Windhoek West; Procurement Unit (bids); ph.: -; web: NA_
inquiry@giz.de (documents); DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents to be requested by
email (indicating the bid number and description as reference in the email subject line)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ORC MWT-12/2021; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver artisan tools for MWT (10 items incl. multi meters,
various hand tools) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Oshikoto Regional Council, Omuthiya; Secretary: Procurement Committee - Tutu
Haukena; WSK Kafuma (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-244400 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshikotorc.gov.na/procurement
NOTE: The following applies to the two RC Oshana RFQs:
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; Joseph Ankama (enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)65-2288200 (PMU); 220441 / 230282 (enq); web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or
kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-250/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver steel materials for marula juice press (10 items incl. tubes,
pipes, rivets, paint, angle iron, welding rods)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-254/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver springs for pedal water dispensers (18x)

CONSTRUCTION & WORKS

REFERENCE: W/ONB/NDTC-005/119/2021/22; CLOSING: 10-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Bid invitation: Construction of 5.2km bitumen standard road works at
Extension 26 in Ondangwa. Bids are invited through Open National Bidding from suitable,
qualified and experienced construction companies. SUBMIT: Sealed envelopes marked
with the IFB number to be delivered to Ondangwa Town Council. Late bids will be
rejected. Electronic bidding will not be permitted. Bids will be opened in the presence of
bidders at the council offices.
CONTACT: Ondangwa Town Council; P/Bag 2032, Main Road, Ondangwa; Cashiers
(documents); Procurement Management Unit (address bids to); PMU Head - Setson
Sindano Negumbo; Bernard Mulala (administrative) or Petrus Shipanga (technical
enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-240101 (enq); fax: 240453 (enq); web: bmulala@ondangwatc.
org.na (adm); pshipanga@ondangwatc.org.na (tech);
DOCUMENTATION: N$500 (non-refundable) cash payment for bid documents.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Non-compulsory bid clarification meeting: Thursday 24-Feb-22 at
10:00. Bid enquiries close Friday 04-Mar-22 at 17:00
REFERENCE: W/ONB/ZRC-DPS-04/2021/2022; CLOSING: 04-Mar-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Construction of municipal infrastructure, Phase 1, at Kongola Settlement,
Zambezi Region [re-issue of cancelled tender closing 14-Dec-21]. Competent and
experienced civil engineering contractors are invited to bid under the Open National
Bidding procurement method. Bids must be submitted in the prescribed format and
deposited in the bid box. Bid security requirement: “required”.
CONTACT: Zambezi Regional Council, P/Bag 5002, Katima Mulilo, c/o B8 Ngoma Road &
Hospital Road; Procurement Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); Secretary:
PMU - Abraham Shikoyeni (general); Denchi Consulting Engineers, 44 Simeon Shixungileni Street, Windhoek (documents); engineer - Olivia Hamwaama (technical enquiries);
ph.: +264-(0)66-261755 (RC) or 261771 (docs); (0)61-228183 (CE); fax: 252650 (RC);
(0)61-226697 (CE); web: Abraham.Shikoyeni@zambezirc.gov.na (RC); olivia.hamwaama
@denchi.com.na (CE); DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) levy per document.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Compulsory bid clarification meeting: Tuesday 17-Feb-22 at
14:00 at Kongola
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REFERENCE: W/RFQ/NAC-11/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Maintenance of runway and apron at Katima Mulilo Airport [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Airports Company; Sanlam Centre, 154 Independence Ave, Windhoek;
Head of Procurement Management Unit - Johannes Shivute (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)612955000 / 081-6358379 (enq); web: tender@airports.com.na or ShivuteTBJ@airports.co
m.na or karlh@airports.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: No charge for document on www.airports.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: W/RFQ/UNAM-04/2022; CLOSING: 21-Feb-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Repair of Sanumarc Greenhouse, Henties Bay [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: University of Namibia; Main Campus, 340 Mandume Ndemufayo Street, Pionierspark, Windhoek; Administration Building, ground floor, tender box (bids); Chief Procurement Officer - Consarve Kanyama; Sam Nujoma Campus, Henties Bay, DCA researcher
- Dr Allan Mupambwa (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2064855 (proc); (0)64-502632 (enq);
web: procurement@unam.na (PMU); hmupambwa@unam.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.unam.na
REFERENCE: G/ONB/NW-014/2022; CLOSING: 15-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Bid invitation: Supply and deliver pre-fabricated accommodation facilities.
Restriction (Section 29): Bid is reserved for Namibian registered entities. NamWater
invites registered and reputable firms to submit bids. NB: All prospective bidders wishing
to do business with NamWater will be subject to the Public Procurement Act 15 of 2015,
Public Procurement Regulations 2017 and other directives issued under it.
CONTACT: Namibia Water Corporation Ltd, 176 Iscor Street, Aigams Building, Windhoek;
quotation/bid box (bids); Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61210741 (enq); web: bids@namwater.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) document levy for bidding documents available
“on request” from https://www.namwater.com.na at the link provided.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Non-compulsory pre-bid meeting: n/a. Last day for clarification
requests/written enquiries: 02-Mar-22
NOTE: The following applies to the two RC Oshana RFQs:
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli
(enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-228203/2288200 (PMU); web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or
kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na
REFERENCE: NCS/RFQ/ONARC-286/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and laying of cable sleeves across the gravel roads in Uukwangula
Settlement
REFERENCE: NCS/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-253/2021/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Provision of labour services for flooring of vehicle parking [area] (digging,
compacting, filling, leveling)

ELECTRICAL

REFERENCE: W/ONB/OngweTC-09/2021/22; CLOSING: 15-Mar-22 14:30
DESCRIPTION: Maintenance of electrical infrastructures network for Ongwediva Town
Council. Ongwediva Town Council invites prospective bidders for the listed bid, reserved
for Namibian entities based and operating in the Oshana Region. DELIVERY: The
envelope should be sealed and clearly marked.
CONTACT: Ongwediva Town Council, P/Bag 5549, c/o Mandume Ndemufayo Road & Dr
Libertine Amadhila Street, Ongwediva; Procurement Management Unit; Town House,
cashier (documents); bid box on the ground floor (bids); Secretary: Procurement
Committee (address bids to); Josephine Hainana or Isacky Namupala (administrative
enquiries); Hesekiel Namwandi (technical); ph.: +264-(0)65-233700 (enq); web:
jhainana@otc.com.na (adm); DOCUMENTATION: N$100 (non-refundable) levy.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Bid briefing: on request
REFERENCE: MHSS 1432 - Omahenene electrical; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver electrical materials for Omahenene Health Centre
(14 items) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Ministry of Health & Social Services main building; Harvey Street, Windhoek
West; Procurement Management Unit; Ervin Tibinyane (administrative); Joakin
Antonius (technical enquiries); quotation/bid box MHSS Finance & Procurement
Building, PMU/tender office (bids); Secretary: Procurement Committee - Evaristus Iita
(issued by); ph.: +264-(0)61-2032165 (adm); (0)67-251803 / 081-4304330 (tech); web:
procurement@mhss.gov.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.mhss.gov.na/tenders
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NPWR-105/2022; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver meter boards for NamPower, delivered to Brakwater
Depot [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: NamPower Centre, 15 Luther Street, Windhoek; entrance foyer, bid box (bids);
Procurement Management Unit; Sakkie Kambonde (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2052930
(enq); fax: 2052930 (enq); web: quotations@nampower.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents are available on www.nampower.com.na free of charge
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NW-079/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ for goods: Supply and deliver two electrical switchboards for Katima
Mulilo Pump Station and Swakoppoort Tower [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Water Corporation Ltd, 176 Iscor Street, Aigams Building, Windhoek;
quotation/bid box (bids); Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61712081/2009 (enq); web: bids@namwater.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents are available on www.namwater.com.na under
‘procurement’ free of charge

FOOD & CATERING

REFERENCE: Reference No.: SADC/3/5/1/28; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 09:00
DESCRIPTION: Request For Bids (RFB): Supply and delivery of water dispensers for SADC
Secretariat in Botswana (negotiated procedure).
CONTACT: Southern African Development Community Secretariat, Botswana office;
Procurement Unit - Purpose Chifani (enquiries); ph.: +267-3641989/3951863; web:
dispenser@sadc.int (bids);
DOCUMENTATION: terms of reference and details on SADC website: https://www.sadc.int/
opportunities/procurement/open-procurement-opportunities/.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Additional requests for information and clarifications can
be made until 10-Feb-22 to the SADC Secretariat via email: pchifani@sadc.int and
tenders@sadc.int with copy to hmaripe@sadc.int
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20MW PV POWER PLANT AT KHAN SUBSTATION

11 FEBRUARY 2022
NamPower announced the award
of its contract for the development
of a 20MW solar photovoltaic power
plant at Khan Substation on a BuildOwn-Operate (BOO) basis, according
to its website.
The power utility’s procurement
management unit posted the award of
five other ‘Open International Bidding’
tenders at the same time, some of which
date back to 2019, but it is not clear
when the awards were processed.
The value of the six OIB tender
awards and one works tender award
is N$82-m - excluding the 20MW solar photovoltaic power plant at Khan
Substation.
Details of the other tender
awards are reported separately.
The value of some of these
tenders confirms that NamPower
is currently handling procurement
above its threshold without having to go through the Central
Procurement Board - as dis-

closed by the CPB at its latest
media briefing in November. NamPower’s special exemption from going
through the CPB was first announced
by finance minister Iipumu Shiimi when
tabling the midyear budget at the beginning of November.
Tender G/OIB/NPWR-05/2019
for an independent power producer
for the development of a 20MW solar photovoltaic power plant at Khan
Substation on a Build-Own-Operate (BOO) basis closed 28-Feb-20
after being extended from 17-Jan20.
Sixteen offers were received with
their base tariffs at Commercial Operation Date (COD) in N$/kWh and
Fixed Annual Escalation Rate (FAER)
percentage:
* El-Zonnah Investment cc = N$0.9900 (3.0%)
* Nam-Eco 1 Consortium = N$0.6750

O

nly one offer was received for the
compilation, supply of print-ready directory, procurement of advertising space
as well as the development, maintenance
of the on-line directory and sale of “the advertising space”, when open international
bidding tender NCS/OIB/TN-195/2021
closed at Telecom Namibia’s Bid Secretariat office in Windhoek at 14:30, Tuesday
18 January 2022.
The telephone directory contract will
run over three years, commencing with the
2022/23 directory book up to and including 2024/25.
According to Telecom’s website, only
one offer was received from, with no pricing disclosed:
* Braby’s Publishing Namibia.

Two CPB tenders were cancelled

This tender was Telecom Namibia’s own
re-issue of Central Procurement Board tender NCS/ONB/CPBN-05/2020 that closed
22-Feb-21 and was cancelled seven months
later in Sep-21, because ‘all bids were nonresponsive’. This contract was supposed to
run for five years.
An earlier CPB tender worth about
N$175-m, NCS/ONB/CPB-01/2018 – for
the same services over three years - had
closed on 31-Aug-18 was seemingly never
awarded (details were published in Bulletin 1418).

Business Development JV = N$0.78 (3.0%).
After the mandatory document and
eligibility evaluation, six bidders were
pre-qualified and scored from 1 to 6
in terms of the commercial evaluation
with financial scores plus economic
responsiveness and final scores:
* Access Aussenkjer Namibia IPP Consortium
scored 80% + 15% = 95% - selected for
the award;
* Innosun/IJG-Im Consortium scored 66.92%
+ 20% = 86.92%;
* Anisol Solar Power (Proprietary) Limited
scored 56.99% +10% = 66.99%;
* Alten-NIDIF scored 42.51% + 20% =
62.51%;
* Scatec Solar Joint Venture scored 42.68% +
6.75% = 49.43%;
* Old Mutual / ACED / Frans Indongo Consortium scored 14.03% + 14% = 28.03%.

Contract awarded to Access Aussenkjer
Namibia IPP Consortium on BOO basis
(5.275%)
* Alten / NIDIF = N$1.24 (-4.5%)
* Anisol Solar Power (Pty) Ltd = N$0.645
(2.75%)
* Access Aussenkjer Namibia IPP Consortium
= N$0.4905 (3.0%)
* Globeleq Consortium = N$0.9645 (0%)
* Old Mutual / ACED / Frans Indongo Consortium = N$0.7502 (5.0%)
* Akuo - Suneq = N$0.6590 (0%)
* OLC Highstar Consortium = N$0.49 (5.5%)
* Innosun/IJG-Im Consortium = N$0.8075
(-1.5%)
* Scatec Solar Joint Venture = N$0.9133 (0%)
* Greenyellow / Soventix / OKA = N$1.0340
(0%)
* CMB (JV) = N$0.6945 (6.0%)
* Green Enterprise Solution (Pty) Ltd =
N$0.82 (5.0%)
* Afrikuumba / Bigen Kuumba JV = N$0.88
(0%)
* Shining Energy / Knight Piesold / Global

TENDER AWARDS
THESE

UPDATES ARE COMPILED FROM
MEDIA REPORTS AND MARKET NAMIBIA
& TENDER BULLETIN'S OWN SOURCES.

CLOSING AT TELECOM 18-JAN-22:

New telephone directory might soon be
coming to a post office near you

sell advertising space in the 2019/20 print
directory.
“TDS Namibia is not authorized to sell
advertising space on behalf of Telecom
Namibia in the 2019/20 print telephone
directory,” the notice added.
Previously, TDS Namibia had held the
telephone directory compilation and advertising contract for many years until 2019.

That directory states the closing date for
the compilation of the 2020/21 directory and
for directory entries as 30-Jun-20.

As far as could b established, no new
telephone directory has been issued since
the 2019/2020 edition.

Novas printed 2019/20 directory

Novas Print in Cape Town printed
83,380 copies of Telecom Namibia’s 2019/
20 telephone directory, which should have
been ready by October 2019, but came out
much later.
A copy obtained by the Tender Bulletin
is stamped on the front page ‘Namibia 05/
06/2020 02:06 17948’.

BANK OF NAMIBIA AUCTION/TENDER RESULTS FOR THE SALE OF INFLATION LINKED BONDS IN JANUARY 2022
INSTRUMENT

Secretive one-year contract in 2019

In July 2019, a notice headed ‘Caution
against Directory Advertising Fraud’ was
published in the local media by Telecom’s
Corporate Communications & Public
Relations head, Nomvula KondombolaKambinda, informing the public that PLP
Namibia and SEN Corporate Communications were the only authorised partners to

AMOUNT ON
OFFER

TENDERS
RECEIVED

% SUBSCRIBED

% OF
TARGET

ALLOTTED

WEIGHTED
YIELD TO
MATURITY
%

PREVIOUS
YTM %

GI27 (4.00%)

25,000,000

45,280,000

181%

25,000,000

100%

5.07

5.14

GI29 (4.50%)

25,000,000

35,970,000

144%

25,000,000

100%

6.00

6.00

GI33 (4.50%)

25,000,000

60,320,000

241%

44,210,000

177%

7.58

7.64

GI36 (4.80%)

25,000,000

8,910,000

36%

8,910,000

36%

8.24

8.02

TOTAL (N$)

100,000,000

150,480,000

150%

103,120,000

103%

Source: Bank of Namibia. © Collective Resources / Market Namibia Tender Bulletin

GRN DOMESTIC DEBT EXPANDS 24.3% TO N$92.5-B
11 FEBRUARY 2022

Namibia’s domestic government debt grew to N$92.5 billion in
January, according to the Bank of
Namibia’s latest monthly report.
The 0.8% increase is the

result of a rise in the sale of Treasury Bills and Internal Registered
Stock, which rose by 0.3% and
1.0% respectively to N$31.9-b
and N$60.7-b.
Annualised, domestic debt

increased by 24.3% owing to an
increase in the issuance of both
IRS and TBs, which rose by 29.2%
and 15.7%, respectively.
As percentage of GDP, domestic debt rose by 0.4 percentMARKET NAMIBIA TENDER BULLETIN NO. 1432
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age point month-on-month and
7.5 percentage points to 49.6%,
reflecting increased ratios of both
IRSs and TBs to GDP of 6.0 percentage points and 1.5 percentage
points.
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CLASSIFIED NEW TENDERS CLASSIFIED

FOOD & CATERING
FROM PAGE 10

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-167/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Provision of IGA catering and butchery appliances for the Division:
Gender Equality & Child Welfare (10 items incl. storage boxes) [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit; Gloria Tjongarero (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4105700
(PMU); 462580 (enq); web: tjongarerog.gt@gmail.com (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.erc.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: NCS/IQ/ERC-175/2021/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Informal quotation: Catering services for a farewell on 28-Feb-22 (65 pax)
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); C Kahiiko (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)644105700 (RC); DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document on www.erc.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-277/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ (re-advertised): Supply and deliver beverages to Ongwediva Rural
Development Centre for 12months (166 items of alcoholic drinks) [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; Mike
Kamati (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-228203/2288200 (PMU); 209315/081-7817269 (enq);
web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); m.kamati@ongwediv
ardc.com (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na

FUELS & LUBRICANTS

NOTE: The following applies to the two NamPower RFQs:
CONTACT: NamPower Centre, 15 Luther Street, Windhoek; bid box (bids); Procurement
Management Unit; Sakkie Kambonde (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2052930 (enq); fax:
2052930 (enq); web: quotations@nampower.com.na (enq); [quotation only on website];
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents are available on www.nampower.com.na free of charge
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NPWR-106/2022; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver transformer oil to 1020 (60UX), delivered to NamPower
Brakwater Depot
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NPWR-110/2022; CLOSING: 17-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver transformer oil NYTRO LIBRA, SA-GX, delivered to
NamPower Brakwater Depot

FUMIGATION

REFERENCE: NCS/RFQ/ONARC-2852021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Pest control (mice) at Regional Warehouse, Uukwangula Settlement
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli;
Phill Ndeleki (technical enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-220441/2288200 (PMU);
226496 (tech); web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU);
phillndereki4@gmail.com (tech);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na

FURNITURE & FITTINGS

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/UNAM-06/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 15:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Procurement of office furniture for the School of Veterinary Medicine,
Neudamm Campus (26 items) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: University of Namibia; Main Campus, 340 Mandume Ndemufayo Street,
Pionierspark, Windhoek; Procurement Management Unit; Administration Building, ground
floor, tender box (bids); Head of PMU - Veronica Mungonena; Mercedes Rosell or
Paulina Shinana (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2064855 (proc); 081-6649534 (enq); web:
procurement@unam.na (PMU); mrosell@unam.na or pshinana@unam.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.unam.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-276/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ (re-advertised): Supply and deliver 12x bed sets (bases and mattresses)
to Ongwediva Rural Development Centre [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; Mike
Kamati (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-228203/2288200 (PMU); 209315/081-7817269 (enq);
web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); m.kamati@ongwediv
ardc.com (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-168/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver 20x office chairs for Karibib Constituency Office
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); A Tjimbandi (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)644105700 (RC); 550346 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document on www.erc.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-072/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver heavy plastic chairs (50x) and folding tables (5x) for
Walvis Bay Urban Constituency Office [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit - C Kahiiko; C Neidel (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)644105700 (PMU); 200763 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document on www.erc.com.na/procurement

ICT & OFFICE SYSTEMS

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NTA-01/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver information technology hardware (9 items incl.
40x Dell laptops with bags, 20x external hard drives, 40x printers, 2x dictaphones, 1x
conference phone. 4x speakers, 60x USB flash drives, 40x wireless mouse) [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); Richard Ndjahera (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078543 (enq); web:
procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.nta.com.na
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REFERENCE: EOI NMD/2022/001; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Requests for expressions of interest: NAMDOCK invites network service providers to submit EOIs to provide a fibre optic infrastructure solution. NAMDOCK is looking
for a well-established company with a “proofed” track record for supplying data solutions
to clients: 80-100mb per second; full infrastructure system to NAMDOCK sites at no additional cost (solution offered require [sic] proof of concept for 1-2 months; with clear measuring criteria to “proof” the concept); added beneficial services will be considered (WIFI;
in-house support information and communication “devises”; capability for further site development and network establishment; capability to have after-sales infrastructure backup / solution to minimise downtime; further development for “offside” location data provision; local representation “at coastal”). The following minimum CRITERIA must be submitted together with all DOCUMENTATION prior to closing date: (1) “necessary” certified
company registration documentation evidencing that the interest party is a local Namibian
or Namibian-based company. (2) list with service provider experience in similar services
undertaken together with letters of references to support experience; (3) all supporting
documents to support minimum competency requirements; (4) provide the following
certified documentation: registered with the Registrar of Companies (Ministry of Trade &
Industry) with a certificate of shareholding, CC1 or CC2 document; registered for payment
of VAT as well as Income Tax with the Receiver/Commissioner for Inland Revenue
(Ministry of Finance); good standing certificate issued by the Ministry of Finance with
regard to tax and VAT; registered with the SSC and good standing certificate from the
SSC. Following the evaluation of the EOIs received by the closing date, only qualified
short-listed firms will be invited to a site visit. Tender documents will be forwarded per
email for short-listed suppliers. Subject of submission must refer to the reference number.
CONTACT: Namibia Drydock & Ship Repair, PO Box 2340, c/o Second Street East & Hanna
Mupetami Road, Walvis Bay; Finance Dept; Superintendent: Supply Chain Management
- Sonel du Toit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-2186000/6767 or 081-1297197 (enq); fax:
2186001; web: sonel.dt@namdock.com (enq/bids); info@namdock.com;
DOCUMENTATION: not stated
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NAMPORT-4000000819/2021; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 time not stated
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply boardroom projectors and audio/visual equipment [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Namibian Ports Authority, Walvis Bay; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries);
ph.: +264-(0)64-2082111 (proc); web: procurement@namport.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: bid document available on www.namport.com.na/Procurement
NOTE: The following applies to the three UNAM RFQs:
CONTACT: University of Namibia; Main Campus, 340 Mandume Ndemufayo Street,
Pionierspark, Windhoek; Procurement Management Unit; Administration Building, ground
floor, tender box (bids); Head of PMU - Veronica Mungonena; ph.: +264-(0)61-2064855
(proc); web: procurement@unam.na (PMU); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.unam.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/UNAM-07/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 15:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Renewal of Huawei MRO Enterprise for eLTE network (Huawei Hi-Care
Basic). For Huawei authorised sales/service partners
CONTACT: Aubrey Bratha or Paulina Shinana (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2063036 (enq);
web: abratha@unam.na or pshinana@unam.na (enq)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/UNAM-02/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 15:00
DESCRIPTION: Provision of eLTE support to UNAM for 12 months. For Huawei authorised
sales/service partners
CONTACT: Aubrey Bratha or Paulina Shinana (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2063036 (enq);
web: abratha@unam.na or pshinana@unam.na (enq)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/UNAM-04/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of 10x computers and monitors and 3x printers for the School of
Veterinary Medicine, Neudamm Campus
CONTACT: Mercedes Rosell (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2064855 (proc); 081-6649534 (enq);
web: mrosell@unam.na or pshinana@unam.na (enq)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NAMSIP/37-15/2021; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver 3x laptops for the PIU (NAMSIP) [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Land Reform; Windhoek; Govt Office Park, Luther
Street (bids); Evelina Iileka (enquiries); Secretary to Procurement Committee (issued by);
ph.: +264-(0)61-2087021/081-3621904 (enq); web: shipepe.evelina@gmail.com (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on mawf.gov.na/tenders-and-bids
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/39-97/2021-2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver computers and printers for IT Division (11 items
incl. screen, carry bags, wireless mouse, 2x printers, 3x monitors, 4/DMI cables and 2x
handheld/portable labeling machines/maker printer) [quotation only on website].
CONTACT: Ministry of Home Affairs, Immigration, Safety & Security; Head Office, Windhoek;
Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); PMU Chairperson (issued by); ph.: +264(0)61-2922111/2365 (PMU); web: Procurement.Management@mha.gov.na (PMU);
DOCUMENTATION: No charge for document on www.mha.gov.na under ‘tenders’
NOTE: The following applies to the three RC Oshana RFQs:
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; ph.: +264(0)65-2288200 (PMU); web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU);
[quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-DGEPESW-281/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver 2x multifunction colour printers, 1x projector and 1x tripod
for MGEPESW
CONTACT: Ministry of Gender Equality, Poverty Eradication & Social Welfare - Anna
Shaningwa (enquiries); ph.: +264081-1607885 or 081-6049145 (enq)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC Lands-275/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver 2x laptops for MAWLR
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-DGEPESW-280/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver 4x laptops (15.6”) for MGEPESW [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Ministry of Gender Equality, Poverty Eradication & Social Welfare - Anna
Shaningwa (enquiries); ph.: 081-1607885 or 081-6049145 (enq)
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N$16.8-M OHANGWENA 2 WELLFIELD CONSULTANCY

11 FEBRUARY 2022
Namibian engineering firm, Element Consulting Engineers, has been
awarded the tender for engineering
consultancy services for the Ohangwena 2 Wellfield.
The African Development Bank
announced the award of the consultancy contract to Element for
N$16,773,941,60 after the company
scored 77% on the technical evaluation and was ranked first.
The bid evaluation was approved by
the AfDB on 01-Dec-21, triggering the
29-month contract period.
The only other pre-qualified bidder was Nicholas O’Dwyer Ltd from
Ireland in joint venture with GCS Water
& Environmental Consultants (Pty) Ltd,
who scored 73% on the technical evaluation, ranked second with an offer of
€1,185,890 plus N$2,150,000.
Two other companies did not meet
the minimum technical score of 70%:
* Knight Piesold Consulting / GOPA Infra
GmbH JV
* Water Resources Consultants (Botswana)
/ Shah Technical Consultants Pvt Ltd
with sub-consultant Zambezi Consulting
Engineers.
The scope of the project includes the
development the Ohangwena 2 aquifer
system to improve sufficiency of bulk
water supply capacity for the OmafoEenhana and Omakango-OnambutuEenhana pipeline schemes to meet the

Last of three consultancy contracts awarded
under the N$3.3-b Namibia Water Sector Support
Program initiated in 2020 with a N$1.893-b loan
plus N$54-m grant from the AfDB
2037 water demand. The new scheme
will have a capacity of 10,076m3/day
(Confidente 17-Dec-21).

Project outline

NamWater supplies bulk potable
water from the Oshakati Purification
Plant to several schemes, including
the Omafo-Eenhana and OmakangoOnambutu pipeline schemes. Due to
the inadequate capacity and ageing
infrastructure of the schemes, there is a
need for the upgrading of the systems to
ensure a secure and sustainable water
supply to Eenhana as well as the rural
communities along these pipelines.
The consultancy services include:
* design (inception, preliminary and final
designs) of the required water supply infrastructure;
* identifying sites, drilling and pump testing
of boreholes;
* environmental and social related services;
* contractor procurement and contract administration;
* project management and construction supervision for 12 months.
Forty-five EOIs were received on
22-Jan-21 for the provision of engi-

REFERENCE: EOI NMD/2022/003; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Requests for expressions of interest: NAMDOCK is “sourcing for” software
programme developing partner to submit EOI to develop software solutions for NAMDOCK operations. Well-established service provider with proven track record for developing turn-key programme solutions. The service provider must demonstrate the following
capabilities: application development; business and after hours services backup; full
integration with other commercial packages to provide required interfaces and applications. The following minimum CITERIA must be submitted together with all DOCUMENTATION prior to closing date: (1) “necessary” certified company registration documentation evidencing that the interest party is a local Namibian or Namibian-based company;
Namibian companies would have an added advantage; (2) resilience continuity plan for
software and support after development; (3) list with consultant experience in coding programming and integration with other software programmes together with letters or references to support experience; (4) all supporting documents to support minimum competency requirements; (5) provision of the following certified documentation: registered with
the Registrar of Companies (Ministry of Trade & Industry) with a certificate of shareholding, CC1 or CC2 document; registered for payment of VAT as well as Income Tax with
the Receiver/Commissioner for Inland Revenue (Ministry of Finance); good standing
certificate issued by the Ministry of Finance with regard to tax and VAT; registered with
the SSC and good standing certificate from the SSC. Following evaluation of the EOIs
received by the closing date, only qualified short-listed firms will be invited to a site visit.
Only short-listed service providers will be contacted for commercial proposals and viewing
of previous “developing” programmes. Tender documents will be forwarded per email for
short-listed suppliers. Subject of submission must refer to the reference number.
CONTACT: Namibia Drydock & Ship Repair, PO Box 2340, c/o Second Street East & Hanna
Mupetami Road, Walvis Bay; Finance Dept; Superintendent: Supply Chain Management
- Sonel du Toit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-2186000/6767 or 081-1297197 (enq); fax:
2186001; web: sonel.dt@namdock.com (enq/bids); info@namdock.com;
DOCUMENTATION: not stated
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/COW-10/2022; CLOSING: 15-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Invitation for Bids: Provision of internet break-out lines at Disaster Recovery
(internet services) to the Municipal Council of Windhoek for a period of three years. Bids
to be deposited in the bid box marked with the reference number. Bids will be opened at
10:15 on the closing date online via the Microsoft Teams platform (the link to the virtual
session will be provided, unless stated otherwise).
CONTACT: Windhoek City Council; Procurement Management Unit; PO Box 59, Windhoek;
Customer Care Centre, 80 Independence Ave, Counter No. 3 (documents); marked
bid box (bids); Shekupe Shapwa or Hileni Amutenya (PMU); Gabriel Ilovu (technical
enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2902270/2604 (PMU); 2903536 (tech); fax: 2902331 (PMU);
web: msu@windhoekcc.org.na or Hileni.Amutenya@windhoekcc.org.na (PMU enq /
docs); Gabriel.Ilovu@windhoekcc.org.na (tech); www.windhoekcc.org.na (PMU portal for
bid information); DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) levy for bid documents.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Pre-bid meeting is scheduled for Friday 17-Feb-22 at 09:00 at
CoW ICT Boardroom, 80 Independence Ave. Clarification closing date: Tuesday 01-Mar22 at 10:00
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Three bulk water
supply projects in
northern Namibia

The Ohangwena 2 Wellfield development is one of three projects
co-funded by the African Development
Bank under the Namibia Water Sector
Support Program (NWSSP) through a
loan and grant package under the fiveyear Namibia Water Sector Support
Program that started in 2020 at a cost
of N$3.3-b.
The programme is co-financed
through a N$1.893-b loan plus a N$54m grant from the AfDB.
The Ohangwena 2 Wellfield consultancy is the last of three contracts to be
awarded under NWSSP programme in
northern Namibia.
The award of the consultancy contract for the Rundu water treatment plant
to Irish company Nicholas O’Dwyer Ltd
in JV with GCS Water & Environmental

TENDER
THESE

UPDATES ARE COMPILED FROM
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AWARDS

REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/NTA-01/2022; CLOSING: 16-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Invitation for Bids (Open National Bidding): Provision of network support
services for the NTA ICT systems for a period of 24 months. NTA invites bids through
Open National Bidding in line with Section 27(1)(a)(i) read together with Section 29(b)
and 2(b) of the PPA15 of 2015; bids are for entities incorporated in Namibia with 100%
shareholding or equity vested in Namibian citizens SUBMIT: Bids must be deposited in
the bid box by the closing date and time. Late and electronic bids will not be considered.
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078530; web: procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
www.nta.com.na;
DOCUMENTATION: Interested bidders may obtain the bidding documents upon payment of a
non-refundable fee of N$300

INSURANCE

NEW TENDERS CLASSIF

ICT MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING

REFERENCE: SC/RP/SM-001/2022; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Request for Information: Consultancy services for an Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure and an Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems needs assessment for the municipality [re-issue from 22-Nov-21].
SUBMIT bids in sealed envelopes clearly marked on the front with the bid reference and
description and addressed to the Head of PMU. Bidder’s name and address must be
clearly marked on the back of the sealed envelope.
CONTACT: Swakopmund Town Council; Municipal Head Office, Swakopmund, c/o Rakotoka
Street & Daniel Kamho Ave; Procurement Management Unit; red bid box on the ground
floor (bids); Head of Procurement - H Kanandjembo (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4104104
(enq); web: pmu@swkmun.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Download documents from the municipal website
www.swkopmun.com.na.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Pre-proposal conference: Friday 18-Feb-22 at “10:00 11:00” in
the HR Training Room, at the municipal head office

neering consultancy services for the
Ohangwena 2 Wellfield. Of these, four
bidders submitted technical and financial proposals on 18-May-21.

Consultants was published in Bulletin
1426, while the award of the consultancy for the Oshakati Purification Plant
Extension to SHAH Technical Consultants Pvt Ltd from India in joint venture
with Water Resources Consultants was
published in Bulletin 1429.
All three consultancy tenders had
closed at NamWater on 22-Jan-21
with 138 offers. In May last year 16
pre-qualified consultants then submitted technical and financial offers to
NamWater.
The three EOIs were issued in
December 2020 by NamWater as
Project Implementation Unit for the
AfDB-funded projects resorting under
the Ministry of Agriculture, Water &
Land Reform.
The Project ID Number for all
three projects is P-NA-E00-005 under Financing Agreement Reference
2000200004682.
Details on the three projects and
the EOIs received were published in
Bulletin 1385 and the 16 pre-qualified
bidders in Bulletin 1404.

REFERENCE: EOI NMD/2022/001 [reference duplicated - could be 002];
CLOSING: 21-Feb-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Requests for expressions of interest: NAMDOCK invites insurance brokers to
submit EOIs to perform an insurance effectiveness assessment and policy optimisation
exercise for NAMDOCK’s operations. NAMDOCK will require brokers to perform the following services: Planning and business understanding - understand NAMDOCK’s risk universe and risk appetite; documentation review - risk register and insurance policies; hold
meeting session with relevant stakeholders to understand specific risks and challenges.
Insurable risk identification - facilitate workshops with management to validate findings
and evaluation risks; determine the level of insurability of identified risks. Insurance gap
analysis and reporting - perform detailed review of the insurance policies; identify gaps in
the coverage; develop “an” policy gap analysis; quantify the risk exposures retained vs
transferred and the fairness of the premium paid for insurance; design an insurance
programme that minimises the cost of risk or other selected metric, subject to the identified constraints on the identified risk appetite or budget; develop an insurable risk register
and executive report. The following minimum CRITERIA must be submitted together with
all DOCUMENTATION prior to closing date: (1) “necessary” certified company registration
documentation evidencing that the interest party is a local Namibian or Namibian-based
company; (2) list with consultant experience in similar services undertaken together with
letters of references to support experience; (3) consultant qualifications; (4) all supporting
documents to support minimum competency requirements; (5) provision of the following
certified documentation: registered with the Registrar of Companies (Ministry of Trade &
Industry) with a certificate of shareholding, CC1 or CC2 document; registered for payment
of VAT as well as Income Tax with the Receiver/Commissioner for Inland Revenue (Ministry of Finance); good standing certificate issued by the Ministry of Finance with regard to
tax and VAT; registered with the SSC and good standing certificate from the SSC. Following the evaluation of the EOIs received by the closing date, only qualified short-listed
firms will be invited to a site visit. Tender documents will be forwarded per email for
short-listed suppliers. Subject of submission must refer to the reference number [which is
duplicated from another tender].
CONTACT: Namibia Drydock & Ship Repair, PO Box 2340, c/o Second Street East & Hanna
Mupetami Road, Walvis Bay; Finance Dept; Superintendent: Supply Chain Management
- Sonel du Toit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-2186000/6767 or 081-1297197 (enq); fax:
2186001; web: sonel.dt@namdock.com (enq/bids); info@namdock.com;
DOCUMENTATION: not stated

LAUNDERING

REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/022-04/2021-2022; CLOSING: 16-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply laundry and dry cleaning services for the vessels. MRMR invites
interested, suitable and qualified companies to bid. SUBMIT bids in sealed envelopes
marked with the procurement reference number; hand-delivered to the PMU. No emailed
bids will be accepted. Bid opening at 10:15 on the closing date.
CONTACT: Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources, P/Bag 13355, Windhoek; Brenden
Simbwaye Square; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries/further information); ground
floor, Room 003 (documents from 09:00 to 16:00) and bid box (bids); ph.: +264-(0)612053040/3079 (PMU); web: enquirytopmu@gov.na [probably enquirytopmu@mfmr.gov.na
or MFMRenquiries@mfmr.gov.na as per website] (enq/info); www.mfmr.gov.na;
DOCUMENTATION: N$100 (non-refundable) document fee
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CLASSIFIED NEW TENDERS CLASSIFIED

MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT & PLANT

NOTE: The following applies to the two RC Oshana RFQs:
CONTACT: Oshana Regional Council; Leo Shoopala Street, Oshakati; Procurement
Management Unit (bids); head of PMU - Kaarin Kaafuli; Joseph Ankama (enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)65-2288200 (PMU); 220441 / 230282 (enq); web: pmu@oshanarc.gov.na or
kkaafuli@oshanarc.gov.na (PMU); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshanarc.gov.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-252/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver shaping machine 450mm
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-251/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver electric plate roller 4x1500mm 4mm thick plate
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/OHRC38-09/2021/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: “Supply and delivery of” diesel engine servicing and repair parts
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Ohangwena Regional Council, Eenhana; Procurement Management Unit; bid box
(bids); Section: General Services, Stock & Procurement; WN Hamufenhu or IN Kafula
(enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-290250/300 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: download bidding documents from https://ohangwenarc.gov.na/
procurement

MANAGEMENT & CONSULTING

REFERENCE: SC/ONB/01-02/2021; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Open National Bidding: Provision of consultancy services to develop Office
Communication Strategy [re-issue of SC/ONB/01-01/2021 closing SC/ONB/01-01/2021]
[quotation only on website - yet ONB]
CONTACT: Office of the President / State House; 1 Engelberg Street, Auasblick, Windhoek;
Procurement Management Unit; bid box at main gate (bids); Dennis Shikwambi
(enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2707111 (OP), 226479 (enq); web: procurement@op.gov.na
or dshikwambi@op.gov.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Download bidding document for free from www.op.gov.na
REFERENCE: CS/RFP/NAMPORT-10082418/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 time not stated
DESCRIPTION: Request for Proposal: Provision of co-sourced internal audit services
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Namibian Ports Authority, Walvis Bay; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries);
ph.: +264-(0)64-2082111 (proc); web: procurement@namport.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: bid document available on www.namport.com.na/Procurement
REFERENCE: Reference No.: SADC/3/5/2/204; CLOSING: 25-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Request for Expression of Interest: Consultancy for revision and modernisation of the SADC Data Protection Model Law (individual consultants). Maximum budget
for this contract: US$9,000.00 inclusive of professional fees and reimbursable expenses.
CONTACT: Southern African Development Community Secretariat, Botswana office;
Procurement Unit - Purpose Chifani (enquiries); ph.: +267-3641989/3951863; web:
datalaw@sadc.int (bids); DOCUMENTATION: terms of reference and details on SADC
website: https://www.sadc.int/opportunities/procurement/open-procurement-opportunities/.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Additional requests for information and clarifications can be
made until 18-Feb-22 to the SADC Secretariat via email: tchabwera@sadc.int and
tenders@sadc.int with copy to pchifani@sadc.int and clungu@sadc.int\
REFERENCE: Pupkewitz 1432 - legal; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 time not stated
DESCRIPTION: Call for Expression of Interest: From time to time the Pupkewitz Group
requires legal advice or assistance on a variety of matters. The Group is a leading
retailing and distribution group that creates shared value by fusing sustained commercial
excellence with responsible business practices and the work of the Pupkewitz
Foundation. With six operating companies and 60 branches nationwide, we bring reliable
products and services to millions of Namibians. In line with the Group’s governance
processes, the Board of Directors is seeking to establish a panel of approved law firms or
legal practitioners to render services to the Group. Interested law firms / legal practitioners
are invited to send an EOI to be included in the panel of approved service providers. The
EOI has no fixed format, but at a minimum should include: Background information on the
practice; length of existence; organisational structure; list of key partners and mangers;
services offered; areas of specialisation; list of references; information on access to
international partners, networks and resources; indication of professional fee structure;
potential conflicts of interest identified with the Group’s existing business. SUBMIT EOIs
by hand or by email. DOCUMENTATION: Not stated
CONTACT: Pupkewitz Group; Pupkewitz Holdings office, 63-67 Julius K Nyerere Street,
Windhoek (bids); web: Groupfd@pupkewitz.com (enquiries/bids)
REFERENCE: NCS/RFP/MWB-04/2021; CLOSING: 14-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Open Advertised Bid invitation: Request for Proposals: Mailing of monthly
municipal services consumer accounts. SCOPE: Submit technical and financial proposals
for the soft and hard copy mailing of consumer accounts for a period of 36 months.
PREREQUISITE: Resources capability supported by a Work Plan and Implementation
Schedule. Proven track record of the provision of similar services.
CONTACT: Municipality of Walvis Bay; Civic Centre, Nangolo Mbumba Drive, Walvis Bay;
Corporate Secretariat; Room 201 - Felicia Pritzlaff (documents); bid box in the foyer
(bids); ph.: +264-(0)64-2013206 (docs); web: fpritzlaff@walvisbaycc.org.na (docs);
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) cost per bid document
REFERENCE: Benguela CC 1432 - consultancies; CLOSING: 07-Mar-22 time not stated
DESCRIPTION: Request for proposals- re-advertisement [re-issue from 25-Nov-21]: BCC
Secretariat invites technical and financial proposals from competent consultancy firms
/ individuals to develop: (1) a National Oil Dispersant Use Policy for Namibia; (2) a
Community Engagement Strategy for Namibia’s National Marine Pollution Contingency
Plan. Note that these are two separate consultancies. The BCC is a multi-sectoral intergovernmental organisation by Angola, Namibia and South Africa (parties) to spearhead
regional collaboration for integrated management, sustainable development and
protection of the environment using an ecosystem approach to ocean governance in the
Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem (BCLME).
CONTACT: Benguela Current Convention + UNDP + GEF; Swakopmund; Jackson Kaoti
(documents); ph.: +264-(0)64-406901 (docs); web: jackson@benguelacc.org (enq/docs);
www.benguelacc.org; DOCUMENTATION: Request detailed TOR from the contact person
REFERENCE: FAO 1432 - SSF; CLOSING: 04-Mar-22 23:59
DESCRIPTION: Request for Proposals for consulting services: Gender transformative training
and capacity development to support Small-Scale Fisheries (SSF) organisations; to
develop the SCF value chain and to improve post-harvest losses in the SSF sector. Send
your application to FAO-NA@fao.org.
CONTACT: Food & Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Windhoek;
DOCUMENTATION: to apply and access the Scope of Work, visit the link https://bit.ly/34JjaFA
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REFERENCE: SC/RP/NIPDB-03/2021-2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Request for Proposals: Implementation of work flow and task management
system for NIPDB. This invitation is open to local and international bidders.
BACKGROUND: NIPDB is a non-profit organisation incorporated under Section 21 of
the Companies Act 28 of 2004. The board exists to i.a. promote and facilitate investment
by foreign and Namibian investors and new ventures that contribute to economic
development and job creation.
CONTACT: Namibia Investment Promotion & Development Board, P/Bag 13340, Windhoek,
BRD Building, c/o Garten & Dr AB May Street, 1st floor (submit); Procurement
Management Unit - Sandile Sangwali or Freida Ashipala (enquiries/documents); ph.:
+264--083-3338600 (enq); web: procurement@nipdb.com (enq/docs); www.nipdb.com;
DOCUMENTATION: Bidding document are obtainable free of charge by email request

MEDICAL

NOTE: The following applies to the two MHSS RFQs:
CONTACT: Ministry of Health & Social Services main building; Harvey Street, Windhoek
West; Procurement Management Unit; quotation/bid box MHSS Finance & Procurement
Building, PMU/tender office (bids); Secretary: Procurement Committee - Evaristus Iita
(issued by); web: procurement@mhss.gov.na (enq); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.mhss.gov.na/tenders
REFERENCE: MHSS 1432 - Mariental ultrasound; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply, deliver, install and commission mid-range ultrasound machine for
Mariental District Hospital
CONTACT: Olivia Shitumbe (administrative); J Simasiku or E Amia (technical enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)61-2032547 (adm); 2032325 (tech)
REFERENCE: MHSS 1432 - WCH clinical; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver clinical items and emergency trolleys at Nuclear Medicine
- Windhoek Central Hospital (17 items)
CONTACT: Olivia Shitumbe (administrative); P Haiduwa (technical enquiries); ph.: +264(0)61-2032547 (adm); 2033264/62 (tech)

PRINTING & PUBLISHING

REFERENCE: NCS/RFQ/RA-30/2021; CLOSING: 03-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Copying, printing and binding of bidding documents from 01-Apr-22 to
31-Mar-24 [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Roads Authority; Procurement Management Unit; RA Head Office, c/o Mandume
Ndemufayo Ave & David Hosea Meroro Road, Windhoek; ground floor, bid box (bids);
Anita Louw (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2847114 (enq); web: louwa@ra.org.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ documents available on www.ra.org.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NTA-05/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver study materials (3x textbooks in quantities up to 30)
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); Richard Ndjahera (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078543 (enq); web:
procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.nta.com.na

PRINTING & STATIONERY

REFERENCE: G/ONB/022-04/2021-2022; CLOSING: 15-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply of office stationery. MRMR invites interested, suitable and qualified
companies to bid. SUBMIT bids in sealed envelopes marked with the procurement
reference number; hand-delivered to the PMU. No emailed bids will be accepted. Bid
opening at 10:15 on the closing date.
CONTACT: Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources, P/Bag 13355, Windhoek; Brenden
Simbwaye Square; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries/further information); ground
floor, Room 003 (documents from 09:00 to 16:00) and bid box (bids); ph.: +264-(0)612053040/3079 (PMU); web: enquirytopmu@gov.na [probably enquirytopmu@mfmr.gov.na
or MFMRenquiries@mfmr.gov.na as per website] (enq/info); www.mfmr.gov.na;
DOCUMENTATION: N$100 (non-refundable) document fee
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NTA-02/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver stationery (4 items: 20x staple removers, 40x
lamination machines, 20x calculators, 20x dictionaries Oxford English mini) [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); Richard Ndjahera (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078543 (enq); web:
procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.nta.com.na

PROJECT FUNDING

REFERENCE: NIPDB 1432 - projects; CLOSING: 21-Feb-22 23:59
DESCRIPTION: Call for investment projects and opportunities. The NIPDB will be promoting
Namibian investment opportunities and projects at specific Namibia Investment Conferences during the occasion of the Expo 2020 Dubai in Mar-22 and the World Economic
Forum in May-22. NIPDB therefore invites Namibian companies to submit investment
opportunities and project proposals to be promoted at these events with the view of
attracting investment or an international partner for their Namibian projects. NIPDB is
specifically inviting projects and opportunities that exceed N$150 million (US$10-m) in
investment value and fall within the target sectors: Agriculture & food processing; metals,
mining & adjacent industries; chemicals & basic materials; machinery & electronics;
transportation & logistics; renewable energy; tourism; global business services. In the
event where a project or opportunity does not fully meet the criteria outlined but has an
investment value of N$10-m or more, project owners and investors are invited to send a
2-page summary of the opportunity they are promoting for consideration in the NIPDB’s
general promotion programme. SUBMIT all eligible project and opportunity proposals
and summaries to: projectcall.2022@nipdb.com. Submissions should be made by
completing the form and uploading the project proposal. Submissions should demonstrate
project feasibility and long-term attractiveness to Namibia and should include: brief
project description; proposed location; target market description; projected investment
value; financial projections; jobs created (temporary, seasonal and permanent); foreign
Investment/partnership requirements; contact details of the project owner.
CONTACT: Namibia Investment Promotion & Development Board, Windhoek, BRD Building,
c/o Garten & Dr AB May Street; ph.: +264--083-3338600; web: projectcall.2022@nipdb.co
m (enq/bids); www.nipdb.com;
DOCUMENTATION: For more information and to make proposal submissions visit
www.nipdb.com/projectcall2022
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hirty-two offers were received for
the provision of cleaning services to
Telecom Namibia Teleshops and technical
buildings, when tender NCS/ONB/TN132/2021 closed at the Telecom Namibia
Bid Secretariat office in Windhoek at 14:30,
Tuesday 18 January 2022, after the closing
date was extended from 07-Dec-21.
The cleaning services are required in the
Erongo, South and North-East regions for a
period of three years:
* Erongo: Walvis Bay Technical & Teleshop,
Henties Bay Teleshop, Swakopmund Technical, Swakopund Teleshop, Okahandja;
* South: Oranjemund Technical Building &
Teleshop, Rosh Pinah Technical Building &
Teleshop, Karasburg Technical Building &
Teleshop, Luderitz Technical & Teleshop,
Keetmanshoop Teleshop, Keetmanshoop
Stores;
* North-East: Gobabis Technical Building &
Teleshop, Mariental Teleshop, Aranos Teleshop, Katima Mulilo, Outjo, Rundu, Tsumeb,
Grootfontein Technical Building & Teleshop,
and technical buildings in Okakarara, Kalkfeld and Otjiwarongo.
Prices on sites offered are available to

CLOSING AT TELECOM 18-JAN-22:

Countrywide cleaning services
subscribers, for the following tenderers
listedalphabetically:
* Adaptic Investments; African Number One Cleaning Services; Aljoy
Trading; Amtshila Investment; Amutanga Trading Enterprises; Andney
Cleaning Service
* Biaan Trading; Brand JA / Budget
Cleaners
* Didi’s Trading Enterprises
* Flyway Investment; Florida Trading
* Gotty’s Investment; Group Two
Investment;
* Kalchear Cleaning Services
* Lida Cleaning Outsourcing; Longbeam Investment Holdings
* Manic Investments; Mude & Rua Investments; Mudjanima Investment
* Nangio Trading; Nova Investment;
Nuukushu Trading

PROPERTY - RESIDENTIAL

PROPERTY & BUSINESS

REFERENCE: CS/HH/02/2022/2023; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 16:00
DESCRIPTION: Invitation for bids: Hilton Windhoek Wellness Centre / Spa lease. Hilton
Windhoek “prospective bidders to submit their bids in response to the following bids”. The
Hilton Windhoek Wellness Centre / Spa located on the rooftop area is available for lease
with two fully equipped treatment rooms and reception areas.
CONTACT: Hilton Windhoek; Procurement Manager (documents); Procurement Committee,
Hilton Hotel reception (bids); Purchasing Manager - Petrina Ndaoya (enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)61-2962809 (enq); web: Petrina.ndaoya@hilton.com (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) fee for documents available from 09-Feb-21 to
16-Feb-22; provide your receipt for the collection of the document
REFERENCE: SC/RP/NSI-029/2021; CLOSING: 28-Feb-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Invitation for bids (Request for Proposal): Leasing of the NSI Inspection
Building in Walvis Bay [this bid should not have a SC reference for consulting services
for which the Request for Proposal method is reserved]. [Re-issue from 03-Dec-21.] NSI
invites “prospective” Namibian firms and individuals to bid. SUBMIT: Proposals are to be
enclosed in a sealed envelope marked with the bid reference to be submitted before the
closing date and time to the NSI HO.
CONTACT: Namibian Standards Institution; NSI head office, Windhoek; 37 Feld Street, Windhoek (documents), tender box at reception (bids); Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); web: AmbundaH@nsi.com.na (enq); www.nsi.com.na/procurement/open-tenders/
DOCUMENTATION: Interested candidates may obtain the bid document from the NSI website
for free.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Site inspection: Tuesday 15-Feb-22 [previously Friday 11-Feb22] at 12:00 at the NSI Inspection Building, Erf 3625, 38 First Street East, Harbour Area,
Walvis Bay

SCIENTIFIC & LABORATORY

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/RA-56/2021; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver “specialised” equipment (5 items: 3x liquid limit
device with counter; 3x glass thermometers; 10x CBR filter paper; 1x mould CBR
extrusion manual, Jack or lever frame; 2x 32kg Adam scales) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Roads Authority; Procurement Management Unit; RA Head Office, c/o Mandume
Ndemufayo Ave & David Hosea Meroro Road, Windhoek; ground floor, bid box (bids);
Anita Louw (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2847114 (enq); web: louwa@ra.org.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ documents available on www.ra.org.na

SECURITY

NOTE: The following applies to the eight RC Omaheke Invitations for Bids:
CONTACT: Omaheke Regional Council (documents); Procurement Management Unit, bid box
at reception (bids); Head PMU - Seth Imasiku (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)62-566500 (enq);
fax: 562432 (enq); web: imasiku@omahekerc.gov.na (enq). Bids are invited under Open
National Bidding method under reservation to local suppliers as per the directive issued
in terms of Section 73 of the Public Procurement Act 15 of 2015. NOTE: This bid is strictly
reserved for constituency-based companies as per Management Committee decision,
read in conjunction with the PPA reservation for local suppliers [re-issueD from 12-Oct-21]
DOCUMENTATION: N$100 non-refundable levy per bidding document; “only cash payment is
accepted and must be made to” RC Omaheke Decentralisation Account 1070990905 at
Bank Windhoek, Gobabis branch code 481172. Bidding documents can be collected from
the HO reception from 09:00 to 13:00 upon submission of a POP or a previous payment
receipt for the cancelled security services bids
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-005/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Farm Du Plessis (Okorukambe
Constituency)
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-006/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Omitara Settlement Office and oxidation
pond (Okorukambe Constituency)
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-008/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Epukiro Post 3 Constituency Office
MARKET NAMIBIA TENDER BULLETIN NO. 1432

CLOSING AT NAMWATER 02-SEP-21:

E

Zambezi Purification ‘emergency’

ight offers were received for the supply and delivery of emergency pipes and fittings
for the Zambezi River - Namwater Purification Plant, when tender G/RB/NW003/2022 closed at the Namibia Water Corporation head office in Windhoek at 11:00,
Thursday 02 September 2021.
N$3,222,750.69
The ‘resticted bidding’ tender fol* Elwiwa = N$3,249,034.72
lowed a ‘request for proposal’ tender
* Valco Pumps & Valves = N$3,408,000
G/RFQ/NW-006/2022 with the same
* Soulstar Investment = N$3,996,212
description closing 24-Jun-21.
* Haw Retailers = N$4,202,856
Total VAT exclusive prices in
* Edelstahlbau = N$4,940,950
ascending order as recorded by
* Onghanga Energy = N$6,341,444.43.
NamWater:
* Ecotech = N$3,201,540
* Water Engineering Africa =

REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-007/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for a period of 24 months - Otjinene
Constituency office
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-009/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Talismanus settlement and constituency
offices and sewer pump station
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-010/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Kalahari Constituency Office (Tsjaka)
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-011/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services for Epukiro Post 3 Settlement Office
REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/OMA-012/2021/2022; CLOSING: 09-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Procurement of security services at Gobabis Head Office

PORT & RECREATION

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/SM-006/2022; CLOSING: 23-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply, deliver and install outdoor gym equipment
CONTACT: Swakopmund Town Council; Municipal Head Office, Swakopmund, c/o Rakotoka
Street & Daniel Kamho Ave; Procurement Management Unit; yellow quotation box in the
foyer (bids); Dept of Economic Development; Sports & Recreation Officer - Engelhardt
Bonnie Oaseb (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4104100 (gen); 4104606/081-1421392 (enq);
web: pmu@swkmun.com.na (proc); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.swkmun.com

TEXTILES, CLOTHING & UNIFORMS

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ORC DEAC-27/2021; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver 160x curtains for offices MEAC [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Oshikoto Regional Council, Omuthiya; Secretary: Procurement Committee - Tutu
Haukena; PMU - Leo Paulus or Hileni Mbeeli; Maria Malakia (technical enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)65-281900/953/933 (PMU); 281906 (tech);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshikotorc.gov.na/procurement

CLASSIFIED NEW TENDERS

REFERENCE: SLC 1432; CLOSING: 03-Mar-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Offers requested for lifelong right of occupation of Unit No. 24 situated in the
Lions Retirement Village, Swakopmund.
CONTACT: Swakopmund Lions Club Welfare Organisation WO13; Lions Retirement Village,
Rhode Allee, Swakopmund; Manager, Lions Old Age Home (enquiries and conditions);
ph.: +264-(0)64-427000 (enq); DOCUMENTATION: Not stated.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Contact the manager for enquiries and conditions from 08:00 to
16:00 Monday to Friday

* Okapendua Construction & Cleaning Services
* Precious & Gracious Investment

* Robsman Investments; Roha Investments
* Schelen Investments; Shilimela
Constructions & Bricks; Sirka Investment; Supeco Trading; STS Mega
Investment
* Venantia Trading Enterprises.

REFERENCE: MHSS 1432 - WCH scrubs; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver embroidered scrubs for Orthopedic Department,
Windhoek Central Hospital (5 items in different sizes plus 44x embroidery) [quotation only
on website]
CONTACT: Ministry of Health & Social Services main building; Harvey Street, Windhoek
West; Procurement Management Unit; Olivia Shitumbe (administrative); L Mwanyekange
(technical enquiries); quotation/bid box MHSS Finance & Procurement Building, PMU/
tender office (bids); Secretary: Procurement Committee - Evaristus Iita (issued by); ph.:
+264-(0)61-2032547 (adm); 2033013 (tech); web: procurement@mhss.gov.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.mhss.gov.na/tenders
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NAMPORT-10079816/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 time not stated
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver trousers, navy blue - acid/flame retardant [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Namibian Ports Authority, Walvis Bay; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries);
ph.: +264-(0)64-2082111 (proc); web: procurement@namport.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: bid document available on www.namport.com.na/Procurement

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NTA-04/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver personal protective uniform (20x items incl. overalls,
t-shirts, safety boots) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); Richard Ndjahera (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078543 (enq); web:
procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.nta.com.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/SM-003/2022; CLOSING: 23-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver Swakopmund municipal traffic uniforms [quotation
only on website]
CONTACT: Swakopmund Town Council; Municipal Head Office, Swakopmund, c/o
Rakotoka Street & Daniel Kamho Ave; Procurement Management Unit; yellow quotation
box in the foyer (bids); Dept of Economic Development; Manager: Traffic Service
- Melvin Cloete (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4104100 (gen); 4104651 (enq); web:
mcloete@swkmun.com.na or pmu@swkmun.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.swkopmun.com
TO NEXT PAGE
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CLASSIFIED NEW TENDERS CLASSIFIED

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NAC-09/2022; CLOSING: 18-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Transporting of a tractor and slasher from Katima Mulilo Airport to
Rundu Airport [this should not have a G reference for goods but NCS] [quotation only on
website]
CONTACT: Namibia Airports Company; Sanlam Centre, 154 Independence Ave, Windhoek;
Head of Procurement Management Unit - Johannes Shivute (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)612955000 / 081-6358379 (enq); web: tender@airports.com.na or ShivuteTBJ@airports.co
m.na or karlh@airports.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: No charge for document on www.airports.com.na/procurement

TRANSPORT & STORAGE

REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NPWR-104/2022; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver of 4x 40ft (12m) steel HC (High Cube) containers
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: NamPower Centre, 15 Luther Street, Windhoek; entrance foyer, bid box (bids);
Procurement Management Unit; Kefas Nangolo (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2052396
(enq); fax: 2052396 (enq); web: bidclarifications@nampower.com.na or kefas.nangolo@n
ampower.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents are available on www.nampower.com.na free of charge

VEHCILES, PLANT & ACCESSORIES

REFERENCE: NCS/ONB/022-05/2021-2022; CLOSING: 18-Mar-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Maintenance, service, repair and overhaul all vehicles up to 4 Ton for MFMR
fleet. MRMR invites interested, suitable and qualified companies to bid. SUBMIT bids in
sealed envelopes marked with the procurement reference number; hand-delivered to the
PMU. No emailed bids will be accepted. Bid opening at 10:15 on the closing date.
CONTACT: Ministry of Fisheries & Marine Resources, P/Bag 13355, Windhoek; Brenden
Simbwaye Square; Procurement Management Unit (enquiries/further information); ground
floor, Room 003 (documents from 09:00 to 16:00) and bid box (bids); ph.: +264-(0)612053040/3079 (PMU); web: enquirytopmu@gov.na [probably enquirytopmu@mfmr.gov.na
or MFMRenquiries@mfmr.gov.na as per website] (enq/info); www.mfmr.gov.na;
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) document fee
REFERENCE: Bid No. 91159968; CLOSING: 24-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Tender invitation: E-bykes [e-bikes]. GIZ GmbH is owned by the Federal
Republic of Germany and works worldwide in the fields of international cooperation for
sustainable development and international education. GIZ provides viable, forwardlooking solutions for political, economic, ecological and social development in a globalised
world. GIZ’s corporate objective is to improve people’s lives on a sustainable basis.
GIZ GmbH supports the Namibian government in terms of sustainable development. In
accordance with the interests of the Government of Namibia, GIZ’s work today focuses
on the focal areas: economic development, transport; management of natural resources.
GIZ invites eligible and professional companies to participate in this tender. Bids must be
hand-delivered to the GIZ office.
CONTACT: Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH, GIZ Office Namibia,
88 John Meinert Street, Windhoek West; Procurement Unit (bids); ph.: -; web: NA_
inquiry@giz.de (documents);
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents to be requested by email (indicating the bid number and
description as reference in the email subject line)

WATER - BOREHOLES

NOTE: The following applies to the two RC Ohandwena RFQs:
CONTACT: Ohangwena Regional Council, Eenhana; Procurement Management Unit; bid box
(bids); Section: General Services, Stock & Procurement; WN Hamufenhu or IN Kafula
(enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-290250/300 (enq) [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: download bidding documents from https://ohangwenarc.gov.na/
procurement
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/OHRC38-08/2021/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and delivery of diesel driven borehole installation materials (5 items
incl. pump elements, pulley, shafts, bearings etc.)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/OHRC38-07/2021/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and delivery of solar borehole installation materials (6 items incl. 1x
solar pump, cable, Grundfos control box, etc.)

WATER EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS & WORKS

NOTE: The following applies to the three Namwater RFQs:
CONTACT: Namibia Water Corporation Ltd, 176 Iscor Street, Aigams Building, Windhoek;
quotation/bid box (bids); Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61712081/2009 (enq); web: bids@namwater.com.na (enq); [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: Bid documents are available on www.namwater.com.na under
‘procurement’ free of charge
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NW-085/2022; CLOSING: 17-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver two submersible pumps (wet ends) and one submersible
pump-motor set complete with a cable for the Kuiseb Replacement Boreholes
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NW-081/2022; CLOSING: 25-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply, deliver, install and commission 2x positive displacement RBS95/H
(Bareshaft Rotary Lobe Blower) complete set with motor, coupling and Vee-drive belts or
similar for Ogongo Pumping Station
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NW-076/2022; CLOSING: 17-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver gas chlorination and online instrumentation boards,
fittings, pipes and consumables for the Gibeon Upgrade
REFERENCE: G/ONB/NW-015/2022; CLOSING: 15-Mar-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Bid invitation: Supply and deliver hot-dipped galvanized pipe straps for
600NB and 700NB DCI pipes for the Collector 1- Schwarzekuppe - Swakopmund
pipeline replacement project in the Namib Area (Priority 2). Restriction (Section 29): Bid
is reserved for Namibian registered entities. NamWater invites registered and reputable
firms to submit bids. NB: All prospective bidders wishing to do business with NamWater
will be subject to the Public Procurement Act 15 of 2015, Public Procurement Regulations
2017 and other directives issued under it.
CONTACT: Namibia Water Corporation Ltd, 176 Iscor Street, Aigams Building, Windhoek;
quotation/bid box (bids); Procurement Management Unit (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61210741 (enq); web: bids@namwater.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) document levy for bidding documents available
“on request” from https://www.namwater.com.na at the link provided.
PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE: Non-compulsory pre-bid meeting: n/a. Last day for clarification
requests/written enquiries: 02-Mar-22
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REFERENCE: W/ONB/ZRC-DPS-03/2021/2022; CLOSING: 04-Mar-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Construction of sewerage infrastructure upgrading at Ngoma Settlement,
Zambezi Region [re-issue of cancelled tender closing 14-Dec-21]. Competent and experienced civil engineering contractors are invited to bid under the Open National Bidding
procurement method. Bids must be submitted in the prescribed format and deposited in
the bid box. Bid security requirement: “required”.
CONTACT: Zambezi Regional Council, P/Bag 5002, Katima Mulilo, c/o B8 Ngoma Road &
Hospital Road; Procurement Management Unit (documents); bid box (bids); Head: PMU
- Abraham Shikoyeni (general); Denchi Consulting Engineers, 44 Simeon Shixungileni
Street, Windhoek (documents); engineer - Olivia Hamwaama (technical enquiries); ph.:
+264-(0)66-261755 (RC) or 261771 (docs); (0)61-228183 (CE); fax: 252650 (RC); (0)61226697 (CE); web: Abraham.Shikoyeni@zambezirc.gov.na (RC); olivia.hamwaama@de
nchi.com.na (CE);
DOCUMENTATION: N$300 (non-refundable) levy per document. PRE-TENDER SCHEDULE:
Compulsory bid clarification meeting: Thursday 17-Feb-22 at 10:00 at Ngoma
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-165/2021/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver plumbing materials for Uis Settlement office (10
items incl. tools, pipes, couplings, etc.) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit; J Amuka (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4105700 (PMU);
504006 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.erc.com.na/procurement

MISCELLANEOUS

REFERENCE: NSI 1432 - suppliers; CLOSING: 11-Mar-22 12:00
DESCRIPTION: Notice to suppliers: Request for submission of company profiles for the
provision of goods, works and services to NSI head office in Windhoek and its three
branches across the country. PURPOSE: To obtain company profiles from suppliers
interested in conducting business with NSI to supply of goods, works and services to be
procured throughout the 2022/23 financial years. Companies are requested to submit the
relevant documents and clearly indicate the types of goods, works and services which
they are rendering and [it] should correspond with the nature of business stated in their
founding statement or as amended. The NEEDS of the NSI for the 2022/23 FY can be
obtained from www.nsi.com.na/procurement.
CONTACT: Namibian Standards Institution; NSI head office, Windhoek; Hanna Ambuda
(enquiries); web: AmbundaH@nsi.com.na (enq); www.nsi.com.na;
DOCUMENTATION: not stated
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ORC MWT-11/2021; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver “mechanical materials” for MWT (8 items incl.
engine oil, battery water, welding rods, refrigerants, etc.) [closing on 09-Feb-22 on page
2 & 5 of pdf document but 15-Feb-22 according to website] [quotation only on website
issued 07-Feb-22].
CONTACT: Oshikoto Regional Council, Omuthiya; Secretary: Procurement Committee - Tutu
Haukena; A Ithana (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-244400 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshikotorc.gov.na/procurement
NOTE: The following applies to the two NPC RFQs:
CONTACT: National Planning Commission; Government Office Park; Secretary: Procurement
Committee [quotation only on website]
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ documents available on www.npc.gov.na.
REFERENCE: W/RFQ/26-34/2021/22; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: Replacement and installation of air-conditioners and lights at offices and the
Auditorium Hall as well as partitioning of the DG office
CONTACT: S Fillipus (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-28341581/081-1446640 (enq); web:
KJonas@npc.gov.na or pshilomboleni@npc.gov.na (enq);
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/26-35/2021/22; CLOSING: 14-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: Supply and deliver IT equipment and video conference equipment (16
items incl. 30x desktop computers; video camera; TV; wireless presenter; tripod; cables,
display port; PA system, microphone system; speaker, etc. plus installation and training)
[quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Sylvia Kaune; J Aipanda (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2834111/4199 (enq); web:
aipandaj@npc.gov.na (enq)
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ORC DGEPESW-04/2022; CLOSING: 15-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver cleaning materials for Div. Gender Equality, Poverty
Eradication & Social Welfare (20 items incl. toilet paper, garden tools, sanitizer, etc.)
[quotation only on website].
CONTACT: Oshikoto Regional Council, Omuthiya; Secretary: Procurement Committee
- Tutu Haukena; Emilia Daniel (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-244046 (enq); web:
shiwagender@gmailcom (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: Obtain quotation document from www.oshikotorc.gov.na/procurement
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/NTA-03/2022; CLOSING: 21-Feb-22 11:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver electrical (Lot 1: 31x items incl. tools, cables, light
testers etc.), air-conditioning and refrigeration (Lot 2: 62x items incl. tools, gauges, light
testers, compressors, fans, ducting, etc.) and automotive electronic materials (Lot 3: 89x
items incl. tools, gloves, hydrometers, safety glasses, masks, batteries, grease, central
locking kit, alarm immobilizer, switches) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Namibia Training Authority; NTA Village, 10 Rand Street, Khomasdal, Windhoek;
bid box (bids); Richard Ndjahera (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2078543 (enq); web:
procurement@nta.com.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document available on www.nta.com.na
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/ERC-169/2021/2022; CLOSING: 22-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver office materials and supplies for Land Reform,
Erongo Office, Swakopmund (15 items incl. copy paper, cleaning materials, sanitizer,
toilet paper, batteries) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Erongo Regional Council, Tobias Hainyeko Street, Acacia Building, Swakopmund;
Procurement Management Unit; Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Land Reform - EN
Ashipala (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)64-4105700 (PMU); 402208 (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ document on www.erc.com.na/procurement
REFERENCE: G/RFQ/RA-52/2021; CLOSING: 17-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver flower arrangements (estimate N$500), wreaths
(estimate N$700) and gift hampers (estimate N$600) for 12 months - plus delivery in
Windhoek and other towns [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Roads Authority; Procurement Management Unit; RA Head Office, c/o Mandume
Ndemufayo Ave & David Hosea Meroro Road, Windhoek; ground floor, bid box (bids);
Anita Louw (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2847114 (enq); web: louwa@ra.org.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: RFQ documents available on www.ra.org.na
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SUPPLY BIDS AT NAMWATER 23-NOV-21:

F

Schwarzekuppe Swakopmund
pipe specials

our offers were received for the supply and delivery of pipe specials and ancillary fittings for the Collector 1 - Schwarzekuppe
- Swakopmund pipeline replacement in the Namib Area (Priority 2),
when open national bidding tender
G/ONB/NW-011/2022 closed at the NamWater head office in
Windhoek at 11:00, Tuesday 23 November 2021. The tenders were
reserved for Namibian registered and reputable firms.
Total prices excluding VAT as recorded by NamWater:
* Sinclair Services - Part A = N$1,915,665.97; Part B = N$546,723.75.
* Tube-o-Flex Namibia - Part A = N$3,581,636.66; Part B =
N$1,326,006.42
* Elwiwa - Part A = N$4,040,377.45; Part B = N$1,733,821.91
* Haw Retailers - Part A = N$4,153,234.70; Part B = N$1,485,668.42.

11 FEBRUARY 2022
Paratus Telecommunications has
been awarded a contract to provide
VPN lines to the Ministry of Agriculture,
Water & Land Reform, although its offer
was higher than three other.
Four offers were received for the
provision of VPN lines to the ministry,
when tender NCS/ONB/37-03/2021
closed at the MAWRD in Windhoek at
11:00, Monday 08 November 2021.
But only Paratus was found to be
responsive and selected for the award,
according to a summary of bid evaluation report notice posted on the MAWLR

WORKS BIDS AT NAMWATER 23-NOV-21:

CLOSING AT TELECOM
25-JAN-22:

Digital solutions
partnerships

T

wo expressions of interest were
received for digital solutions
development partners for one year,
when tender EOI/TN-02/2021
closed at the Telecom Namibia Bid
Secretariat office in Windhoek at 14:
30 Tuesday, 25 January 2022.
EOIs were received from:
* Green Enterprise Solutions
* SFM Technologies (Bid Securing
Declaration not mentioned on
Telecom website).

E

Sachinga water tank

ight offers were received for the construction of a 50m3 elevated
water tank, a shed for the booster pump station and ancillary
works at Sachinga, when open national bidding tender W/ONB/NW002/2022 closed at the Namibia Water Corporation Ltd head office in
Windhoek at 11:00 Tuesday 23 November 2021.
The tenders were reserved for Namibian registered and reputable
firms.
Total prices excluding VAT in ascending order as recorded by
NamWater:
* Evale Commercial / NamBuild & Civil JV = N$1,258,564
* Natwe Engineering = N$1,326,688.99
* Imperative Construction & Engineering = N$1,499,891.70
* LA Engineering & Mining Construction = N$2,108,949.29
* Muthakaz Investment = N$2,137,328.44 - less 2.5% discount
* Nganga Investment =- N$2,326,403.83
* Odjove Trading & Construction / Royal Contractors JV = N$2,598,026.13
* Rare Construction & Engineering = N$2,848,079.75.

N$4.15-M VPN LINES TO MAWRD
Paratus to provide VPN lines to agriculture ministry after
three competitors with lower offers were disqualified
website dated 18-Jan-22.
Bids were invited through Open
National Bidding and the invitation was
only open to all Namibian bidders. All
bids had to be accompanied by a bid
securing declaration.
The tender notice was advertised
only in New Era on 08-Oct-21.

Paratus scored 98% on minimum
criteria, offering N$4,154,738.86 incl.
VAT.
The other three offers including
VAT, with reasons for disqualification,
were from:
* Virtua Technologies ICT Innovation =
N$3,048,611.64 (scored 49% on the mini-

mum criteria - requirement was 80%)
* MTN Telecommunications = N$261,667 /
month plus N$20,412.50 once-off (bidder
did not initial all pages)
* Mobile Telecommunications Ltd (MTC) =
N$2,909,620.80 (did not stamp bid submission form and Bid Securing Declaration).

TENDER AWARDS
THESE

UPDATES ARE COMPILED FROM
MEDIA REPORTS AND MARKET NAMIBIA
& TENDER BULLETIN'S OWN SOURCES.

MISCELLANEOUS

LEVY: N$300.00 cash (non-refundable)

BID REFERENCE NO: W/ONB/OSHTC-04/2021-2022

DELIVERY ADDRESS FOR SUBMISSION OF BIDS:
Bids must be submitted in the prescribed format
and deposited in the Bid Box at Ohakati
Town Council, Civic Centre, ground floor,
and addressed to:
Procurement Management Unit,
Oshakati Town Council (Civic Centre),
Private Bag 5530, Oshakati.

DESCRIPTION: Construction of electrical infrastructure for Oshakati North Extension 11 and a portion of Extension 12
SCOPE DESCRIPTION: Approximately 1.8km of MV
cabling, 14.4km of LV cabling and streetlighting;
278 erven serviced in total
DOCUMENT AVAILABLE: Friday, 04 February 2022
at the Cashier, Oshakati Town Council
(Civic Centre), 906 Sam Nuyoma Road, Oshakati
NON-COMPULSORY PRE-BID MEETING: Friday, 18
February 2022 at 10:00 at the Oshakati Town Council (Civic Centre)
BID REFERENCE NO: W/ONB/OSHTC-05/2021-2022
DESCRIPTION: Construction of roads and stormwater infrastructure for Oshakati North Extension 11
and a portion of Extension 12
SCOPE DESCRIPTION: Approximately 2.7km of 19mm
Cape Seal surfaced roads, 2.3km of gravel roads
and associated stormwater infrastructure
DOCUMENT AVAILABLE: Wednesday, 09 February
2022 at the Cashier, Oshakati Town Council
(Civic Centre), 906 Sam Nuyoma Road, Oshakati

CLOSING DATE & TIME:
Friday, 04 March 2022 at 12:00
CONTACT PERSON:
Secretary: Procurement Management Unit,
Mrs A-L Korea-Jeremia
Tel: (0)65-229 500;
Fax: (0)65-220 435
Email: akorea@oshtc.na
TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES:
WCE Consulting Engineers
Mr Jannie Swiegers
Tel: (0)65-238 522
Cell: 081-149 0882
Email: Jannie.Swiegers@wce.com.na

NON-COMPULSORY PRE-BID MEETING: Friday, 18
February 2022 at 12:00 at the Oshakati Town Council (Civic Centre)

NEW TENDERS CLASSI

Oshakati Town Council
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT UNIT
BID INVITATIONS

TO NEXT PAGE
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REFERENCE: G/RFQ/OHRC38-01/2021/2022; CLOSING: 16-Feb-22 10:00
DESCRIPTION: RFQ: Supply and deliver “civil equipment” (17 items incl. grinder, drill, water pump, ladder, wheel
barrow, etc.) [quotation only on website]
CONTACT: Ohangwena Regional Council, Eenhana; Procurement Management Unit; bid box (bids); Section:
General Services, Stock & Procurement; WN Hamufenhu or IN Kafula (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)65-290250/300
(enq); DOCUMENTATION: download bidding documents from https://ohangwenarc.gov.na/procurement
REFERENCE: Notice 2/2022; CLOSING: 14-Mar-22 no closing date or time
DESCRIPTION: Subscription for Online Tender Service: INTRODUCTION: The Online Tender Service is another
commitment from the Municipal Council of Windhoek, aiming at the provision of timely information to the suppliers on the product and service needs within the City. The purpose of information is to enable suppliers mapping out their supply strategies and mobilise the necessary resources at early stage. WHO SHOULD SUBSCRIBE? All prospective bidders. WHAT IS REQUIRED TO SUBSCRIBE? To complete a Subscription Form
at the Municipal Council of Windhoek head office, 80 Independence Ave, Customer Care Centre, Counter
No. 3, and pay an annual fee of N$300. WHAT INFORMATION DO SUBSCRIBERS RECEIVE? The following
information will be provided by e-mail: Bid invitations for all open bids (including informal bids) in respect of
products and services as preferred by the subscriber. WHAT IS THE SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD? 01-Mar22 to
28-Feb-23. Any subscription after March will be accepted and the fee payable will be calculated on a pro rata
basis.
CONTACT: Windhoek City Council; Procurement Management Unit; PO Box 59, Windhoek; Customer Care Centre,
80 Independence Ave; Shekupe Shapwa (enquiries); ph.: +264-(0)61-2902270 (PMU); fax: 2902331 (PMU);
web: msu@windhoekcc.org.na (enq);
DOCUMENTATION: www.windhoekcc.org.na (PMU portal for bid information)
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AUCTIONS

REF: AUCOR
FOR: Online and webcast auction of bank repo
vehicles incl. 4x4s, SUVs, trailers and sedans /
WINDHOEK, viewing 14- to 16-Feb-22 from 09:
00 -16:00
AT: Auctioneering Corporation; ph. 061-257945/6,
info@aucornamibia.com; www.aucor.auction
(registration & bidding); www.aucornamibia.com
DUE: 14-Feb-22 - 17-Feb-22 10:00
REF: Mininistry of Agriculture, Water & Land Reform
FOR: Alex Muranda Livestock Development Cente:
Slaughter and production cattle: Nguni /
GROOTFONTEIN district
AT: ph. 081-3112369 - D Amupolo or
alexmurandaldc@iway.na
DUE: 15-Feb-22 10:00 AM
REF: Ministry of Works & Transport
FOR: Govt moveable assets: furniture, computers,
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building materials; drips; batteries; grass cutter,
wheel chairs, microwave, etc. / WINDHOEK,
MHSS, Central Hospital
AT: ph. 061-2086411/081-2492338 - E Steenkamp;
ph. 081-2750445 - Mr Madlied
DUE: 15-Feb-22 10:00
REF: Pro-Ex Auctioneers
FOR: Salvage vehicle auction: Sedans, pick-ups, etc.
/ WINDHOEK, 391 Platinum St
AT: ph. 081-1477480 - Renando
DUE: 16-Feb-22 10:00
REF: Ministry of Works & Transport
FOR: Govt moveable assets: furniture, computers,
building materials, batteries, generators, etc. /
WINDHOEK, MWT Central Govt Stores, opp.
Auas Delta
AT: ph. 061-2086411/081-2492338 - E Steenkamp
DUE: 17-Feb-22 10:00
11 - 17 February 2022
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MISCELLANEOUS

REF: AUCOR
FOR: Live webcast auction of bank repo and salvage
vehicles incl. trucks, trailers, sedans, bakkies, 4x4s
and SUVs / ONDANGWA
AT: Auctioneering Corporation; ph. 061-257945/6 or (0)65240189; info@aucornamibia.com; www.aucor.auction
(registration & bidding); www.aucornamibia.com
DUE: 21-Feb-22 - 24-Feb-22 10:00 AM

Motor vessel
REF: Dr Weder, Kauta & Hoveka Inc. + Acting Deputy
Sheriff of Walvis Bay
FOR: Judicial sale of motor vessel MV ‘Princess Vanessa’,
registered in Basseterre, 494GRT, 49.97m long /
WALVIS BAY
AT: ph. 064-211880/081-1276708, dmalherbe@whklaw.com; Deputy Sheriff - Andre Visser, ph. 064221805/081-2801899 or andrevis@iway.na
DUE: 23-Feb-22 10:00 AM
REF: Ministry of Works & Transport
FOR: Government moveable assets - Customs: tyres, clothing, toys, materials, masks, furniture, etc. / WINDHOEK, MWT Central Govt Stores, opp. Auas Delta
AT: ph. 061-2086411/081-2492338 - E Steenkamp
DUE: 24-Feb-22 10:00 AM

Service station & farm in estate
REF: AUCOR
FOR: Live webcast auction in the estate of EL Diergaardt:
Remainder of Farm Varkbosch #161; 7621.1037ha
with 112sqm main dwelling and outbuildings and staff
quarter, etc / viewing 19- & 16-Feb-22 09:00 to 12:00
AT: Auctioneering Corporation; ph. 061-257945/6,
info@aucornamibia.com; www.aucor.auction
(registration & bidding); www.aucornamibia.com
DUE: 25-Feb-22 10:00 AM - 28-Feb-22 10:00
REF: AUCOR
FOR: Live webcast auction in the estate of EL Diergaardt:
fuelling station on 2,621sqm Erf 1262, Rehoboth Bock
B with shop buildings, restaurant, canopy, 2-bedroom
dwelling etc / REHOBOTH, viewing 19- & 16-Feb-22
from 09:00 -12:00
AT: Auctioneering Corporation; ph. 061-257945/6,
info@aucornamibia.com; www.aucor.auction
(registration & bidding); www.aucornamibia.com
DUE: 25-Feb-22 10:00 AM - 28-Feb-22 10:00

BUSINESS EVENTS

REF: Demshi Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd
FOR: Public meeting as part of EIA for installation and
operation of five camouflage telecommunication
towers within the Municipality of Swakopmund at DRC,
Tamariskia, Mondesa, Ocean View and Tulinawa /
MONDESA Multi Purpose Hall
AT: Healthy Earth Environmental Consultants, ph. 0815720258; askheec@gmail.com
DUE: 18-Feb-22 9:00 AM

PPP foundation training
REF: Ministry of Finance
FOR: 3- & 2-day PPP foundation training workshop for public and private stakeholders covering PPP legal framework, PPP procurement, PPP contract management,
etc.; free of charge but limited to 50 participants
AT: Public Private Partnership Unit, Windhoek; ph. 0612092298/2083; Mbatjiua.Kangootui@mof.gov.na or
Nalisa.Muyahi@mof.gov.na (confirm participation by
15-Feb-22); https://www.mof.gov.na/public-privatepartnerships (to register)
DUE: 21-Feb-22 8:30:00 AM - 23-Feb-22 / OSHAKATI,
RC Oshana, for technical officials
DUE: 24-Feb-22 8:30:00 AM - 25-Feb-22 / OSHAKATI,
RC Oshana, for policy makers
REF: M. Oshakati
FOR: Valuation Court hearing on objections to interim
provisional interim valuation roll of rateable properties
/ OSHAKATI Magistrates Court
AT: CEO; ph. 065-229500
DUE: 25-Feb-22 10:00 AM

CONTRACTS

REF: Potentia Namibia
FOR: Fixed term contracts as1x VMMC enrolled nurse /
KEETMANSHOOP district
AT: www.potentia.com.na (details and to upload CV)
DUE: 17-Feb-22
REF: VC Bethanie
FOR: 5-year renewable contract as CEO / BETHANIE
(minimum requirements/qualifications)
AT: HR Officer, ph. 063-283003
DUE: 18-Feb-22
REF: Erongo RED
FOR: Chief Executive Officer - Paterson F / WALVIS BAY
(min. requirements and experience required)
AT: Elite Employment, Windhoek; ph. 061-234151,
antoinette@eliteemployment.com.na; www.eliteemplo
yment.com.na
DUE: 21-Feb-22 5:00 PM
MARKET NAMIBIA TENDER BULLETIN NO. 1432
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CONTRACTS

Theo-Ben Gurirab Street, Windhoek;
ph. 061-374300 - G Nasima
DUE: 17-Feb-22

Developments in Okongo
REF: Owner
FOR: Written objections to rezoning of
80,478sqm Erf 349 in Okongo Village
from ‘public open space’ to ‘business’
for commercial development and subdivision into 5 portions
AT: Plantek Town & Regional Planners,
Windhoek; ph. 061-244115 or plante
k@africaonline.com.na; objections to
Plantek and VC Okongo
DUE: 17-Feb-22

REF: NamPost
FOR: 5-year contract as chief operating
officer / WINDHOEK (min. criteria,
competencies, etc.)
AT: Visions; rudi@visions.com.na Dr Rudi Koekemoer
DUE: 25-Feb-22 4:00 PM

DEADLINES
Formalising shebeen
REF: Owner
FOR: Objection to rezoning of 983sqm Erf
20114 in Sauyema Ext. 7, Rundu
from ‘single residential’ to ‘business’
with bulk of 1.0 to fomalise existing
shebeen
AT: Dunamis Consulting Town & Regional
Planners, ph. 085-5512173 or ndimuh
ona@dunamisplan.com;
M. Rundu (objections)
DUE: 16-Feb-22

Office rezoning
REF: Owners
FOR: Objection to rezoning of 363sqm Erf
8054 c/o Schweizer & Freud Streets,
Windhoek West from ‘residential’ to
‘office’ with bulk of 0.4
FOR: Objection to rezoning of 376sqm Erf
1390 in Omungondo Street, Okuryangava from ‘residential’ to ‘office’ with
bulk of 0.4
AT: Dunamis Consulting Town & Regional
Planners, ph. 085-5512173 or ndimuh
ona@dunamisplan.com;
M. Windhoek, Town Planning notice
board, Urban Planning (objections)
DUE: 16-Feb-22
REF: Owners
FOR: Objections to rezoning of 1417sqm
Portion D of Erf 4, 1 Khan Street,
Windhoek from ‘residential’ to ‘office’
with bulk of 0.4 and consent for free
residential bulk and use of building for
office purposes
FOR: Objections to rezoning of 996sqm Erf
2287, 1 Louw Street, Windhoek from
‘residential’ to ‘office’ with bulk of 0.4
and consent for free residential bulk
and use of building for office purposes
AT: Ritta Khiba Planning Consultants,
ph. 061-225062 / 081-5788154 or
rkhiba@gmail.com; M. Windhoek,
CCC (locality plan)
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Lodge in Maherero TA
REF: Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Land
Reform
FOR: Objections to application for 10-year
right of leasehold in Omaheke Region, Otjinene Rural Constituency,
Maherero Traditional Authority: 3.17ha
portion to Brado Lodge & Guest
House for hospitality/accommodation
purposes
AT: Secretary: Omaheke Communal Land
Board, ph. 062-562947/081-2845595
or Lisse.McLeod@mlr.gov.na
DUE: 16-Feb-22

Schonau Solar Energy
REF: Schonau Solar Energy (Pty) Ltd
FOR: Written objections to an electricity
export license for a solar PV power
plant at Karasburg
REF: Schonau Solar Energy (Pty) Ltd
FOR: Written objections to an electricity
generation license for a 124.94MWp
solar PV power plant at Karasburg
AT: Schonau Solar, PO Box 97624, Windhoek; Electricity Control Board; 35

REF: Owner
FOR: Written objections to rezoning of
2,9008ha Erf 103 in Okongo Village
from ‘single residential’ to ‘undetermined’ for mixed use development
and sub-division into 11 portions
AT: Plantek Town & Regional Planners,
Windhoek; ph. 061-244115 or plante
k@africaonline.com.na; objections to
Plantek and VC Okongo
DUE: 17-Feb-22
REF: M. Ondangwa
FOR: Objections to interim provisional
valuation roll of rateable properties
AT: ph. 065-240101; ceoadmin@ondangw
atown.com; CEO (written objections)
DUE: 17-Feb-22

Rezoning for housing
REF: Francis & Precious Kolofu
FOR: Objection to rezoning of 1,054sqm Erf
9149 Swakopmund Ext. 34 from
‘single residential’ to ‘general residential’ 1:250 to develop four houses,
three of which will be used as selfcatering units
AT: Stewart Planning, Town & Regional
Planners, Walvis Bay; ph. 064280770; melissa@sp.com.na;
M. Swakopmund, ph. 064-4104403,
jheita@swkmun.com.na; CEO
(objections)
DUE: 21-Feb-22
REF: Owner
FOR: Objections to subdivision and rezoning of 980sqm Erf 49, Block F,
Budgie Street, Rehoboth from ‘single
residential’ 1:900 to 1:300 to increase
development potential of erf
AT: Ritta Khiba Planning Consultants,
ph. 061-225062 / 081-5788154 or
rkhiba@gmail.com; M. Rehoboth
(locality plan)
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Exploration & mining

Tourism & crop cultivation

REF: Parabola Investments cc
FOR: Register as IAP and comment as part
of EIA for proposed exploration activities for base, rare and precious metals
on EPL 8181 N of Klein Aub, Hardap
Region (meeting will be confirmed
with registered IAPs)
AT: Excel Dynamic Solutions,
ph. 061-259530 - Silas David;
public@edsnamibia.com
DUE: 18-Feb-22

REF: Omutati Game & Guest Farm Safari
Tours cc
FOR: Register as IAP as part of EIA for
tourism and crop cultivation activities
on Farm Streben #437 and Farm
Lynplaas #436, Otjozondjupa Region
AT: Geo Pollution Technologies; ph. 061257411 or omutati@thenamib.com
- Quezette Bosman;
www.thenamib.com/projects/projects
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Walvis Stone Processing

Namdunes Investment

REF: Best Cheer Investments Namibia (Pty)
FOR: Register as IAP and comment as
part of Environmental Clearance
Certificate for continued operation of
Walvis Bay Stone Processing factory
on Farm 38 and reclamation plus
rehabilitation of an abandoned borrow
pit within Walvis Bay townlands
AT: Omavi Geo-technical & Geo-environmental Consultants; ph. 081-4786306
(SMS / Whatsapp) or enviro@
omavi.com.na (obtain BID)
DUE: 18-Feb-22

REF: VC Kamanjab
FOR: Objections to 25-year lease by private
treaty of unserviced 10ha Camp A of
Kamanjab Townlands #190 to Namdunes Investment for N$10,000/m
AT: CEO BM Nguaiko (objections);
ph. 067-330051 - Cedric Khoeseb
(enquiries)
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Omari Estate & township
REF: Owners
FOR: IAPs to register as part of EIA for proposed township establishment on
Portion 60 of Farm Brakwater #48 of
proposed Omari Estate
FOR: Objections to rezoning of Portion 60 of
Farm Brakwater #48 from ‘residential’
to ‘undetermined’ with density fo 1:5ha
to allow for township establishment of
Omari and Omari Ext. 1 for 513 erven
with mixed land uses
AT: Nghivelwa Planning Consultants;
ph. 061-269697 or 085-3232230;
nghivelwaplanning@gmail.com
DUE: 18-Feb-22

REF: Owner
FOR: Objection to subdivision of ‘business’
zoned 1.5594ha Portion 269, Ondangwa into Portion A (5759.4328sqm) and
remainder (9834.5672sqm)
AT: Kamau Town Planning & Development
Specialist, ph. 061-251975 / 0813290584, yeli@kamau-tpds.com;
M. Ondangwa (objections)
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Goreangab Mall
REF: Green Building Construction Namibia
(Pty) Ltd
FOR: Objection to rezoning of 7 erven in
Goreangab Ext. 5 and consolidation
for development of Goreangab Mall
AT: Stubenrauch Planning Consultants;
ph. 061-251189, pombili@spc.com.na
DUE: 22-Feb-22

Outapi ‘institutional’ erven

Henties North Dune to Greywall

REF: Owner
FOR: Objections to rezoning of erven 238
(6,577sqm), 125 (722sqm) & 126
(782sqm) of Farm #1283 of Outapi
Townlands #1116 from ‘civic’ and ‘residential’ to ‘institutional’ and consent to
use for institutional purposes
AT: Ritta Khiba Planning Consultants, ph.
061-225062 / 081-5788154 or
rkhiba@gmail.com; M. Outapi (plan)
DUE: 21-Feb-22

REF: M. Henties Bay
FOR: Objection to alienation by private
treaty of a 25ha portion (North Dune)
of Henties Bay Town & Townlands
#133 to Greywall Properties for
N$6,359,425 for mixed land use
development
AT: CEO, Henties Bay; ph. 064-502000
DUE: 22-Feb-22

14 erven by PT in Helao Nafidi

REF: The Eddy Angula Trust
FOR: Register as IAP and submit written objections as part of EIA for township
establishment on sub-divided portion
of Erf RE/540 (70 erven) and Erf 670
(91 erven) in Tamariskia Ext. 2,
Swakopmund

REF: M. Helao Nafidi
FOR: Objections to sale of 12 ‘residential’
properties in different extensions by
private transaction to individuals and
421sqm ‘business’ erf to Tulipomwene
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AT:

WinPlan Town & Regional Planning
Consultants; ph. 061-246761,
winplan@winplan.com.na
DUE: 23-Feb-22

Waste oil facility
REF: Wesco Waste Management (Pty) Ltd
FOR: Register as IAP as part of EIA for
operation of waste oil storage handling and refining facility on Erf 14 & 15,
Nubu Industrial Park, Brakwater to
produce light fuel oil
AT: Geo Pollution Technologies; ph. 061257411 or wesco@thenamib.com
- Quezette Bosman;
www.thenamib.com/projects/projects
DUE: 23-Feb-22
REF: M. Oshakati
FOR: Objections to interim provisional
valuation roll of rateable properties
AT: CEO; ph. 065-229500
DUE: 24-Feb-22

Four towers for Demshi
REF: Demshi Investment Holdings (Pty) Ltd
FOR: Register as IAP and comment as part
of EIA for installation and operation of
five camouflage telecommunication
towers within the Municipality of Swakopmund at DRC, Tamariskia, Mondesa, Ocean View and Tulinawa
AT: Healthy Earth Environmental
Consultants, ph. 081-5720258;
askheec@gmail.com
DUE: 25-Feb-22

Medical consultancy
REF: Puzzle Investments 126 cc
FOR: Objection to rezoning of Erf 4124 in
Okahandja ext. 7 from ‘single residential’ to ‘office’ bulk of 0.5 to operate
medical consulting rooms
AT: Stubenrauch Planning Consultants;
spcoffice1@spc.com.na (comments);
ph. 061-251189, M. Okahandja CEO
(objections)
DUE: 25-Feb-22

Unik's marble stone factory
REF: M. Walvis Bay
FOR: Objections to lease a 3ha portion of
Farm #38 to Unik Engineering Namibia for a marble stone factory for
N$24,000/m plus VAT
AT: Kuisemond municipal offices, Room
29 (inspec); ph. 064-2013338 - Jack
Manale (enquiries); General Manager:
Community & Economic Development
- Agostinho Victor (objections)
DUE: 25-Feb-22 12:00 PM

Augeigas township
REF: M. Windhoek + MURD
FOR: Objections to subdivision of Portion
24 of Farm Augeigas #34 into
Portions 1-6 and remainder for more
than 11 erven as part of township
establishment
AT: Ritta Khiba Planning Consultants,
ph. 061-225062 / 081-5788154 or
rkhiba@gmail.com; ffice of SurveyorGeneral, Windhoek or office of town
clerk (inspection); Urban & Regional
Planning Board Chairperson - LD
Uyepa (written objections)
DUE: 25-Feb-22 12:00 PM

Financial Sector Strategy
REF: Bank of Namibia + UNAM + NUST +
IUM + Stadio
FOR: BoN as coordinator of the Namibia
Financial Sector Strategy calls on
public and private institutions within
the financial sector to nominate employees to attend critical short courses
to enhance analytical capabilities of
the workforce; courses are offered in
cyber security & architecture; financial
management & decision making; investment analysis; emotional intelligence; risk supervision & management; marketing & sales; practical
data analysis; product research & development; training to commence in
Mar-22
AT: Programme Coordinator - Petrus
Shifotoka, ph. 061-2835044 or
petrus.shifotoka@bon.com.na
DUE: 28-Feb-22
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Waste Management project
REF: M. Windhoek
FOR: 2-year renewable contract as project
manager for Dept Infrastructure, Water & Technical Services, Division:
Solid Waste Management - for EU
funded Solid Waste Management project to lead implementation of recycling initiative / WINDHOEK
AT: Office of the CEO; register online on
www.cityofwindhoek.org.na; ph. 0612902616 / 3061 / 3671 / 2001 / 3032
DUE: 21-Feb-22

Haukongo (N$14,524.50) and
1,792sqm ‘institutional’ erf to Ruben
Joseph (N$32,256)
AT: CEO (objections); Property Officer;
ph. 065-261920 or 081-1283601
- Penehafo Mwatukange
DUE: 21-Feb-22
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NAMIBIA ALL-OPEN PUBLIC TENDER INDEX ©
This comprehensive index to
all tenders that have not yet
closed is updated weekly. Tenders are listed by closing
date. The index includes ALL
tenders, expressions of interest, requests for proposals and
prequalifications issued within
Namibia by government, municipal, parastatal, institutional, international and private
organisations. Unless indicated otherwise, services and
materials are for the supply
to the buying institution.
14-Feb-22
G/RFQ/NAMPORT-4000000798/2022;
Namport
Replace air cons
G/RFQ/NAMPORT-4000000813/2022;
Namport
Rugged tablet PC & accessories
G/RFQ/NAMPORT-4000000814/2022;
Namport
Mild steel
NCS/RFQ/KHPMUN-006/2021;
M. Keetmanshoop
EOI appointment of electrical contractors for meter audit within Keetmanshoop supply area at pre-approved rates
NCS/RFQ/KHPMUN-007/2021;
M. Keetmanshoop
Refurbishment of Oxpass Tower
G/ONB/010-01/2021-22; MEAC
Hostel furniture
G/ONB/010-02/2021-22; MEAC
Classroom furniture
W/ONB/NIP-1/2022;
Namibia Institute of Pathology Ltd
Stand-by generators at various NIP
premises
G/ONB/NAMPORT-3490/2022;
Namport
Fuels & lubrication products to Ports of
Walvis Bay & Lüderitz x12 months
G/ONB/ORC DEAC-05/2021;
RC Oshikoto
Catering equipment for boarding
schools - Oshikoto Region
G/ONB/ORC DEAC-08/2021;
RC Oshikoto
59 laptop computers to DEAC Oshikoto Region
G/ONB/ORC DEAC-12/2021;
RC Oshikoto
Water tank truck to DEAC - Oshikoto
Region
W/ONB/ORC DEAC-14/2021;
RC Oshikoto
Drill & install 5x boreholes at schools
in Oshikoto Region
15-Feb-22
MHSS 1431 - Omusati burials; MHSS
Adult coffins & pauper burial services
for Omusati Regional Health
Directorate
MHSS 1431 - Omusati cleaning;
MHSS
Cleaning materials for Omusati
Regional Health Directorate
MHSS 1431 - WCH pharma; MHSS
Pharmaceutical non-coded items for
Windhoek Central Hospital
G/RFQ/NIP-3/2022;
Namibia Institute of Pathology
491x Meteor double-wall tumblers
(branded)
G/RFQ/NIP-8/2022;
Namibia Institute of Pathology
1,000x sanitizer canisters (foggers)
G/RFQ/NAMPORT-4000000816/2022;
Namport
ICT network spares & accessories
G/IQ/ERC-026/2021/2022; RC Erongo
Kindergarten equipment for Walvis Bay
Rural Constituency Office - CDF
G/IQ/ERC-092/2021/2022; RC Erongo
Office stationery - ERC
G/RFQ/ERC-163/2021/2022;
RC Erongo
Office furniture for Karibib
Constituency Office
W/RFQ/OHRC17-19/2021/2022;
RC Ohangwena
Construct sewer reticulation in
Omungwelume
W/RFQ/OHRC17-20/2021/2022;
RC Ohangwena
Construct water reticulation in
Omungwelume
G/IQ/ONARC-246/2021/2022;
RC Oshana
Chicken feed for Etameko Poultry Project in Uukwiyuushona Constituency
G/RFQ/ONARC DEAC-258/2021/
2022; RC Oshana
IT equipment for DEAC

G/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-218/2021/
2022; RC Oshana
Hotel linen ware & accessories for
Ongwediva Rural Development
Centre (bedding, curtains & blinds)
NCS/RFQ/ONARC-275/2021/2022;
RC Oshana
Four doors with locksets, four burglar
doors & three padlocks
NCS/RFQ/ONARC-ORDC-225/2021/
2022; RC Oshana
Air-conditioner & aluminium doors at
Ongwediva RDC
W/RFQ/ONARC DEAC-271/2021/
2022; RC Oshana
Civil & electrification renovation of
Culture Office outside toilet block
W/RFQ/ONARC DEAC-273/2021/
2022; RC Oshana
Erect fence at Ondiiyala Primary
School
G/ONB/NW-013/2022; NamWater
Valves
NCS/RFQ/NCAA-06/2022; NCAA
VM Ware virtualization software
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-05/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Domestic waste collection & removal
from Service Area A
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-06/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Garden refuse removal Service
Area E
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-07/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Waste collection & removal from
Service Area B
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-08/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Waste collection & removal from
Service Area C
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-09/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Waste collection & removal from
Service Area D
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-10/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Garden refuse removal Service Area F
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-11/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Garden refuse removal Service
Area G
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-12/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Garden refuse removal Service
Area H
NCS/ONB/OngweTC-13/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Driving & impounding stray animals
from Ongwediva
W/ONB/OngweTC-08/2021/22;
M. Ongwediva
Refurbishment of Social House Units
in Ongwediva
W/ONB/NAMPORT-3541/2022;
Namport
Constr. 250mm diameter HDPE
water pipeline for Berths 4-8 in Port
of Walvis Bay
G/OIB/TN-175/2021;
Telecom Namibia
Design, supply, deliver, implement,
commission, testing, training & maintenance of Industrial Internet of Things
SCADA Project
16-Feb-22
MURD 1429; MURD
EOI: Consultant to assess status of
implementation of decentralisation &
revision of Decentralisation Policy &
develop Decentralisation Implementation Plan & result-based M&E
17-Feb-22
G/RFQ/NW-080/2022; NamWater
Steel pipe specials, flexible pipe
couplings, fasteners & gaskets for
Omarassa Booster Pump Station
& Oshakati Raw Water Abstraction
Pump Station
G/RFQ/NW-082/2022; NamWater
120mm 4-core PVC Cable of 100m to
Windhoek Head Office
G/RFQ/NW-083/2022; NamWater
Generator
W/RFQ/NW-008/2022; NamWater
Swakopmund Water Supply Base
Chlorination Building raising, civil &
electrical works, Namib Area
HCI 1430; High Commission of India
Hiring local security guards for 2-year
period at Chancery & residences in
Klein Windhoek, Ludwigsdorf & Eros
W/ONB/CENO-09/2021/ENG;
CENORED
LV supply & house connections in
Saamstaan (Agra) in Tsumeb Town,
Oshikoto Region
W/ONB/CENO-10/2021/ENG;
CENORED
LV supply & house connections in
Kuvukiland Settlement in Tsumeb
Town, Oshikoto Region
W/ONB/CENO-11/2021/ENG;

CENORED
LV supply & house connections in
“Blankkies Town” in Grootfontein,
Otjozondjupa Region
W/ONB/CENO-14/2021/ENG;
CENORED
MV & LV [networks] & house con-nections in Saamstaan in Outjo,
Kunene Region
W/ONB/CENO-41/2021-2022/ENG;
CENORED
MV & LV networks & house
connections at Ben Hur Settlement,
Omaheke Region
W/ONB/CENO-42/2021-2022/ENG;
CENORED
MV & LV networks & house
connections at Drimiopsis Settlement,
Omaheke Region
G/RFQ/NCAA-15/2022; NCAA
IT computer & laptop purchase
18-Feb-22
RFP No. 01/2022; Bank of Namibia
Provision of lunch services at BoN
Oshakati Branch
G/RB/OSHTC-04/2021-2022;
M. Oshakati
Two sewer submersible pumps (WILO
EMU) & breathing apparatus (10x
single filter full face masks)
G/RB/OSHTC-05/2021-2022;
M. Oshakati
200x 240L wheelie bins
MHSS 1431 - EOI; MHSS
EOI for architectural, electrical / mechanical; / civil / structural engineering
& QS services for design, documentation & contract administration of proposed Intensive Care Units at various
regional hospitals
MTC06-22-O; MTC
Groceries & cleaning materials
MTC07-22-O; MTC
Archiving services for MTC
MTC09-22-O; MTC
Stationery & toners
MTC10-22-O; MTC
Retail signage items for MTC
MTC12-22-O; MTC
18 vehicles to MTC
MTC13-22-E; MTC
Handset, routers, enterprise scaled
broadband connectivity devices &
related products
G/RFQ/UNAM-02/2022; UNAM
Chemicals, reagents (259 items) &
laboratory glassware (803 items) for
Jose Eduardo dos Santos Campus
Tender 01/2022; Erongo RED
Architectural design & costing for
alterations to existing buildings of
Erongo RED (partition open areas
into offices)
Reference No. 83401228;
SADC + GIZ
Develop preliminary Integrated Water
Resources Management Plan for
Kunene Watercourse
NCS/RFQ/NCAA-07/2022; NCAA
Board pack software
SC/RP/NPWR-08/2021; NamPower
Consultancy to develop Cyber Security Strategy aligned to NamPower’s
Integrated Strategic Business Plan
SC/RP/NPWR-13/2021; NamPower
Provision & support of Financial Reporting System to prepare NamPower’s Annual Report
SC/RP/NPWR-10/2021; NamPower
Safety, Health & Environmental
services & support to NamPower
Generation Capital Projects x4 years
21-Feb-22
NORED 1431 - audit;
NORED Electricity
EOI: External audit services for years
ended 30-Jun-22 to 2024
CS/RFP/ECB-2021/22-03-HR;
Electricity Control Board
Recruitment services for CEO
vacancy [re-issue]
G/ONB/SM-001/2022;
M. Swakopmund
Fire truck, 15,000L water tanker
W/ONB/RCC-02/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Oshakati Region. Lot:
GU-OSH-LOT 1 (OSH 09, 10 & 11)
W/ONB/RCC-03/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Oshakati Region. Lot:
GU-OSH-LOT 2 (OSH 12, 13 & 14)
W/ONB/RCC-04/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Oshakati Region. Lot:
GU-OSH-LOT 3 (OSH 15 & 16)
W/ONB/RCC-05/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Otjiwarongo Region.
Lot: GU-OTJ-LOT 1 (OTJ 06, 07 & 09)
W/ONB/RCC-06/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
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gravel roads in Windhoek Region. Lot:
GU-WHK-LOT 1 (WHK 23 & 24)
W/ONB/RCC-07/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Windhoek Region. Lot:
GU-WHK-LOT 2 (WHK 25 & 26)
W/ONB/RCC-08/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Windhoek Region. Lot:
GU-WHK-LOT 3 (WHK 01, 02 & 03)
W/ONB/RCC-09/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Windhoek Region. Lot:
GU-WHK-LOT 4 (WHK 04, 05 & 06)
W/ONB/RCC-10/2021/2022; RCC
Ph. 2 of sub-contracts for blading of
gravel roads in Windhoek Region. Lot:
GU-WHK-LOT 5 (WHK 07 & 08)
23-Feb-22
G/RFQ/SM-004/2022;
M. Swakopmund
88 pairs of safety shoes
G/RFQ/SM-064/2021;
M. Swakopmund
50x waste skip containers
24-Feb-22
NCS/ONB/022-03/2021-2022; MFMR
Security services to MFMR x36
months at 15 duty stations: Henties
Bay; Walvis Bay incl. vessels; Swakopmund, Arandis Hangar; Lüderitz;
Fonteintjie Fish Farm, Keetmanshoop;
Windhoek HO; Hardap Inland Aquaculture Centre, Mariental; Epalela Inland Aquaculture Centre; Onavivi Inland Aquaculture; Mpungu Fish Farm,
Nkurenkuru; Rundu; Ongwediva Inland Aquaculture Centre; Katima Mulilo & Kamutjonga Inland Fisheries Institute, Divundu
G/ONB/ORC-08/2021; RC Oshikoto
Cleaning materials for RC & delegated
functions x24 months
G/ONB/ORC-11/2021; RC Oshikoto
Office stationery for RC & delegated
functions x24 months
G/ONB/ORC-13/2021; RC Oshikoto
Covid-19 materials & PPE for RC &
delegated functions x24 months
NCS/ONB/ORC-09/2021;
RC Oshikoto
Service, repair & overhaul GRN
vehicles for RC Oshikoto x24 months
W/ONB/ORC MWT-1/2021;
RC Oshikoto
Pump out septic tanks & remove
household refuse at various govt
institutions in Oshikoto Region x24
months
Reference No.: SADC/3/5/4/20;
SADC
SPN: Financial reporting software for
SADC Secretariat
25-Feb-22
EIF 1431; EIF
Consultancy services for graphic
design services for EIF
W/OIB/NPWR-02/2022; NamPower
Pre-qualification of EPC contractor
for 40MW Rosh Pinah Wind Project
[extended from 04-Feb-22]
G/OIB/NPWR-07/2022; NamPower
Design, manufacture, test, deliver,
install & commission power
transformers
W/ONB/NPWR-20/2022; NamPower
Extension of parking shed for mobile
substations (Brakwater)
28-Feb-22
Erongo Marine 1431; Erongo Marine
Enterprises, an Oceana Group
company
Request for information for supply of
goods & services: accommodation;
provisions for vessels; stock commodities (cartons, plastic bags &
strapping); vessel repairs & marine
maintenance/engineering); refrigerants; gas; fuel; lubricants & marine
engine oil; IT support)
SC/RP/NSI-029/2021; Namibian
Standards Institution
Leasing of NSI Inspection Building in
Walvis Bay [re-issue from 03-Dec-21]
Reference No. 83401720; GIZ + NTA
Consultancy services for documen-tation of NEV Technical & Vocational,
Education & Training Hub best practices under ‘Promotion of Vocational Education & Training in Namibia’ Project
Reference No. 83401721; GIZ + NTA
Consultancy services for design of
electronic leaning material for the NEV
Training Hub under ProVET Project
W/ONB/NDTC-005/105/2021/22;
M. Ondangwa
Constr. electrical services at
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Ondangwa Ext 26
G/OIB/NAC-01/2021; Namibia
Airports Company
Common Use Passenger Processing
System for Hosea Kutako International
Airport [extended from 31-Jan-22]
G/ONB/NCAA-02/2022; NCAA
Rental of printers/copiers x3 years
W/ONB/SM-009/2021;
M. Swakopmund
Constr. sand trap & mechanical
bar screen
01-Mar-22
NCS/OAB/CPBN-02/2022;
CPB + NamWater
Security services & cash-in-transit to
NamWater for Central, South, North &
Coast business units x36 months
SC/RP/KRC-01/2021/2022;
RC //Kharas
EOI: Review current strategic Plan
2017/18 - 2021/22 FY & compile/
develop new 5-year Strategic Plan
2022/23 - 2026/27 FY
G/ONB/HRC-018/2021; RC Hardap
Materials for CLTS
G/ONB/HRC-019/2021; RC Hardap
Materials for DWSSC
G/ONB/HRC-025/2021; RC Hardap
Cartridges & toners for RC
G/ONB/HRC-029/2021; RC Hardap
Electrical materials for RC
G/ONB/HRC-030/2021; RC Hardap
Outstanding Cash/Food for Work
materials
G/ONB/HRC-031/2021; RC Hardap
Poultry project materials
W/ONB/HRC-015/2021; RC Hardap
Constr. precast VIP toilets with
concrete roofs
02-Mar-22
Reference No. 83401974;
GIZ + NTA + MHETI
Consultancy services for comprehensive analysis of options & concise recommendations for future reformed Vocational Training Centre governance
structure in Namibia under GIZ - ‘Promotion of Vocational Education &
Training in Namibia’ (ProVET) Project
W/ONB/NKU-001/01/2022;
M. Nkurenkuru
Constr. 15m high water tank & ancillary works in Kahenge, Kavango
West Region
W/ONB/NKU-002/01/2022;
M. Nkurenkuru
Upgrade 250m Nkurenkuru Main
Road to bitumen standards, Kavango
West Region
W/OAB/CPBN-02/2022; CPB + RA
Nominated SMEs for development
contracts for blading of gravel roads in
the Windhoek Region
03-Mar-22
G/ONB/09-01/2021; MF
Uniforms for cleaners & messengers
x24 months
W/OIB/NAMPORT-3540/2022;
Namport
Complete Vessel Traffic Services
(VTS) Automatic Identification System
& Port Management Information
System
W/OAB/CPBN-01/2022; CPB + RA
Development contracts for blading of
gravel roads in the Windhoek Region
G/ONB/HRC-001/2021; RC Hardap
ICT equipment & minor works for C
//Oaseb SS School & PJ Groenewaldt
JS School
G/ONB/HRC-009/2021; RC Hardap
Furniture for new government hostel,
Vooruitsig Combined School
G/ONB/HRC-020/2021; RC Hardap
Heavy duty photocopy machines for
Mariental & Rehoboth TRC
G/ONB/HRC-026/2021; RC Hardap
ICT equipment & minor works for
Mariental TRC Hall
G/ONB/HRC-027/2021; RC Hardap
19 kitchen floor scales & 19 bench
scales for 19 government hostels
W/ONB/RA-11/2021;
Roads Authority
Emerging contractors’ contracts for
blading of gravel roads in the Windhoek Maintenance Region
04-Mar-22
NCS/OAB/CPBN-01/2022;
CPB + Telecom Namibia
Vehicles on full maintenance lease &
fleet management services to Telecom
x5 years
W/ONB/OSHTC-04/2021-2022;

M. Oshakati
Constr. electrical infrastructure for
Oshakati North Ext 11 & portion
of Ext 12
W/ONB/OSHTC-05/2021-2022;
M. Oshakati
Constr. roads & storm water infrastructure for Oshakati North Ext 11 &
portion of Ext 12
G/ONB/NPWR-10/2022; NamPower
22kV to 33kV NEC/NER auxiliary
transformers
G/ONB/NPWR-11/2022; NamPower
MV auxiliary transformers
W/ONB/HRC-003/2021; RC Hardap
Constr. 12 precast showers & 12 precast toilets at Groendraai PS & JW
Mouton PS
W/ONB/HRC-005/2021; RC Hardap
Constr. six standard classrooms &
storeroom at Erf 1298 Aimablaagte,
Lot 3
W/ONB/HRC-012/2021; RC Hardap
Service & install aircons at Mariental
TRC
W/ONB/HRC-017/2021; RC Hardap
Fencing at Erf 1298 Aimablaagte
07-Mar-22
NCS/ONB/OSHTC-02/2021-2022;
M. Oshakati
Treatment of Council’s four pump
stations, west & east oxidation ponds
NCS/RP/OSHTC-03/2021-2022;
M. Oshakati
Debt collector services
G/ONB/ONARC-25/2021/2022;
RC Oshana
New vehicle to RC Oshana
NCS/ONB/ONARC-24/2021/2022;
RC Oshana
Security services to RC premises x3year period
W/OAB/SSC-02/2021; Social
Security Commission
Constr. new SSC Otjozondjupa
Regional Office in Otjiwarongo
W/ONB/RTC-11/2021; M. Rehoboth
Re-issue: Constr. new fire station at
Rehoboth, Hardap Region
08-Mar-22
NCS/ONB/COW-18/2022;
M. Windhoek
Unit rate contract for maintenance of
COW facilities x2 years
NCS/RFQ/NW-011/2022; NamWater
Auctioneering services x3 years
SC/RP/NW-008/2022; NamWater
Consultants to conduct EIA & compile
Environmental Management Plan
for Omdel - Wlotzkasbaken pipeline
replacement
SC/RP/NW-011/2022; NamWater
Consultants to conduct EIA & compile
Environmental Management Plan for
constr., operation, maintenance &
decommissioning of proposed Aroab
Scheme extension & upgrade
09-Mar-22
EOI/COW-17/2022; M. Windhoek
Life insurance services for municipal
council of Windhoek housing scheme
x3 years
W/OAB/CPBN-03/2022;
CPB + M. Windhoek
Operation & maintenance of Kupferberg General & Hazardous Waste
Disposal Site
11-Mar-22
S/ONB/NFCPT-02/2021; Namibia
Fish Consumption Promotion Trust
Guarding & cash-in-transit services to
NFCPT x3 years
Notice 1/2022; M. Windhoek +
CHAMPAC Investments
Sale of 23x ‘single residential’ erven in
Kleine Kuppe Ext 1 by tender (closed
bid sale)
15-Mar-22
W/ONB/38-02/2021; MAWLR
Okanguati Water Supply Project:
Constr. civil, mechanical & electrical
works: installations, two buildings with
booster pumps & pipe works, three
borehole pumps, two ground level
& two elevated reservoirs & pipeline
from Chainage 6.52km to 15.44km
between Ohamaremba & Okanguati,
Kunene Region
31-Mar-22
Notice No. TSBM 01/2022
[suppliers]; M. Tsumeb
Notice to suppliers to submit company
profiles for provision of goods, works
& services to M. Tsumeb for 2022/23
& 2023/24 financial years
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